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Thesis summary
Context There is substantial interest in encouraging changes to travel
behaviour with a view to accomplishing more sustainable mobility patterns. The underlying idea is that people respond to incentives and will
alter their behaviour according to relative costs and benefits of different behavioural alternatives (e.g. the use of different transport modes
for the commute trip). Utility-based discrete-choice models have become
central methods to model behaviour with the aim of understanding how
changes can be induced. Traditionally such models, however, assume
that choices can be represented as a linear compensatory process. This
implies that there is trading among attributes, that is, disadvantages in
one choice characteristic can be offset by advantages in another. Similarly standard modelling assumptions postulate that group behaviour can
be represented through a one-consumer utility function. This implies that
the study of essential economic group-based agents take account of only
a single representative of the entity, without considering the impact of
the presence of different members.
Motivation Applied studies of real behaviour has generated many findings suggesting that people use non-maximising rules and that multiperson choices are different from individual ones. Failing to account
for decisions that do not adhere to these underlying hypotheses, may
generate biased descriptions and predictions of behaviour. A poor understanding of real behavioural motivations will potentially lead to misguided policy decisions. This thesis proposes the study of several failures
of standard modelling assumptions. Methodological approaches, where
standard modelling procedures are adapted, are illustrated in this work.
The advantage of the proposed approaches is to gain a deeper understanding of behaviour and begin staking out how people differ not only
i

in their taste structure but also along other behavioural dimensions.
Empirical work Evidence from four empirical studies are presented. A
first case-study looks at the role of reference dependence, focussing on
multiple attributes and multiple reference points in a commuting context. This allows in depth study of the usual assumption of referencefree, linear and symmetrical sensitivities. The second chapter looks at
a modelling structure that can account for different decision-rules, besides utility-maximisation, that can be used to model decision-rules such
as lexicography, reference asymmetry, elimination-by-aspects and regretminimisation. This approach offers a way to relax the assumption that all
respondents use utility maximising decision protocols. A third section describes a model structure where the level of engagement of respondents
is studied using a latent variable structure to see how involvement can be
studied from attitudinal questions and other behavioural variables. This
is a way to assess the impact of lower involvement in a survey leading to
higher error variance in responses rather than assuming all respondents
to be equally engaged in experimental tasks. A fourth chapter overlooks
a framework of individual versus joint preference formation in a household to understand the potential shortcomings of the representative respondent hypothesis.
Findings The results show how different behavioural model assumptions
can be tested within a discrete choice framework. Each case shows that
modelling can be improved upon by allowing people to differ in referencing, behavioural rules, survey engagement and in a joint choice context.
Taken together, these findings help us bridge the gap between observed
behavioural complexity and the use of formal models of decision-making.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Expected utility (EU) theory has been a classical benchmark in decision
analysis since its emergence. In EU thought, decision makers maximise
pay-offs by selecting the most preferred alternative out of a choice set
subject to budget constraints. Several empirical findings from the social
sciences have revealed these assumptions to be poor approximations of
real-life behaviour. While the lack of realism remains a common complaint when working in the EU framework there are significant difficulties associated with designing and testing alternative frameworks to this
standard tool. Indeed, this implies designing well founded alternative
approaches for dealing with complex human behaviour and to design
functional and tractable models to represent behaviour more realistically.
This is exactly the aim of the four applied studies presented here.
This thesis proposes several methodological approaches aimed at acknowledging empirical insights that are essentially at odds with standard theory. The work carried out in this thesis derives from two key
streams of empirically based findings; the fact that people often use noncompensatory decision protocols when solving a decision problem and
the fact that social interaction effects play an important role in deciding
between alternatives. In particular, the thesis proposes several methodologies to deal with these issues in the context of transportation choices.
The underlying motivation for this effort is the desire to understand how
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individuals and households may react to policies that aim to nudge transportation behaviour towards a more sustainable patterns. The accumulated knowledge in the field indicates that behaviour and reactions to
policy changes cannot be understood fully if incomplete attribute compensation and social effects are ignored in our models. Thus, this thesis sets out to design, carry out and interpret the results from several
choice experiments to deepen the understanding of these effects, both
separately and considering their potential overlap.

1.2

Motivation

Traditionally utility-based discrete-choice models of behaviour assume
that choices can be represented by linear compensatory models. A choice
strategy can be described as compensatory if there is trading among attributes, that is, disadvantages in one choice characteristic can be traded
against (offset by) advantages in another. The notion that people are willing and able to carry out these trade-offs is fundamental to the use and interpretation of choice experiment data. One may however ask whether it
is justified to always proceed with these underlying hypothesis untested
in carrying out empirical work. Several findings suggest that people use
non-maximising rules and violate the hypothesised linear and compensatory behaviour in important ways.
A second important, but largely disjoint, stream of literature concerns the view that group behaviour can be represented through a oneconsumer utility function. This implies that the study of essential economic group-based agents take account of only a single representative
of the entity, without considering effects derived from different interests
of household members. Growing research efforts are emphasising that
the household is a collection of different individuals with different needs,
preferences and influence, and these facts need to be accounted for in
modelling. Failing to account for these effects has proven to significantly
bias both welfare estimates and predictions of behavioural reactions as
a response to changes in choice conditions. For instance, not identifying
the use of heuristics, such as lexicographic sorting, non-attendance or
reference point bias, may give a distorted view of people’s preferences.
3

In particular, people may change their perception along different mental
threshold-levels of attributes or regard improvement as qualitatively different from deterioration of a choice feature. In a similar vein, ignoring
the relations that bind individuals in groups may cause the researches to
overlook power structures, bandwagon correlation effects or altruism. If
an experiment is analysed with the idea that only attributes and levels
shown in the choice set matters, then these empirically relevant effects
will not be accounted for. Likewise, political efforts to direct decision
makers can be greatly improved if social interaction effects between individuals and their group of reference are accounted for.

1.3

Objectives

This thesis proposes innovative approaches, based on advanced model
specifications, to relax the a assumptions inherent in compensatory and
interaction-free utility theoretic models of decision making. To respond
to the first objective, three streams of exploration of individual behavioural
complexity are put forward. The aim is to propose methodological innovations that overcome gaps in current literature concerning potential individual mixtures of behavioural rules, reference dependence with multiple reference points and the role of latent engagement linked to response
scale variability. Importantly, for each of these studies the problem is outlined, an innovative research methodology is described and the framework is tested on empirical data according to the structure illustrated in
Figure 1.1.
To respond to the second objective, concerning the potentially important role of group-dynamics and how to detect these empirically, a fourth
study dealing with the impact of group interaction in decision making
is proposed. Each of these empirical studies are briefly outlined in the
following.

4

Figure 1.1: Overview of thesis content

1.4

Outline of contribution

The chapters of the thesis are contextualised within the effort to provide better representations of behaviour in contexts where there is evidence of departures from axiomatic representations of decisions. As
can be viewed in Figure 1.2, for some of the central assumptions of the
expected utility framework, this thesis puts forth approaches that relax
axiomatic representations. This allows important advancements on the
current methodological practices used in choice modelling and allows us
to achieve a better characterisation of behaviour in several relevant contexts (cf. Cherchi, 2009). Indeed, as will be illustrated in the following
text, in four relevant areas of axiomatic assumptions, the thesis proposes
advancements that amplify our understanding of reference dependence,
decision-rules, survey engagement and joint decisions.
Multi-attribute reference point formation
The first applied exploration of non compensating behaviour consists of
a study on different dimensions of reference dependence. Reference dependence broadly refers to the notion that decision makers are sensitive
to departures from reference points rather than states. Chapter 2 proposes a broad multi-attribute treatment of referencing where the various
model components are applied flexibly to elucidate how individuals judge
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Figure 1.2: Thesis contribution

commuting outcomes, accounting for non-linearities, decreasing sensitivity and asymmetries around reference points. An innovative feature in
the study is the exploration of a set of different reference, or cognitive
anchor-points, as the actual point of reference in making decisions. A
shift of the reference from current to ideal conditions plays an important
role in influencing the utility from decisions. Of particular relevance is
the emergence of important asymmetries in the willingness-to-pay and
accept patterns, when we use the ideal reference point for fare, in line
with the insight that people are willing to pay more to improve service
conditions than they are willing to accept a deteriorated service in exchange for a lower fare.
Mixing of decision paradigms
Chapter 3 explores the potential use of different decision processes among
decision makers. An important component of this work is the definition of
a flexible modelling approach to look at mixtures between RUM and other
behavioural paradigms. In a Latent Class framework individuals have a
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probability to belong to different behavioural classes characterised by
different decision paradigms. The approach has been applied to four
case studies to explore mixtures between standard logit modelling assumptions where respondent solely maximise utility and i) lexicography
based models, ii) models with multiple reference points, iii) elimination
by aspects models and iv) random regret minimisation models. For each
case study the behavioural mixing model obtains significant gains in fit
over the base structure. The findings offer important further insights into
the presence of behavioural segments in the population, distinguished
not only by taste differences but also by their use of decision rules. The
findings thus offer a way to disentangle retrieved taste heterogeneity
from heterogeneity in decision rules. The recognition of the role of rulebased decision making has potentially large impacts for the use of welfare measures derived from standard models where many assumptions of
compensation will fall short. This amounts to making sure that e.g. lexicographic individuals or regret minimisers are accounted for in project
appraisals looking at costs and benefits of different groups.
Survey engagement and scale heterogeneity
It has been recognised that an important issue facing analysts of declared choice data is one of finding adequate means of measuring survey
engagement. An innovative exploration of survey involvement is presented in Chapter 4. Many surveys collect responses to questions about
survey complexity and realism which can give an indication of how well
a given respondent understands the survey and how seriously they may
have taken the experiment. Computer based surveys also typically collect data on the time taken to complete the survey which again may give
an indication of engagement. Directly including such indicators in model
estimation has contributed towards establishing links between respondent features, attitudes, engagement and response behaviour. However,
such a simple deterministic treatment is hazardous, given the likely correlation between these indicators and other unobserved factors, possibly
leading to biased results. In this work, we propose to treat respondents’
engagement with a survey as a latent variable. This latent variable is
used to model the values of a number of indicators that are proxies for
survey engagement. Additionally, the latent variable is used to explain
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variations across respondents in model scale. The proposed model overcomes the biases inherent in incorporating attitudes or engagement indicators directly in a utility modelling framework and also allows us to detect the sources of heterogeneity in error variance among respondents.
The results from the integrated latent variable-random scale model indicate that the each of the indicators used to manifest engagement had
a positive and significant impact on scale. The model allows the analyst to relate different measures of survey engagement and respondent
socio-demographics to the error variance in individual responses.
Joint preference formation
In chapter 5 the thesis presents an empirical exploration of the second theme investigated in the thesis, that of collective decision making.
Agent interaction within families has, with few exceptions, been considered irrelevant when studying group decisions. Study assumptions have
often used the representative member hypothesis to operationalise theoretical models. Along these lines empirical studies, employing stated
preference (SP) techniques to analyse group behaviour, have generally
ignored potentially important issues inherent to multi-person choices.
Not considering the "appropriate" unit of analysis generates biased welfare estimates and erroneous policy decisions especially when adopting
the representative member hypothesis that implies gathering information from a single individual. Recent studies have questioned the practice
of treating group preferences as coincident with those of single members: this should be tested rather than assumed. There is clear evidence
of both preference differences between family members and dissimilarities between choices made individually and jointly.
This chapter of the thesis investigates the differences between distinct household member-types (i.e.

Adolescent, Wife, Husband), and

their joint choices (Family) of residential location by formulating three
hypotheses. First, preference heterogeneity is investigated among family
member-types by testing the null that they all have the same preferencestructure. Second, examine the representative member hypothesis by
testing the null that joint household decisions can be correctly represented by the average family preferences (pooled model). Third, we verify the representative member hypothesis by testing the null that any
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single member type can be used to represent the preferences of the family. We use scale-free WTP/WTA measures both to test the hypotheses
reported above as well as to quantify the bias implied by choosing the
"wrong" survey subjects. A two-stage conjoint SP experiment is administered to elicit preferences. Each member is first interviewed singularly
and, subsequently, all members are interviewed jointly. A novel extension of dyadic (i.e. Wife-Husband) interaction is provided by explicitly
considering the role adolescents play in household residential choice.

1.5

Method and Empirical work

For each of the above described studies this thesis proposes to model
and analyse empirical data collected with the choice experiment (CE)
method. The aim is to explore the implications of three dimensions of
non-trading and the impact of social interaction on choices. The strong
empirical focus of the thesis is reflected in the significant attention dedicated to the experimental design which is essential to allow the identification of non-compensatory choice behaviour. Below, the data used in
the analysis is briefly over-viewed whereas a more detailed treatment is
given in the relative data section for each of the empirical studies. Three
important extensions to classic consumer theory need to be described
to understand the CE analysis offered here. First, whilst consumer theory assumes that utility is a question of quantity of homogeneous goods,
discrete choice theory postulates, drawing on Lancaster (1966), that the
attractiveness of an alternative is determined by its attributes. Secondly,
as opposed to the continuous (i.e. infinitely divisible) preference space
hypothesised in consumer theory, discrete choice theory deals with a
choice among finite and mutually exclusive alternatives. This means that
further restrictions are added to the optimisation problem in addition to
the budget constraint. Third, whereas classic consumer theory assumes
deterministic choice behaviour, discrete choice experiments introduces
the idea that individual choice behaviour is intrinsically probabilistic, or,
random. We are indebted to Thurstone (1927) for this concept of random utility in the realm of psychology, later introduced into economics
by Marschak (1960) and further develop McFadden (1974b).
9

For the study on latent engagement and reference dependence a dataset
on commuting is used. The data was collected during a visit at the Institute for transport studies at Leeds University during 2010 with 400
respondents. The study in behavioural mixing made use of two further
datasets due to methodological requirements of certain behavioural rules
and the rational for the choice of data is given in the relevant sections.
The implications of multi-agent choices, was analysed through a dataset
collected jointly with University of Trieste and Roma Tre University. The
modelling is based on responses from 78 households and single components in a CE on residential location.

1.6

Thesis organisation

The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 a study on reference dependent preferences with multiple reference points is presented. Chapter 3 puts forth a methodology to explore multiple decision rules in the
context of transportations choices. In chapter 4 a model that accounts for
scale differences by means of a latent variable approach is set forth. In
chapter 5 an exploration of joint decision making in households choosing
a residential location is presented. Finally, a closing discussion is given
in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Modelling Reference
Dependence

Chapter 2 synopsis In contrast with expected utility theory,
empirical findings indicate that decision-makers are sensitive
to departures from reference points rather than states. Several
tests of the reference-dependent preference framework have
been carried out in experimental economics, and to a smaller
extent in a choice modelling setting, to date. However, these
empirical applications have generally focussed on a single
behavioural phenomenon using uniform modelling approaches.
This chapter aims to broaden existing work by presenting a
multi-attribute framework, allowing contemporarily for gainloss asymmetry, non-linearity and testing for several possible
reference points. The framework is tested in the context of
commuter choices and reveals important gains in model fit and
further insights into behaviour compared to standard modelling
approaches, including substantial impacts on implied welfare
measures.
Keywords: Choice modeling, discrete choice experiment, reference effects, non-linearity, gain/loss deviations, commuting

2.1

Introduction

The notion that value or utility is strongly influenced by reference points
- and above all departures from reference points as defined in prospect
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theory - is accepted by researchers in a variety of disciplines. This has
given rise to numerous corollaries, including asymmetrical utility drawn
from gains and losses, non-linear probability evaluations, asymmetrical
decreasing sensitivity and endowment effects to the status quo condition (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, Kahneman et al., 1991a). Several
recent papers have looked at incorporating reference-dependence in a
choice modelling setting (De Borger and Fosgerau, 2008, Hess et al.,
2008a, Lanz et al., 2010, Senbil and Kitamura, 2004, Delle Site and Filippi, 2011). Results indicate improved model fit along with large impacts
for welfare measures when referencing is accounted for. However, extant
empirical tests of reference-dependent behaviour have left a series of unresolved questions. In particular there is scarce evidence on how referencing influences different attributes and whether other reference points
matter apart from currently experienced levels. What is more, in transportation, reference-dependence is typically tested only for travel time
and fare and has rarely been explored in situations with complex tradeoffs among multiple attributes, a typical feature of real world choices.
In this chapter, we compare evaluations of commuter trips in the context of a stated choice (SC) survey. We start with a linear-in-attributes
utility specification, progressively incorporating insights from a referencedependent approach, namely:
• non-linearity and decreasing sensitivity in responses,
• asymmetries when separating attribute reactions into gains and
losses from the reference,
• referencing occurring against other cognitive anchors (apart from
current conditions).
To account for this last possibility, gains and losses are modelled against
additional plausible reference points, namely ideal and acceptable travel
conditions.
Findings indicate sizeable improvements when these effects are accounted for, in terms of model fit as well as significant shift in willingnessto-pay (WTP) and willingness-to-accept (WTA) measures. What is more,
our findings show that the valuation of service improvements differs significantly depending on which reference points is used. This analysis
12

has potentially important policy implications in that analysts, such as
policy-makers or transit operators, are typically interested in reactions
to changes of current trip variables, not states.
This chapter is organised as follows. The second section presents a review of existing work, and discusses reference-dependence in the context
of commuter behaviour. The data and survey instrument are described
in section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the modelling approach. Results are
reported in section 2.5, while section 2.6 presents the conclusions.

2.2

Literature review

A range of factors beyond the traditionally dominant idea of taste variations influence choices and explain heterogeneity in choice outcomes.
McFadden (1999) classified these ‘other’ factors in four (overlapping)
groups: context effects, reference point effects, availability effects and
superstition effects.
The idea that reference-dependence shapes individual utility is not
new in social science disciplines such as economics and psychology. The
underlying idea is that individual preferences are not generated or modified in a vacuum, but are dependent on comparisons against a frame of
reference.
Prospect theory (PT) is built around the idea that utility is drawn from
changes in endowments, not states (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). This
foundation has solved several systematic empirical violations of expected
utility theory.

The three fundamental features of the PT value func-

tion are: i) reference-dependence where deviations determine value, not
states; ii) loss aversion with discrepancy between what agents are willing to accept to give up a choice feature and what they are willing to pay
to acquire it, where losses incur a steeper inclination in the value function; iii) diminishing sensitivity whereas marginal values of both gains
and losses decrease, or dampen, with higher attribute levels.
The extension of prospect theory from simple one-attribute choices
with probabilistic (risky) outcomes to risk-less choices (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) is essential in the context of the current study. Indeed,
alternatives are decomposed into multiple attribute evaluations where
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each attribute has a distinct value function and reference point.
The literature has identified several types of reference effects and a
number of these can be appropriately dealt with in a choice experiment
setting. Zhang et al. (2004) set out a general framework where utility
is defined by the context in which the choice is made. This includes a)
features of the choice set (alternative or attribute-specific), b) the background situation (circumstances surrounding the choice) and finally, c)
individual features that influence decision-making, including past choice
behaviour (social/individual reference). This approach inserts McFadden’s classification into a framework of relative utility, where task, context and personal factors each influence decision making by providing a
frame of reference.

2.2.1

Existing work on asymmetrical preference formation

Choice modelling typically allows for reference-dependence in two main
ways. A first approach focusses on a differential treatment of specific
alternatives, in particular reference or status quo (SQ) alternatives, either through the simple use of constants (Adamowicz et al., 1998), or by
explicitly recognising that attitudes towards current alternatives may be
different (cf. Ferrini and Scarpa, 2007). This recognition requires a careful treatment of such alternatives in a modelling context, either using
error components or alternative-specific coefficients (cf. Scarpa et al.,
2005, Hess and Rose, 2009).
A second modelling approach focusses on attributes, and associates
different coefficients with positive and negative deviations from the reference. Examples from a transport setting include De Borger and Fosgerau (2008), Hess et al. (2008a), Hess (2008), Masiero and Hensher
(2010). These studies illustrate that there are indeed important differences between evaluations of improvements and deteriorations from a
respondent’s current status. Mounting proof indicates that indifference
curves for losses are steeper than for improvements, and this can lead
to a gap between WTP and WTA. However, the issue of sensitivity to
changes in absolute (not accounting for references) versus relative lev-
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els (i.e. considering a specific reference-point) for different types of attributes is still poorly understood.
A last, largely unexplored, area of research concerns the link between
referencing and personal and interpersonal behaviour. Schwanen and
Ettema (2009) underscore the importance of socially imposed reference
points, and deviations from these, rather than transport conditions in the
timing of collecting children. Mahmassani et al. (1990) look at departure
time adjustments in view of tolerance of late arrival at work. Similarly,
attitudes to measures such as road-pricing may be highly influenced by
perceived control and opinions of significant others (Schade and Baum,
2007), with the same applying to mode choice (VanVugt et al., 1996).

2.2.2

Existing work on non-linear sensitivities

In parallel developments, researchers are also increasingly questioning
the wisdom of relying on linear-in-attributes utility functions (Tapley,
2008). For instance, enduring evidence indicates there may be effects of
damping, particularly for cost, with increasing journey distances (Daly,
2010). A limited number of papers have proposed non-linear models for
analysing travel attribute sensitivity. In a freight setting, drawing on
Swait (2001), Danielis and Marcucci (2007) model a kink in the utility for several freight service attributes. Separating attribute sensitivity below and above the respondent-defined maximum acceptable values
significantly improves models. Masiero and Hensher (2010) frame the
non-linearity around respondents’ current reference values and extend
the analysis to control for piece-wise marginally decreasing sensitivity.
Similarly, Rotaris et al. (2012) compare a wide set of non-linearities and
marginally changing attribute sensitivity in freight service evaluation.
Such findings have provided valuable insights regarding non-linearities
in behaviour.

2.2.3

Which reference point?

If we accept the idea that behaviour depends on reference levels, then
the predictions generated by models allowing for reference-dependence
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will depend crucially on what the reference level is assumed to be. Unfortunately, research into which reference points should be employed is
much more limited than the research concerning how actors react to
shifts from reference-values. While Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) suggest
that individual reference points may coincide with expectations of future
consumption, the choice of reference point in current empirical work
appears to be guided by data availability rather than theoretically solid
justifications. Moreover, the point of reference that effectively guides behaviour is likely to change in view of the choice context (Loomes et al.,
2009).
In a transport setting, Knetsch (2007) argues that the reference will
coincide with the expected or normal state of travel for the majority of
respondents. Thus, a first point of complexity is that of variability in the
phenomenon. That is, respondents are typically asked to respond to SC
experiments, carrying a recent or typical trip in mind, with little empirical grounds for which of these is more likely to be the actual reference for
personal decision making. In transportation analysis there has scarcely
been any empirical exploration of variations in reference points across
respondents, and the majority of published work seems to rely on using current trip conditions as the frame of reference. Along these lines,
De Borger and Fosgerau (2008) argue, in the context of a car-commuter
survey, that the current trip is the most plausible reference point to assess gains and losses of time and money.
To some extent, the use of the current conditions as a reference point
is justified on the basis of the theory of mental Travel Time Budgets
(TTB), which can also be extended to a stable mental budget for travel
fare expenditure (Gunn, 1981). For instance, in the British context, surveys indicate little change in travel time and proportion of household
income allocated to travel over the last 35 years (Metz, 2010). A possible explanation is that of habit-based travel decisions, where commuting
may become repeated and non-deliberate over time (Verplanken et al.,
1997). On the other hand, Mokhtarian and Chen (2004), drawing on
work by Mokhtarian and Salomon (2001) argue that commuters might
form an ideal (albeit realistic, i.e. non-zero) travel time budget which
may not coincide with the actual daily trip duration. In this vein, Páez
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and Whalen (2010) propose a study of commuter satisfaction where the
dependent variable is defined as the ratio of ideal to actual commute time.
A notable exception to the use of a sole reference point is Masiero and
Hensher (2011) where a current and shifted reference point for cost,
time, and punctuality is presented to freight operators. The shifted reference points are however not defined by respondents but formulated by
the researchers and presented directly in the choice tasks.

2.2.4

Gaps in existing work

With only a handful of exceptions, applied work has focused on the use of
a common reference point, namely the current travel conditions. Moreover, any asymmetry in gains and losses are assumed to follow the same
specification, with identical marginal changes in sensitivity. Additionally, the same treatment in terms of reference-dependence and any nonlinearity is typically used for all attributes. Indeed, to date, there has
been little overlap between studies looking at reference formation and
studies looking at non-linear sensitivities, despite the obvious risk of confounding between the two effects. These shortcomings form the motivation for the present work.

2.3

Survey work

The study draws on data from a UK stated choice survey on intra-mode
commuting choices of train and bus users from 2009. Beyond standard
attributes such as travel time and fare, a number of service quality features were introduced, namely availability of seating, frequency of delays, extent of delays and the availability of an information service alerting on delays. The attributes and levels are described in Table 2.1.
In the context of a study looking at a large number of different attributes, a highly detailed representation of crowding (Hensher et al.,
2003) or reliability (see e.g. Bates et al., 2001, Batley et al., 2011) was
not applicable, and the final survey specification used the number out
of ten typical trips for which the respondent would have to stand, and
the frequency out of ten typical trips with delays, along with the average
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Figure 2.1: Example choice task
delay encountered across such trips.
A key distinction between the present work and past studies on referencedependence is the inclusion of both certain attributes (e.g. fare) along
with uncertain attributes (frequency of crowding and reliability). This
allows us to study whether a probabilistic prospect is treated differently
than more predictable and stable features such as average travel time
and cost. Furthermore, even for the probabilistic attributes, we can look
at the sensitivity to “certain" outcomes, namely situations with perfect
occurrence (10 out of 10) and situations with no occurrence. The survey
used a D-efficient design with appropriate conditions to avoid dominant
alternatives (Rose and Bliemer, 2009). In total, 60 choice scenarios were
blocked into 6 different sets of 10 tasks, minimising correlation with the
blocking variable. In each task, the survey presented respondents with
three trip options, where the first alternative always corresponded to the
current respondent-specific conditions. The remaining options were pivoted around the SQ alternative. Respondents were asked to indicate the
best and worst alternative, where only the response in terms of the best
alternative was used in the current analysis. An example choice screen
is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Overview of attributes
Attributes

Attribute
index

n.
of
design
levels

description of levels
(bold=SQ)

Possible
attribute values

Travel time (min)

TT

5

-20%, -10%, +0%,
+10%, +20%

≥ 20

Fare (£)

FA

5

-20%, -10%, +0%,
+10%, +20%

>0

Crowding rate (frequency of having to
stand out of 10 trips)

CR

5

-2, -1, +0, +1, +2

standing
in
0/10-10/10
trips

Rate of delay (frequency of delays out
of 10 trips)

RA

5

-2, -1, +0, +1, +2

delayed
for
0/10-10/10
trips

Extent of delay (min)

RB

5

-30%, -15%, +0%,
+15%, +30%

no
tions

Information service
availability (level,£)

I_NO,
I_CH,
I_FR

3

no service,
charged service,
free service

charged service: 15p for
bus
users,
30p for train
users

restric-

Given our interest in analysing gains and losses from different cognitive anchor points, data on two additional mental reference points (beyond the standard current trip situation) were collected, namely an acceptable and an ideal level for each trip attribute. To ensure realistic
reference points, respondents were explicitly instructed to consider technical constraints and the high usage rate of the transit network. Results
for these reference points for travel time and fare are described in Table
2.2, which show that, in line with expectations, most ideal and acceptable points were lower than current values, but rarely equal to zero. The
overall ordering of reference points is also in line with expectations.
The data was collected through an internet panel yielding 400 respondents where 368 were used in the analysis. Data on a series of
socio-demographic attributes were gathered, with the main respondent
characteristics being summarised in the Table 2.3. The aim was not to
obtain a representative sample, but instead to collect data from respon19

Table 2.2: Respondent reported current, acceptable and ideal travel time
and fare
Travel time

Current Accept- Ideal
able

∆curr− ∆curr− ∆acc −
acc
ide
ide

mean
median
st.dev
% current=acceptable

45.79
40
26.72
32%

5.49
5

% current=ideal
% acceptable=ideal

21%
31%

Fare

Current Accept- Ideal
able

∆curr− ∆curr− ∆acc−
acc
ide
ide

mean
median
st.dev
% current=acceptable

2.86
1.75
3.80
17%

0.60
0.27

% current=ideal
% acceptable=ideal

10%
34%

40.30
35
23.39

2.25
1.48
3.42

35.61
30
21.94

2.03
1.25
3.19

10.18
10

0.83
0.50

4.69
5

0.23
0.23

Note: The fare medians are fractions due to the transformation of the stated fare into daily values

dents who currently commute either by rail or bus, thus ensuring that
they could relate to the experiment.

2.4

Model specification

The data used to explore these issues were analysed within the random
utility framework (McFadden, 1974a) which assumes that, in choice task

t (with t = 1, . . . , T ), individual n chooses the alternative j that maximises his/her utility, where the utility for j is given by Uj,n,t , which is
composed of a deterministic component Vj,n,t and a stochastic component
εj,n,t . The deterministic component is given by interactions between measured attributes and estimated sensitivities, where, in our case, the point
of departure is a base specification hypothesising linear, reference-free
attribute sensitivities, with no differential treatment across alternatives.
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Table 2.3: Descriptive statistics for the sample
Attributes

Definition

Mean

St.dev % rates

Age (years)

Average of mean age within 7
age bands

34.61

10.95

Income (£)

Average of mean annual income within 9 income bands

25,136 16,143

Sex

0=male, 1=female

0.61

0.49

Education
reached

1=mandatory school, 2=high
school, 3=university

1.81

0.75

40 % university

0=not available, 1=available at
charge, 2=available for free

0.79

0.95

36%
info.
vice

free
ser-

Car availability

1=no car availability, 2=car
availability

1.51

0.50

51%
car

has

Current tt (min)

Average stated travel time

45.79

26.72

Current fare (£)

Average stated daily fare

2.86

3.80

Current
(freq)

delay

Average stated number of delays in 10 trips

3.41

2.53

Current
(min)

delay

Average stated delay across delayed trips

10.07

9.25

Current crowding
(freq)

Average stated number of
times having to stand in 10
trips

3.33

3.07

Information
vice

ser-

We thus have that:

Vj,n,t = βtt TTj,n,t
+ βf a FAj,n,t
+ βcr CRj,n,t
+ βra RAj,n,t
+ βrb RBj,n,t
+ βinf −ch I − CHj,n,t
+ βinf −f r I − FRj,n,t
+ (−βinf −ch − βinf −f r ) I − NOj,n,t
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(2.1)

Each attribute is linear while the information service attribute is effectscoded to represent the availability of a free (I-FR) and charged service
(I-CH), compared to the omitted baseline situation where the service is
not available (final line in Equation 2.1).
We will now discuss the various departures from this base specification, looking in turn at non-linearity and asymmetric gains-losses sensitivity.

2.4.1

Modelling non-linearity

Continuous variables
Non-linearity is modelled in two different ways depending on the nature
of the attribute. For the continuous travel time and cost attributes, a
non-linear transformation was used. The point of departure was a BoxCox transformation (Mandel et al., 1994), where e.g. for travel time, we
have:

λ
T Tj,n,t
=

 λ
 (TTj,n,t −1) if λ 6= 0
λ

(2.2)

ln(T T )

j,n,t if λ = 0

These transformations were used as a ’diagnostic tool’ and drawing on
the results the attributes were included in the model linearly (e.g λ = 1)
or as a log-transform in cases where λ was not significantly different from

0.
Discrete variables
For the crowding and reliability attributes, eleven possible distinct values
arise (0-10). The full extent of non-linearity could be captured by estimating level specific coefficients, however, estimating 10 distinct coefficients
(one being normalised) for each possible attribute value is uninformative
and has limited utility for policy analysis. Rather, a segmented modelling
approach was used so that the non-linearity was modelled by fitting separate coefficients to the segments of the attribute levels, i.e. making use
of a piece-wise linear approach. To ensure comparability with the simple
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linear specification, the piece-wise specification was normalised by centering the estimate on a reference value. In particular, we make use of

M different segments, characterised by M + 1 different boundary points.
Using crowding as the example, we estimate the value of the start and
end points, i.e. βcr−0 and βcr−10 , meaning that k1 = 0, and kM +1 = 10.
This leaves M − 1 additional coefficients, namely k2 to kM , where, for
normalisation, we set βcr−l = 0, for one value of l, with 2 ≤ l ≤ M . The
contribution made by the crowding attribute to the utility of alternative

j can then be written as:

Vj,n,t,cr =
+

M
+1
X

βcr−m I(CRj,n,t = m)

m=1
M
X



I(km < CRj,n,t < km+1 ) βcr−km + βcr−km+1

m=1

 CRj,n,t − km
− βcr−k
km+1 − km
(2.3)

The results of this process are that at the specific break points identified by k1 to kM +1 , the actual estimates for βcr−k1 to βcr−kM +1 will be used,
while interpolated values will be used in-between. It is important to note
that the multiplication by the observed levels ensures that the function is
piece-wise linear in the β parameters but continuous in utility, avoiding
issues in estimation and willingness-to-pay computation.

2.4.2

Modelling gains and losses asymmetry jointly with
decreasing sensitivity

For modelling asymmetry, we estimate separate coefficients for gains and
losses (see e.g. Hess et al., 2008a). We also propose a careful and very
flexible treatment of non-linearity. In particular, and in line with insights
from reference-dependent preference formation, we incorporate a control for two different departures from linearity. The proposed formulation controls for the presence of changing marginal sensitivity as the
shift away from the reference point increases, while also evaluating the
impact of the specific point of departure of a given respondent on over-
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all sensitivity. Defining Vj,n,t,f are to be the contribution made by the fare
attribute to the utility of alternative j , and using F Aref as the reference
point, we would have:

Vj,n,t,f are = (f an /f a)λ ∗ βf a(inc.ref ) I (F Aj,n,t > F Aref ) (F Aj,n,t − F Aref )γ−inc.ref
+ (f an /f a)λ ∗ βf a(dec.ref ) I (F Aj,n,t < F Aref ) (F Aref − F Aj,n,t )γ−dec.ref ,
(2.4)
with f an delineating the respondent-specific current value for fare and

f a giving the average across the whole sample. Thus the estimated λ
indicates the impact of the currently experienced fare-level on the sensitivity to changes of the status quo. Here λ = 0 indicates a neutral
effect where the current level has no impact on the sensitivities to shifts.
Instead, estimates of λ > 0 means that as the base level increases, respondents become more sensitive to changes. Our prior is instead that

λ < 0, indicating that at a higher base-level people will be less sensitive
to a marginal shift in fare. Such findings may have large implications for
the analysis of transport policy that gradually shift the reference value
of respondents. The more negative the λ, the more pronounced is the
reduction in sensitivity to variations.
Next, βf a(inc.ref ) is the coefficient associated with increases compared to
the reference point F Aref , while βf a(dec.ref ) is the coefficient associated
with decreases.

Each time, the multiplication by the indicator func-

tion ensures that the correct coefficient is used, while, at the reference
point, we have that Vj,n,t,f are = 0. Loss aversion occurs if −βf a(inc.ref ) >

βf a(dec.ref ) .
The parameter γ amounts to an exponential transformation to measure
decreasing sensitivity for shifts further away from the reference. Similarly to a Box-Cox transformation γ = 1 indicates a linear sensitivity,
while 0 < γ < 1 measures sensitivities going from strong damping (e.g
the natural log transform) to more linear sensitivities. Finally, γ > 1
implies the inverse situation of higher marginal sensitivity for values further from the status quo. In addition we account for the possibility that
the shape of marginal sensitivity may be different for gains and losses by
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estimating separate γ coefficients for increases and decreases. Although
prospect-theory predicts that both directions of shifts are subject to uniform decreasing sensitivity, we hypothesise that losses have a much less
pronounced damping than improvements.
Finally we look at specifications with two further reference points, namely
the current and ideal values. Particularly, this implies substituting F Aref
for these additional reference-points. Here, it can be seen that when
using the current value as the reference point, the contribution by the
concerned attribute to the base alternative is zero. This is no longer necessarily the case with these additional reference points, as the current
value is typically different from declared current and ideal values.

2.5

Empirical results

A number of different models were estimated, progressively incorporating controls for status-quo bias, discrete and continuous non-linear impacts of attribute levels, and asymmetric utility drawn from gains and
losses. Initial attempts to incorporate the impact of socio-demographic
characteristics showed only marginal improvements in fit, and a generic
(across respondents) specification was thus used throughout. A list of
the models is given below.
Model 1: linear reference-free model
Model 2: like 1, with natural log for fare attribute
Model 3: like 2, with inclusion of alternative specific constants
Model 4: like 3, with expected delay interaction
Model 5: like 4, with reference-dependence for information attribute
Model 6: like 5, with non-linear specification for crowding and reliability
Model 7: like 6, with gain-loss asymmetry for fare from current trip
Model 8: like 6, with gain-loss asymmetry for fare from acceptable trip
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Model 9: like 6, with gain-loss asymmetry for fare from ideal trip
All models were estimated using Biogeme (Bierlaire, 2003). The reported t-statistics are based on estimated robust asymptotic standard
errors, where, to account for the repeated choice nature of the data, the
panel specification of the sandwich estimator was used (Daly and Hess,
2011).
In line with the objective of accommodating multi-attribute dynamics, each trip characteristic was tested against the different modelling
approaches. The finding was that of piece-wise non-linearity for the frequency attributes, crowding and reliability, and continuous non-linearity
for fare. Instead, evidence of reference-dependence was found only for
fare and the information service. All other modelling explorations drop
back to a linear and symmetrical effect.

2.5.1

Base models

The results for the first four models are summarised in Table 2.4. We see
negative sensitivity towards increases in crowding, both reliability measures, fare, and travel time. We also note that a free delay information
service is preferred to the base situation (i.e. no service), while a charged
service is seen as less desirable than no service. After tests using the
Box-Cox transform, model 2 makes use of log transform for the fare attribute, with the associated coefficient labelled βln−f a . This is in line with
the literature on cost damping, i.e. decreasing marginal (dis)utility with
higher levels of the attribute (see e.g. Daly, 2010). No evidence of significant decreasing marginal returns was found for the time attribute.
Model 2 is not a direct generalisation of model 1, and a likelihood-ratio
(LR) test can thus not be used. However, the evidence from the adjusted

ρ2 statistics points towards a clear improvement in model fit. Model 3
sees the inclusion of two alternative specific constants. The first (δ1 ) is
a SQ constant, while the second (δ2 ) is associated with the middle alternative, with a view to capturing left-to-right reading effects. Beyond the
highly significant improvement in log-likelihood over model 2 by 30.48
units in return for two additional parameters, an important finding is the
stabilising effect on the remaining coefficients. In fact, the coefficients
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Table 2.4: Estimation results for models 1-4

Parameters

δ1
δ2
βcr
βra
βrb
βexp.delay
βinf −f r
βinf −ch
βf a
βln−f a
βtt
obs.
par.
LL(est.)

ρ2
adj. ρ2

Model 1
est.
t-rat.
-0.175
-0.177
-0.033
0.179
-0.101
-0.979
-0.036

-7.58
-7.88
-4.72
4.24
-2.04
-4.39
-7.67

3,680
7
-3,711.36
0.082
0.080

Model 2
est.
t-rat.
-0.229
-0.238
-0.040
0.267
-0.272
-5.600
-0.044

-9.18
-10.25
-5.30
6.39
-5.56
-18.94
-9.42

3,680
7
-3,397.43
0.160
0.158

Model 3
est.
t-rat.
0.384
0.161
-0.220
-0.241
-0.042
0.252
-0.168
-5.970
-0.047

5.76
3.26
-8.51
-9.82
-5.35
6.05
-3.42
-18.89
-9.47

3,680
9
-3,366.95
0.167
0.165

Model 4
est.
t-rat.
0.390
0.163
-0.223
-0.187
-0.029
-0.062
0.251
-0.171
-6.000
-0.047

3,680
10
-3,360.43
0.169
0.166

for time and log-cost remain remarkably stable across more advanced
specifications. In terms of the actual estimates, we note a positive value
for both coefficients, which is larger for alternative 1, thus indicating
inertia, alongside left-to-right reading effects.
The first three models estimated separate parameters for the rate of
delays (RA) and the average extent of delays across affected trips (RB).
The fourth model additionally incorporates an interaction between these
two variables, equating to the expected delay. This leads to significant
improvements over model 3, with a gain in log-likelihood by 6.52 units
at the cost of just one additional parameter, giving a LR test value of

13.04, with the 99% critical χ21 value of 6.63. The new coefficient has the
expected negative sign, and its inclusion has dampened the estimates for
the two single effect coefficients. Here, it should be noted that, given the
nature of the data, one delay of 40 minutes is modelled in the same way
as four delays of 10 minutes.
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5.85
3.30
-8.58
-5.96
-3.25
-2.64
6.01
-3.47
-18.87
-9.50

Table 2.5: Estimation results for models 5&6

Parameters

δ1
δ2
βcr
βra
βrb
βexp.delay
βln−f a
βtt
βcr−0
βcr−1
βcr−5
βcr−9
βcr−10
βra−0
βra−2
βra−9
βra−10
βinf −f r,f ree
βinf −ch,f ree
βinf −f r,other
βinf −ch,other
obs.
par.
LL(est.)

ρ2
adj. ρ2

2.5.2

Model 5
est.
t-rat.
0.397
5.42
0.160
3.24
-0.226 –8.66
-0.187 -5.94
-0.029 -3.21
-0.062 -2.64
-6.010 -18.93
-0.047 -9.54
0.255
3.74
-0.293 -3.92
0.226
3.91
-0.116 -1.89
3,680
12
-3357.76
0.169
0.166

Model 6
est.
t-rat.
0.360
4.97
0.163
3.30
-0.017 -1.59
-0.081 -2.98
-6.020 -18.83
-0.047 -9.47
1.250
7.13
0.641
3.73
0
-0.692 -3.77
-0.885 -4.18
0.553
4.13
0
-0.901 -3.16
-1.450 -4.00
0.267
3.97
-0.308 -4.13
0.229
3.92
-0.112 -1.84
3,680
17
-3336.93
0.175
0.170

Models incorporating non-linearity and asymmetry

In this section, we now discuss the more advanced specifications that
gradually incorporate additional non-linearities and asymmetries in the
sensitivity to gains and losses. The results for these five additional models are summarised in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6.
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Referencing information service
As a first step (model 5), we focus on the information service attribute,
looking at differences in sensitivity depending on whether respondents
currently have a free service available or not, where no significant differences were found between respondents with no service and a charged
service.
By comparing the preferences of the groups that currently have a
free information service available (βinf −f r,f ree and βinf −ch,f ree ) to those
that either had a charged service or no such service (βinf −f r,other and

βinf −ch,other ), it is possible to assess the impact of current experience on
utility for different service options (free, charged, not available). The resulting model obtains an improvement in log-likelihood by 2.67 units over
model 4, which, at the cost of 2 additional parameters, is significant at
the 93% level. The most important observation is that although the positive evaluation of obtaining the service for free is very similar between
the two groups, the disutility of having to pay for it is much higher for
individuals who currently get the service for free. This is in line with
aversion to pricing of a freely enjoyed consumption good, for instance
pricing of ‘free’ urban roads. On the other hand, for the other group,
the implied benefit of a free service is slightly smaller, while no service is
still just about preferred to a charged service (−βinf −f r,other −βinf −ch,other =

−0.110).
Crowding and rate of delays
Our next step in model 6 is to look for non-linearities in the response to
the rate of crowding and the rate of delays, making use of the specification described in section 2.4.1. The model gives us an improvement in
log-likelihood by 20.83 units over model 5, at the cost of 5 additional parameters, which is highly significant, as is the improvement over models
incorporating the non-linearity in either one of the two coefficients (not
reported here).
The actual specification used for the non-linearity differs between the
two coefficients, where the specification was informed by a detailed separate analysis. For crowding, we found that splitting the interval into four
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distinct segments was appropriate, with estimates for the end points, and
breaks at the second highest and second lowest levels as well as a level
of 5 trains out of ten (set to a base of 0). A different picture is revealed
for the rate of delay attribute, where we find evidence of only three distinct segments. The base is set at a level of two out of ten trains, where
the value is normalised to zero, with linear interpolation from the level
at perfect reliability, i.e. βra−0 . A further breakpoint is identified at the
second highest level (i.e. 9 trains out 10). These results are detailed in
Table 2.5.
Results are illustrated in Figure 2.2 which compares the implied sensitivities to the estimates obtained with the simple linear specification
from model 5.
To overcome potential scale differences between models, WTP and
WTA measures are used for the presentation. Moreover, to facilitate
comparison, the linear estimate is shifted to coincide with 0 at the same
point as the piece-wise approach, using the same baseline of 4/10 where
surrounding values are gains (WTP) and losses (WTA). For crowding, the
most notable change in slope is the sharp drop when moving from no
crowding to a 10% risk of crowding, while, for reliability, the biggest
change is between nine trains being affected and all trains being affected. We notice that the linear specification overstates the response
to crowding for higher levels while strongly underestimating the lowest
level (i.e. no crowding). Indeed, it is this lack of consideration for the
significant positive impact of the condition of never having to stand (CR0) that unduly affects the estimated slope in the linear specification. This
finding replicates the certainty effect where people display preferences
for absolutes, and dislike for loss of certainty (Kahneman and Tversky,
1979). For reliability, the linear specification is similarly unduly affected
by the high negative utility for the highest rate of delays, leading to an
underestimation of the benefits of very low delay rates, while the models
are similar in estimating the impact of delays between four and nine out
of ten. Both findings highlight the large impact of the extremes of the
outcome distribution compared to a linear specification.
As an aside, a further difference arises between model 5 and model
6. Indeed, for respondents who currently have no delay information ser-
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vice or only a charged delay information service, the utility of having no
service is now slightly lower than that of having a charged service.

2.5.3

Asymmetrical response to increases and reductions in continuous attributes

As a final step, we control for asymmetry and increasing/decreasing marginal
returns. Asymmetrical response to gains and losses was only observed
for the fare attribute (in addition to the earlier asymmetry for the delay
information service).
The results of this process are summarised in Table 2.6, where we
apply the formulation set out in eq. 2.4, additionally controlling for the
use of three different respondent-reported reference points (current, acceptable and ideal). Before proceeding with a discussion of the results,
it should be acknowledged that the use of respondent reported reference
points could potentially lead to endogeneity bias, an issue that deserves
further attention beyond this exploratory research.
Starting with model 7, which uses the current fare as the reference
point, we observe a LR statistic of 38.36, which, at the cost of 4 additional parameters over model 6, is significant above the 99% level of confidence. The difference in sensitivity between gains and losses βf a.inc
and βf a.dec is not statistically significant (t-ratio=0.78). We note that γinc
and γdec are significantly different from unity, indicating decreasing sensitivity, although there is no statistically significant difference between
gains and losses in the degree of non-linearity. Finally, λ is moderately
negative suggesting that for higher base fares the impact of changes decreases. The marginal utility for the specification from the point of view
of a respondent with three different base fare levels (2£, 6£, 10£) is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In the top left figure we can observe that when
using current fare as the reference the behaviour in the gains and losses
domains is largely symmetrical, with decreasing sensitivity as shifts become larger, and also for higher base fares.
When using the respondent-reported acceptable value as the reference point (model 8), we observe an equally large improvement over
model 6 as with the current value. Here, however, the degree of asymme-
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Table 2.6: Referencing models with asymmetric fare formulations

Parameters

δ1
δ2
βrb
βexp.delay
βf a.dec
βf a.inc
λ
γdec
γinc
βtt
βcr−0
βcr−1
βcr−9
βcr−10
βra−0
βra−9
βra−10
βinf −f r.f ree
βinf −ch.f ree
βinf −f r.other
βinf −ch.other
obs.
par.
LL(est.)

ρ2
adj. ρ2
Asymmetry
βf a.dec vs. βf a.inc
t-rat for βf a.dec
vs. βf a.inc
†

Model 7
est.
t-rat.
0.357
4.10
0.176
3.48
-0.016
-1.44
-0.079
-2.92
1.520
9.40
-1.340
-6.35
-0.356
-3.46
0.375
-6.77†
0.403
-4.98†
-0.050
-9.69
1.490
8.08
0.844
4.79
-0.899
-4.86
-1.120
-5.13
0.636
4.71
-1.230
-4.24
-1.800
-4.95
0.281
4.17
-0.310
-4.09
0.256
4.37
-0.132
-2.16
3.680
21
-3,317.751
0.179
0.174
0.88

Model 8
est.
t-rat.
0.267
3.61
0.169
3.39
-0.014
-1.31
-0.080
-2.99
1.150
4.17
-2.420
-14.90
-0.978
-11.12
0.841
-1.06†
1.000
0.00†
-0.049
-9.66
1.250
7.00
0.640
3.68
-0.710
-3.86
-0.900
-4.15
0.567
4.22
-0.891
-3.13
-1.460
-3.98
0.262
3.94
-0.292
-3.92
0.235
4.01
-0.110
-1.83
3,680
21
-3,317.219
0.179
0.174
2.10

0.78

5.52

Model 9
est.
t-rat.
0.255
3.45
0.170
3.42
-0.014
-1.25
-0.080
-3.02
0.471
1.41
-2.100
-13.19
-1.210
-11.78
0.664
-1.07†
1.210
2.53†
-0.049
-9.67
1.270
7.09
0.659
3.76
-0.688
-3.78
-0.887
-4.14
0.570
4.25
-0.882
-3.09
-1.440
-3.91
0.262
3.91
-0.291
-3.85
0.237
4.03
-0.115
-1.91
3,680
21
-3,301.399
0.183
0.178
4.46
6.16

t-ratio refers to the test against rejecting the null of the coefficient being equal to
unity (linearity)
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try is highly significant (

βf a,inc
βf a,dec

= 2.10) with a t-ratio of 5.52) showing that

respondents view losses as more painful than equivalent gains. In addition, there is significantly less damping in either direction, with γinc = 1
implying linear sensitivity for losses and damping for gains γdec = 0.84
not significantly different from unity. As can also be observed from the
top right graph in Figure 2.3, this gives a totally different description
of behaviour where large losses, for instance an increase from a base of

£6 to £8 giving twice the discomfort in the acceptable compared to the
current model. The cost damping as a function of increases in the base
(λ) is more marked in this model.
Finally, using the respondent-reported ideal value as the reference
point (model 9) leads to the best fit of the three models, with an improvement in log-likelihood over model 6 by 71.06 units, retrieving the largest
(

βf a,inc
βf a,dec

= 4.46) and most significant (t-ratio of 6.16) degree of asymme-

try. Notably, the difference in slope is matched by strong dissimilarities
in the non-linearity. Indeed while gains undergo significant damping for
larger shifts, the situation for losses is the opposite. As can be seen in
the bottom graph of figure 2.3, for more distant increases in fare, sensitivity actually increases. This significant effect suggests that there is no
habituation with losses. The cost damping as a function of the base (λ) is
the most pronounced in this model. The remaining parameter estimates
remain largely unaffected across the three specifications.
Using the acceptable and especially the ideal fares as the reference
point not only leads to better model performance than with the commonly
used current fare, but also indicates a higher degree of reported asymmetry. It is also worth noting that as the degree of asymmetry increases,
the significance of βf a,dec reduces while that of βf a,inc increases. This is in
part a result of the average acceptable fare being lower than the average
current fare, while the average ideal fare is lower still. This means that
with a change in the reference point, fewer gains (i.e. reductions in fare)
will occur, with the opposite applying for losses (i.e. increases in fare).
The findings open a debate on the potential lack of symmetry in evaluations of travel costs. Redmond and Mokhtarian (2001) note, for the case
of travel time, that similarity between actual and ideal travel time implies
satisfaction with the commute experience whereas deviations in either
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direction represent dissatisfaction. However, the authors do not offer a
detailed analysis of the asymmetry between the experience of such deviations. Instead, our analysis offers evidence that discrepancies between
ideal, acceptable and current fare levels, does generate asymmetric effects on utility. As a general finding, falling short of ideal values is much
more painful than it is favourable to obtain performances in excess of the
ideal state. Importantly, the specification here offers a flexible view of the
different functional form that gains and losses may display, depending on
the reference-point used and the individual point of departure.

2.5.4

Implications for monetary valuations

The results in terms of implied willingness-to-pay (WTP) and willingnessto-accept (WTA) measures are reported in Table 2.7. Owing to the different specification of the fare coefficient across models we use three
different methods to obtain monetary valuations. While model 1 uses the
estimated fare coefficient as the denominator, in models 2 − 6, a logarithmic transform on the fare attribute is used, making WTP a function of
the fare level. Here, the values presented are at the sample mean fare of

£2.72. In models 7−9, the WTP and WTA formulae become more complex
still, given the nature of the partial derivative against the cost attribute
of the full function described in Equation 2.4. Consistent with the presence of both marginal decreasing sensitivity and differences in the base
as illustrated in figure 2.3 the actual WTP/WTA can be computed for each
base and shift of each respondent. Consequently, to obtain the WTP, for
each sample observation we utilise all the cases where a fare above the
reference value is chosen, and take the average of the resulting WTP
measures across these observations. Similarly, standard errors need to
be calculated separately for each observation. A similar procedure is
used to obtain WTA measures, for cases where respondents choose a
fare below the reference.
Starting with the valuation of travel time, we have symmetrical WTP and
WTA measures for models 1 to 6. This implies that the amount of money
respondents are willing to pay to save one hour of travel time is the same
as the amount of money they would require to accept an increase in travel
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time by one hour. In models 8 and 9, the WTA measure is higher than the
WTP measure as a result of the asymmetry in the fare coefficient, with a
greater sensitivity to increases than decreases. As previously discussed,
the level of asymmetry is higher with the acceptable and especially ideal
reference points. The other main observation for the valuation of travel
time is the drop in values when moving away from the linear specification in model 1. The values obtained with the log transform on fare
are lower, but the model fit is significantly better, and standard errors
are also lower. The other interesting observation is the stability of the
WTP/WTA measure in models 2 − 6. The estimated WTP/WTA measures
may appear low in comparison with the official UK values of £5.04/hr (cf.
DfT, 2009), but need to be put in the context of the low average fares in
the present data.
Turning next to crowding, the results are presented from the point of
view of a respondent who currently experiences crowding on 4 out of 10
journeys. The impact of the log-cost specification is once again clear to
see and requires no further discussion. In the first five models, a linear
specification is used, leading to symmetrical response to increases and
decreases from the starting point of 4 out of 10 journeys. The robust

t-ratios are clearly also the same for each of the measures. The situation changes in model 6, where the higher sensitivity to the lower levels
leads to higher WTP than WTA measures, especially for the lowest level
of crowding, in line with the observations in Figure 2.2. It should be
noted that these observations relate solely to non-linearity and are not
the results of any gains-losses asymmetry as no such asymmetry was observed in the data, albeit that some may be captured by the non-linearity
specification. In models 7 − 9, the gap between WTP and WTA gradually
increases as a result of the gains-losses asymmetry in the fare coefficient
(with βf a,inc used for WTP and βf a,dec used for WTA), and in model 8, the
extent of asymmetry for the fare coefficient leads to WTA being higher
than WTP. The lower t-ratios in the WTA domain in model 8 are a direct
result of the lower significance for βf a,dec in that model. In all cases the
standard error associated with losses are more elevated than for gains.
The opposite situation for model 9, where WTA measures have higher

t-ratios, is due to the extreme asymmetry in the fare function where the
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0.18
0.36
0.54
0.72
0.89
1.07

(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)

WTA increase to 5/10
WTA increase to 6/10
WTA increase to 7/10
WTA increase to 8/10
WTA increase to 9/10
WTA increase to 10/10
est.

0.18
0.36
0.54
0.72
0.90
1.08
est.
2.03

est.

(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)

WTA increase to 5/10
WTA increase to 6/10
WTA increase to 7/10
WTA increase to 8/10
WTA increase to 9/10
WTA increase to 10/10

Average delay

WTP (£/hr )
WTA (£/hr )

Expected delay

0.26
0.02
0.29

WTP for no service to free service (£)
WTA for no service to charged service (£)
WTP for no service to charged service (£)

WTP for charged service to free service (£)
WTA for charged service to no service (£)
WTP for charged service to no service (£)
0.02

est.
0.29
0.26

Delay information service

WTA for free service to charged service (£)
WTA for free service to no service (£)

WTP (£/hr )
WTA (£/hr )

to
to
to
to

0.72
0.54
0.36
0.18

reduction
reduction
reduction
reduction

(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)

for
for
for
for

0/10
1/10
2/10
3/10

WTP
WTP
WTP
WTP

Rate of delays (assume current level 4/10)

to
to
to
to

est.

reduction
reduction
reduction
reduction

0.72
0.54
0.36
0.18

for
for
for
for

(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)

WTP
WTP
WTP
WTP

0/10
1/10
2/10
3/10

2.18

WTP (£/hr )
WTA (£/hr )

Crowding (assume current level 4/10)

est.

Travel time

-

-

-

0.31

2.38

3.11
0.31

2.38
3.11

t-rat.

t-rat.

3.52

t-rat.

4.34

4.34

t-rat.

4.28

4.28

t-rat.

3.75

t-rat.

Model 1

0.14

0.26

0.13
0.14

0.26
0.13

est.

est.

1.17

est.

0.12
0.23
0.35
0.46
0.58
0.69

0.46
0.35
0.23
0.12

est.

0.11
0.22
0.33
0.44
0.56
0.67

0.44
0.33
0.22
0.11

est.

1.27

est.

-

-

-

3.58

6.03

3.95
3.58

6.03
3.95

t-rat.

t-rat.

5.17

t-rat.

9.26

9.26

t-rat.

8.80

8.80

t-rat.

9.37

t-rat.

Model 2

0.04

0.19

0.15
0.04

0.19
0.15

est.

est.

1.15

est.

0.11
0.22
0.33
0.44
0.55
0.66

0.44
0.33
0.22
0.11

est.

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10

est.

1.28

est.

-

-

-

1.05

4.97

4.97
1.05

4.97
4.97

t-rat.

t-rat.

5.24

t-rat.

9.37

9.37

t-rat.

8.15

8.15

t-rat.

9.09

t-rat.

Model 3

0.04

0.19

0.15
0.04

0.19
0.15

est.

1.68

est.

0.8

est.

0.08
0.17
0.25
0.34
0.42
0.51

0.34
0.25
0.17
0.08

est.

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.51
0.61

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10

est.

1.28

est.

-

-

1.15

4.98

4.69
1.15

4.98
4.69

t-rat.

2.65

t-rat.

3.22

t-rat.

5.68

5.68

t-rat.

8.40

8.40

t-rat.

9.6

t-rat.

Model 4

0.00

0.15

0.15
0.00

0.25
0.10

est.

1.69

est.

0.79

est.

0.08
0.17
0.25
0.34
0.42
0.51

0.34
0.25
0.17
0.08

est.

0.10
0.20
0.31
0.41
0.51
0.61

0.41
0.31
0.20
0.10

est.

1.28

est.

-

-

0.08

3.17

3.61
0.08

4.28
1.85

t-rat.

2.65

t-rat.

3.17

t-rat.

5.66

5.66

t-rat.

8.47

8.47

t-rat.

9.61

t-rat.

Model 5

0.15
0.00

0.00

0.16

0.26
0.10

est.

2.18

est.

0.46

est.

0.08
0.16
0.24
0.33
0.41
0.66

0.25
0.19
0.12
0.06

est.

0.06
0.13
0.19
0.25
0.31
0.40

0.56
0.29
0.19
0.10

est.

1.28

est.

-

3.13
0.04

0.04

3.70

4.52
1.95

t-rat.

2.98

t-rat.

1.59

t-rat.

3.10
3.10
3.10
3.10
3.10
3.93

4.01
4.01
4.01
4.01

t-rat.

3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67
4.21

6.95
3.70
3.70
3.70

t-rat.

9.53

t-rat.

Model 6

0.01

0.42

0.41
0.01

0.62
0.26

est.

5.07
4.92

est.

1.00
0.97

est.

0.26
0.51
0.77
1.03
1.28
1.88

0.68
0.51
0.34
0.17

est.

0.19
0.37
0.56
0.75
0.94
1.17

1.60
0.91
0.60
0.30

est.

3.19
3.10

est.

-

-

0.09

5.13

5.42
0.16

11.19
3.50

t-rat.

3.56
3.16

t-rat.

1.95
1.61

t-rat.

4.62
4.62
4.62
4.62
4.62
5.19

2.94
2.94
2.94
2.94

t-rat.

5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.56

4.21
3.20
3.20
3.20

t-rat.

8.43
7.52

t-rat.

Model 7

Table 2.7: Willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept measures

0.37
0.01

0.01

0.39

0.47
0.20

est.

2.06
4.05

est.

0.36
0.71

est.

0.15
0.30
0.45
0.60
0.75
1.23

0.61
0.46
0.30
0.15

est.

0.12
0.24
0.36
0.48
0.60
0.76

0.54
0.28
0.18
0.09

est.

1.26
2.47

est.

-

6.56
0.27

0.55

6.87

0.75
0.75

t-rat.

1.59
1.81

t-rat.

1.14
1.62

t-rat.

1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.81

4.71
4.71
4.71
4.71

t-rat.

1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.81

2.36
1.85
1.85
1.85

t-rat.

2.40
1.85

t-rat.

Model 8

0.38
0.02

0.01

0.39

1.87
0.79

est.

2.21
16.38

est.

0.37
2.75

est.

0.60
1.20
1.80
2.40
2.99
4.89

0.61
0.46
0.31
0.15

est.

0.47
0.93
1.40
1.87
2.34
3.01

0.58
0.30
0.20
0.10

est.

1.34
9.94

est.

-

5.20
0.69

0.28

5.32

1.69
1.69

t-rat.

1.30
4.06

t-rat.

0.35
4.01

t-rat.

4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.13

3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07

t-rat.

4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.13

1.40
1.36
1.36
1.36

t-rat.

1.38
4.14

t-rat.

Model 9

elevated WTA make up for their higher standard errors.
The results for the rate of delays use a similar approach, once again
based on a starting point of 4 out of 10 trains being affected by delays.
We observe symmetrical results in models 1 to 6, with the expected drop
in WTP and WTA when moving to a log-cost specification in model 2. The
other observation relates to a drop in values in models 5 and 6, which is
a result of the additional βexp.delay coefficient capturing some of the sensitivity to delays. In model 6, we introduced non-linearity in the response
to the rate of delays, and the main effect is the big jump in WTP for avoiding a situation where all trains are affected by delays. In models 7 − 9,
the asymmetry between WTA and WTP becomes more pronounced as a
result of the gains-losses asymmetry in the fare coefficient.
When looking at the WTP/WTA for average delays, we once again see
the drop when moving to a log-cost formulation in model 2, and a further
drop in model 4 as a result of some of the sensitivity to delays being
captured by the additional βexp.delay coefficient. The use of a non-linear
specification for the rate of delays in model 6 further reduces the role
of βrb and hence the resulting WTP/WTA measures. On the other hand,
when looking at the WTP/WTA for expected delays, we see an increase
as a result of moving to a non-linear specification for the rate of delays in
model 6. The observations in relation to the gains-losses asymmetry as a
result of the reference-dependent fare coefficient in models 7 − 9 are in
line with results for the other trade-offs.
For the delay information service, a number of different values can be
computed. In the first four models, generic coefficients are estimated independently of whether respondents currently have a delay information
service or not. In these models, the free service is always valued higher
than not having a service, which, in turn, is preferred to a charged service. As a result, we can compute a WTP for moving from a charged service to either no service or a free service, and a WTP for moving from no
service to a free service. In these initial models, the corresponding three
WTA measures are equal to their WTP counterparts, given not just the
symmetrical fare coefficient, but specifically also the generic treatment
independently of the current availability or not of a delay information
service. This changes in model 5 (with two different points of departure)
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and already creates asymmetries as e.g. the move from free to charged
is valued more negatively than the move from charged to free. In models

7, 8, and 9, these asymmetries are influenced further by the loss aversion
in the fare coefficient. In all but three of the models, the charged service
is valued more negatively than not having a service, leading to a WTP for
moving from charged to no service, or a WTA for moving from no service
to a charged service. In models 6, 8 and 9, this situation is reversed for
those respondents who currently do not have a service or have a charged
service. Overall, we see a strong aversion for respondents with a free
service to move to a charged service, where, after model 5, the associated WTA measure is substantially higher than the corresponding WTP
for moving from a charged service to a free service. This shows that offering a free information service with the aim of progressively introducing
a charge for it may lead to undesired effects.
The impact of these asymmetries in the cost evaluation has some interesting consequences for the value of time (VOT) measures. As can be
observed in Figure 2.4, the VOT evaluation is very stable across model
specifications 2 to 6, after the initial drop resulting from the use of a log
transform on the fare attribute. However, the large disparities observed
for improvement in the fare levels lead to a significant increase in the
WTA for deteriorations in travel time. Albeit limited to one dataset, these
results should serve as a warning to practitioners. Apparent stability in
VOT measures despite changes in specification and associated improvements in fit could be deceptive and could be the result of not allowing for
appropriate asymmetries in sensitivities. It remains to be seen whether
the stability of the WTP measures (as opposed to the WTA measures) is
specific to the data at hand.

2.6

Conclusions

This chapter sets out a series of discrete choice modelling formulations
to account for different ways that referencing influences choices in a
commuting setting. Special attention is paid to extending the empirical
tests of reference-dependent decision making to a multi-attribute context.

This means not simply applying a uniform modelling treatment
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to all attributes but instead choosing the most appropriate specification
for each attribute. We additionally allow for several different reference
points, in line with the idea that constrained acceptable or ideal trip conditions may be the actual point of reference hence determining the utility
of different options.
Overall, the flexible treatment of the commute attributes reveals a
series of interesting points on how changes in these attributes are perceived. For example, the lack of asymmetry in gains and losses of travel
time indicates that once a specific amount of time is stably allocated for
commuting purposes, deviations, at least in the short run, are perceived
the same way for improvements and deteriorations.

The contrasting

asymmetry and decreasing sensitivity for the daily fare, however, suggests a more complex picture when ratios of time and cost are considered. Indeed, respondents display a pronounced un-willingness to accept
increases in travel time in exchange for fare compensation. Importantly
several dimensions, such as the slope, base-line an marginally changing
sensitivity contribute to the complex differences between upward and
downward shifts in the cost attribute.
Evaluations of the frequency of delays and crowding reveal non-linearities
in the sensitivity of going from the extreme of no crowding/delays to a
situation of constant crowding/delays. A linear specification consistently
overestimates sensitivity to higher frequencies of crowding while it fails
to quantify the positive impact of never having to stand. For the frequency of delays the linear attribute specification instead fails to assess
the large penalty for reaching a situation of a sure delay (10 out of 10
trips). For these attributes there is no important improvement derived
from modelling gains and losses from current states. This confirms the
notion that in evaluating risk of crowding and delays, defined as probabilistic frequency measures, the current experience plays little role in
defining utility for alternatives. Instead, it appears that reaching absolute levels of crowding/delay is more important, particularly when it
comes to the extremes.
The proposed framework moreover offers proof concerning the important shifts when allowing for evaluations against several potential reference points. Reference-dependence with regard to points other than
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current trip conditions lead to important improvements in fit and further
insights into the asymmetry of WTP/WTA measures.
The findings within this chapter illustrate the importance of an attributeby-attribute treatment of specification issues such as non-linearity and
reference-dependence. There are potentially important impacts for policies derived from the findings in this work. For one, the evaluation of
the commuter experience is affected by a variety of non-linear sensitivities as for the cases of crowding and the frequency of delays. What is
more, certain attributes are evaluated in terms of deviations from a reference point rather than absolute stand-alone service features, as for the
case of fares. Appropriately accounting for these effects can improve the
appraisal of the welfare drawn from (changes in) service features. Future research in this field needs to extend these analyses to encompass
a wider variety of situations characterised by habitual and novel choices
to understand the impact of reference-dependence. A further extension
that would improve the applicability of these findings is relating the modelling findings to personal features, attitudes, task-perception and other
context and personality effects, as well as incorporating inter-respondent
heterogeneity in sensitivities.
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Figure 2.4: VOT of all models
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Chapter 3
Modelling Different Decision
Processes

Chapter 3 synopsis The study of respondent heterogeneity
is one of the main areas of research in the field of choice
modelling.
The general emphasis is on variations across
respondents in relative taste parameters while maintaining
the assumption of homogeneous utility maximising decision
rules. While recent work has allowed for differences in the
utility specification across respondents in the context of looking at heterogeneous information processing strategies, the
underlying assumption that all respondents employ the same
choice paradigm remains. This is despite evidence in the
literature that different paradigms work differently well on
given datasets. In this chapter, we argue that such differences
may in fact extend to respondents within a single dataset. We
accommodate these differences in a latent class model, where
individual classes make use of different underlying paradigms.
We present four applications using three different datasets,
showing mixtures between “standard" random utility maximisation models and lexicography based models, models with
multiple reference points, elimination by aspects models and
random regret minimisation models. In each of the case studies,
the behavioural mixing model obtains significant gains in fit
over the base structure where all respondents are hypothesised
to use the same rule. The findings offer important further
insights into the behavioural patterns of respondents. There is
also evidence that what is retrieved as taste heterogeneity in
standard models may in fact be heterogeneity in decision rules.
Keywords: random utility; behavioural mixing; elimination by
aspects; lexicography; reference-dependence; latent class; random regret
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3.1

Introduction

A significant part of the recent research effort in the field of choice modelling has been dedicated to the study of respondent heterogeneity, with
a particular focus on variations in the parameters of the utility functions.
Such heterogeneity has been introduced either through deterministic interactions or through random coefficients, in continuous mixture models
(cf. Revelt and Train, 1998a, Hensher and Greene, 2003b) or finite latent
class methods (see e.g. Gopinath, 1995, Greene and Hensher, 2003).
While these departures from a taste homogeneity model generally
lead to significant gains in model fit, there is no recognition that what
may be causing the heterogeneity are not in fact simply variations in
marginal sensitivities but actual differences in the choice process by individual respondents. Indeed, these models are based on the assumption
that the underlying behavioural process is the same across respondents.
Recent research on information processing has moved on from this,
by allowing the actual utility specification to vary across respondents,
for example with some respondents ignoring certain attributes, where
in the most appropriate specifications, a probabilistic approach based on
latent class structure is used (see e.g. Hess and Rose, 2007, Hensher and
Greene, 2010).
Even in the work on heterogeneous information processing strategies,
however, the underlying behavioural paradigm remains the same across
respondents, namely that of maximisation of utility by individuals, with
only the specification of utility varying. There is however evidence in
the literature that alternative choice paradigms may fit better on certain
datasets (see e.g. recent discussions on happiness by Abou-Zeid and
Ben-Akiva 2010 and regret by Chorus et al. 2008).
In this chapter, we highlight the fact that the actual behavioural process used in making a choice may in fact vary across respondents within
a single dataset. We discuss how this can be accommodated in a latent class framework, and illustrate the approach in four case studies
each concerned with an alternative decision paradigm. While this issue
has received some attention in marketing and health economics (see e.g.
Gilbride and Allenby, 2004, Araña et al., 2008), it has been largely ig-
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nored in a transport context. Moreover, earlier work has focussed on a
narrow set of decision paradigms, typically some version of unordered
elimination conjuntive/disjunctive rules (Jedidi and Kohli, 2005, Gilbride
and Allenby, 2004) or lexicography (Kamel and Rajeev, 2008). Instead,
the approach presented here is sufficiently flexible to explore a wide array of decision paradigms. We present a rigourous comparison across
different modelling specifications of the relative impact of taste heterogeneity and heterogeneity in decision paradigms. Particularly, we ask
the question whether the heterogeneity in relative sensitivities retrieved
with standard approaches may in fact be due precisely to such heterogeneity in behavioural process. This extension to multi-paradigm models
is very timely, given the renewed interest in alternative paradigms (e.g.
Abou-Zeid and Ben-Akiva, 2010, Chorus et al., 2008).
The applications illustrate the improvements gained when allowing
for mixtures between “standard" random utility maximisation models and
alternative paradigms, namely lexicography based models, models with
multiple reference points, elimination by aspects models, and random
regret minimisation models. The four studies use three different datasets
that are particularly well suited for this analysis. In each of our case
studies, the behavioural mixing model obtains significant gains in fit, and
further insights into behavioural patterns.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents the general
modelling approach. This is followed by four case studies making use
of this approach. Finally, we summarise the findings of the work and
present our conclusions.

3.2

General methodology

The approach is based on a latent class (LC) structure. Rather than allowing simply for differences in the utility parameters (or even the utility
specification) across classes, we allow for differences across classes in
the actual behavioural process. Such a flexible approach allows for the
study of a wider array of decision paradigms.
Let us assume that we have N decision makers, where decision maker


n is faced with Tn separate choices. Let Pn β(m) , m give the probability
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of that sequence of choices, conditional on using a choice model identified as m, where this model m uses a vector of parameters β(m) . If as an
example m equates to a RUM structure, we would have that:



Pn β(U max) , U max =

Tn
Y

∗ ≥ Uj , ∀j ∈ J
P Ujnt
nt



(3.1)

t=1
∗
is the alternative (out of J ) chosen by respondent n in choice
where jnt

situation t, and Ujnt is the utility of alternative j as faced by respondent n
in choice situation t; the dependency of utilities on estimated parameters
and explanatory variables is not explicitly shown here.
We hypothesise that a number of different behavioural processes are
used in the data, and thus allow for M different models, each based on
its own vector of parameters and with potentially very different model
structures. The choice of decision rule for a given respondent is not
observed and is thus treated as a latent component. The probability for
the sequence of choices observed for respondent n is now given by:

Pn =

M
X

πn,m Pn

m=1

M
X

πn,m = 1 and 0 ≤ πm ≤ 1 ∀m, (3.2)
β(m) , m where
m=1

where we use different behavioural processes in different classes, i.e. the
difference across classes lies not just in the use of different parameters
(as is typically the case with LC models), but also in different underlying
models.
With this model, we need to estimate parameters of the choice models in the individual classes (βm , m = 1, . . . , M ), as well as the probabilities for each class (πm , m = 1, . . . , M ). By performing the averaging
at the level of sequences of choices for the same respondent, we take
into account the repeated choice nature of panel data, allowing for interrespondent differences, but maintaining the same model across choices
for the same respondent. A possible extension not pursued here is to
link class allocation to respondent characteristics, by formulating a class
allocation model.
All models were coded and estimated in Ox 4.2 (Doornik, 2001). The
estimation of the class probabilities and within class models was per-
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formed simultaneously. To deal with the issue of local optima, each time
we launched multiple estimation runs of our models with different random sets of starting parameters. In each case, we chose the model leading to the best likelihood. Overall, the solutions obtained with different
starting values were rather stable.
In the following sections, we present findings from four separate case
studies, each comparing a standard model to a structure based on a mixture between models allowing for different behavioural rules to coexist.
In the first case study, we investigate a mixture between a standard random utility maximisation (RUM) model and a lexicography based model.
In the second case study, we make use of our proposed approach in the
context of looking at heterogeneous reference points. The third case
study revisits one of the first models for representing choice behaviour,
namely the elimination by aspects (EBA) model. Finally, the fourth case
study uses a mixture between a standard RUM structure and a random
regret minimisation (RRM) model. The modelling approach is tested on
three different datasets, where each paradigm-dataset combination reflects the suitability of the data for identifying the decision rule. The
precise rationale for the data used in each case study is illustrated in the
relevant sections.
The key tests are the generalisations of models to include additional
parameters and in these cases formal χ2 tests can be made. However,
in one case study we need to compare models with different numbers
of estimated parameters that are not nested and here we use the BIC
criterion (Schwarz, 1978) which does not permit formal tests but allows
a general assessment of the models’ relative success.

3.3
3.3.1

Case study I: RUM and lexicography
Behavioural process under investigation

Standard RUM theory is based on the notion of compensatory behaviour
which states that gains in one attribute can be traded against losses in
another. Lexicographic models (cf. Luce, 1978, Tversky, 1969) are an
expression of bounded rationality leading to a simplification of the choice
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process. Individuals give priority to a single attribute and only when
alternatives are equally good on this attribute do they consider a second
attribute. The ordering of attributes in terms of importance potentially
varies across individuals.
Some authors have argued that actual lexicography, in the sense of
sorting on a preferred choice feature, is not consistent with compensatory modelling frameworks (Sælensminde, 2006).

However, distin-

guishing between lexicography and steep indifference curves, the latter
being compatible with RUM, is not always possible (cf. Killi et al., 2007).
Indeed, it is questionable whether an analyst could ever infer whether a
respondent always choosing the cheapest option is indeed behaving lexicographically, or whether the presented incentives were simply not large
enough to encourage trading, a point supported by an adaptive experiment by Cairns and van der Pol (2004). For modelling, we would prefer
to take the more plausible explanation for any given individual, and this
may vary across respondents.
As an additional complexity, while apparent lexicographic behaviour
is easy to spot in the case of surveys with only two attributes, this becomes significantly more difficult with a larger number of attributes. Indeed, many different rules will become possible, involving different orderings as well as numbers of levels, and it may not be possible to fully
identify the rule leading to a given choice when the design is not conceived to carry out such tests. The fact that there may be uncertainty
as to which rule was used argues for the use of a probabilistic approach
such as suggested here.

3.3.2

Data & model specification

The analysis in this section makes use of data from the Danish Valuation
of Travel Time (VTT) study (see e.g. Fosgerau 2006). This part of the
survey presented a binary unlabelled choice between car commute trips,
characterised only by different travel time and cost to a sample of drivers.
In the present analysis, we employ a sample of 1, 676 respondents, who
each faced 8 meaningful choice tasks. The specific reason for making
use of this dataset in the present case study is that the use of only two
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attributes facilitates the identification of lexicography.
An initial analysis of the data showed that 13.66% of respondents always choose the cheaper of the two options, while 5.97% of respondents
always choose the faster one. A multitude of different reasons for this
type of behaviour arise, as discussed for example by Hess et al. (2010)
in the context of this dataset. Lexicography may be a strategy to deal
with choice complexity (Sælensminde, 2002), an effect of boredom and
disengagement (cf. Bradley and Daly, 1994b) or indeed a result of a lack
of incentives to trade among attributes, i.e. the presence of strong sensitivities (Ryan and Farrar, 1994). The behaviour may arguably also be
limited to the context of the survey at hand. Removing these respondents
from the data arbitrarily assumes that they are behaving in a manner
that is inconsistent with our analytical framework (cf. Lancsar and Louviere, 2006, Hess et al., 2010). However, their simple inclusion in the
models, without treatment, arguably biases findings, especially in terms
of heterogeneity, as the model will attempt to explain their non-trading
behaviour by allowing for extreme sensitivities.
We first estimate a simple MNL model, attempting no treatment of
the potential lexicographic behaviour or any random heterogeneity in
sensitivities. Our second model (MNL & LEX) is a LC structure with three
classes. Class 1 is a simple MNL model (M1 ), using the same specification
as in the base model. The remaining two classes are modelled by means
of (deterministic) lexicography based rules. Here, model M2 represents
lexicography on travel time (TT), and model M3 lexicography on travel
cost (TC); we note that the data design precludes the existence of ties.
With this, we have that:

Pn (M2 ) =

Tn
Y

IT Tjnt ,

(3.3)

t=1

where IT Tjnt is equal to 1 if the travel time for the alternative chosen by
respondent n in choice set t is less than that of the competing alternative.
We also have that

Pn (M3 ) =

Tn
Y

IT Cjnt ,

(3.4)

t=1
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where IT Cjnt is defined analogously to IT Tjnt . Equations 3.3 and 3.4 are
conditional only on the data and not on any parameters, given the deterministic nature of these two models.
The probability under a given lexicographic rule will be equal to 1
only if every single choice for that respondent can be explained by the
specific rule. In other words, only a respondent whose observed choices
exhibit apparent lexicographic behaviour is eligible to be captured by
these classes. In this model, the apparent lexicography is accommodated
solely through special classes, with no attempts to explain it through
taste heterogeneity. As a result, the shares for these two classes will be
equal to the sample population shares for this type of behaviour, and estimates for the trading class will be equivalent to what would be obtained
if we simply removed lexicographic respondents from the sample.
Our third model once again uses only a single class, given by a Mixed
Multinomial Logit (MMNL) model, employing a multivariate Lognormal
distribution across respondents. In particular, we have that:

Pn (Ω, M1 ) =

ˆ Y
Tn
β t=1

e
PJ

Vj ∗ (β)
nt

Vjnt (β)
j=1 e

f (β | Ω) dβ,

(3.5)

where Ω is a vector of parameters (to be estimated) of the multivariate
distribution f (β | Ω). This structure thus offers no special treatment of
lexicography, with any non-trading behaviour explained solely through
taste heterogeneity.
Finally, our fourth model combines the two approaches, where we
once again make use of three classes, with class 1 modelled by Equation 3.5, and classes 2 and 3 by Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 respectively. This model thus includes special classes for lexicography while
also allowing for random heterogeneity. Our expectation is that this will
allow the model to accommodate some of the non-trading behaviour on
the basis of reasonably heightened time and cost sensitivities, with any
respondents whose behaviour would lead to extreme sensitivities being
captured by the two additional classes.
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3.3.3

Estimation results

The estimation results for the first case study are summarised in Table
3.1. We observe very significant gains in model fit when moving from
the MNL model to the MNL & LEX model (895.79 units for 2 additional
parameters), while the gains when moving from MNL to MMNL are even
more substantial (1, 565.27 units for 2 additional parameters). Finally, the
combined MMNL & LEX model comprehensively outperforms the simple
MNL model and MNL & LEX models (1575.56 units for 4 parameters and

679.77 units for 2 parameters respectively), while the improvement by
10.29 units over the MMNL model is also statistically significant, coming
at the cost of 2 additional parameters.
Three parameters are common across models, namely the mean estimates for the two marginal utility coefficients (µTC and µTT ), and a constant for the first alternative (δ1 ). In the two models incorporating a treatment of random taste heterogeneity, s11 , s21 , and s22 give the elements of
the Cholesky matrix, where, with ξ1 and ξ2 giving two independently distributed standard normal variates, we have that βTC = µTC + s11 ξ1 , and

βTT = µTT + s21 ξ1 + s22 ξ2 . Furthemore, γ2 and γ3 are used in the class
allocation model, where the probabilities for the different classes are obtained as:

πtrading =

eγ2
eγ3
,
π
=
,
π
=
lex-cost
lex-time
1 + eγ2 + eγ3
1 + eγ2 + eγ3
1 + eγ2 + eγ3
1

(3.6)
Table 3.1 also shows the mean (µVTT ) and median (µ
d
0.5 VTT ) VTT measures,
the standard deviation for the VTT (σVTT ), and the coefficient of variation
(cv ) for the VTT and the two marginal utility coefficients. For the MNL
& LEX and MMNL & LEX models, the VTT measures only relate to the
trading classes; with in effect VTT measures of zero and plus infinity
applying in the lex-cost and lex-time classes respectively.
In all four models, we note some reading-left-to-right effects in the estimate for δ1 . The mean estimates for the two marginal utility coefficients
are negative and significant in all models, while the two random coefficients models retrieve significant levels of unexplained inter-respondent
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3
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65.46 41.34
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7
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Table 3.1: Estimation results for first case study (VTT measures relating to trading classes only in MNL & LEX and
MMNL & LEX models)

heterogeneity. As expected, the simple MNL & LEX model produces
weights for the two lexicography classes in line with sample population
shares, while, in the combined MMNL & LEX model, the shares are lower
as some of the behaviour is captured by the tail of the Lognormal distribution.
In terms of VTT measures, we observe a small increase when moving
from MNL to MNL & LEX. This comes as a result of the larger share
of respondents always choosing the cheaper option compared to respondents always choosing the faster option. The mean VTT measures in the
two mixture models are substantially higher, with the value for MMNL
being the highest. On the other hand, the median VTT measures are
lower than in the MNL and MNL & LEX model, where they are lowest in
the MMNL model. Most crucially however, we observe a major reduction
in the level of random taste heterogeneity when moving from MMNL to
MMNL & LEX, where the degree of reduction is very substantial compared to the retrieved rates of apparent lexicography. This confirms our
hypothesis that even a relatively small share of respondents can have an
undue influence on our findings in terms of random heterogeneity if their
non-trading behaviour can only be explained by very extreme sensitivities.
Returning to the above point about the MNL & LEX and MMNL &
LEX results relating solely to the trading class, it is possible to compute
a median (though not mean, given infinite values in class 2) for the overall model, which is 32.28 DKK/hour. This value is thus only slightly lower
than the value for the trading class only. It is however higher than the
median VTT for the MMNL model of 28.21 DKK/hour, reflecting the fact
that this model attempts to accommodate the lexicographic behaviour
through an extreme tail on the distribution of the cost coefficient. This
finding highlights the importance of accommodating possible lexicography to avoid potential bias in willingness to pay estimates.
The findings from this section are clearly specific to the data at hand,
and are also potentially influenced by the distributional assumptions. Indeed, the Lognormal distribution is well suited for accommodating outlying sensitivities and different shares would have been obtained with
alternative assumptions. Ideally, the experiment reported here should
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be repeated with non-parametric distributions (cf. Fosgerau, 2006). The
advantage of the model used here is that it allows the non-trading behaviour to be captured by the tails of the distribution but only up to the
point where the resulting shape would unduly affect the capability of the
model to accommodate the trading part of the sample population.

3.4

Case study II: heterogeneous reference
points

3.4.1

Behavioural process under investigation

The theory of reference-dependent choice postulates that in making decisions, individuals identify a reference point and judge possible outcomes in terms of gains and losses relative to this (see e.g. Kahnemann
and Tversky, 1979, van Osch et al., 2006). This is in contrast with the
standard RUM focus on absolute attribute sensitivity, which in essence
equates to the reference point being equal to zero.
A small number of tests have been carried out in a choice experiment
setting to control for asymmetric evaluation of multiple attributes in a
transport context (see e.g. Hess et al., 2008b, De Borger and Fosgerau,
2008, Masiero and Hensher, 2010). An important question arises as to
the determination of the reference point. A common approach is to assume that any attribute’s reference point coincides with its status quo
value, e.g. the current travel time. This approach is especially popular
when dealing with datasets that include an explicit reference alternative.
Findings in a wide range of situations however indicate that the real reference point can be past states (see e.g. Kahneman et al., 1991b), beliefs
about future states (Koszegi and Rabin, 2006), aspirations compared to
a reference group (Stutzer, 2004), or even an arbitrary anchor with no
relation to the choice at hand (Ariely et al., 2003). In a transport setting there have scarcely been any empirical explorations of variations in
reference points across respondents, with a notable exception being the
work of Masiero and Hensher (2011), where both current and shifted reference points are used. However, these reference points are presented
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to respondents, whereas our work accounts for the fact that reference
points used by respondents may well be different from those presented.
Additionally, we use three different possible reference points.

3.4.2

Data & model specification

In line with the above observations, we make use of data that permits
the study of the formation of different reference points. In particular, we
take observations from a survey looking at commuting by rail and bus,
collected through an online panel in the United Kingdom in early 2010.
The survey presents respondents with choices between three alternatives described by six attributes each: travel time, fare, frequency of seat
availability, frequency of delays, extent of delays and the availability of a
text message (SMS) delay alert service. The first alternative corresponds
to a typical trip for that respondent, while the remaining two alternatives
are symmetrically pivoted around the current conditions. The scenarios
presented absolute values to respondents to facilitate comparisons. Each
of the 360 respondents used in the current sample was presented with 10
such choice scenarios.
To explore the use of reference-dependence with regard to points
other than current trip conditions, information on two additional values
was collected from respondents, equating to an acceptable level and an
ideal level for each attribute. In defining these points respondents were
explicitly instructed to consider technical constraints and the high usage
rate of the transit network. Previous work on this dataset has shown evidence of asymmetrical preference formation around either of these three
reference points (Stathopoulos, 2010). The results from this earlier work
also highlight the importance of applying a logarithmic transform for the
fare attribute.
Five different models were estimated on this sample. The first model
makes use of symmetrical coefficients for all attributes. This is followed
by three specifications that allow for asymmetrical preference formation for travel time and fare sensitivities, since previous work indicated
symmetric sensitivities for the remaining attributes. The contribution to
the utility of alternative i contains the following components relating to
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travel time, with a corresponding approach applying for the log of the
fare attribute:

Vint = ...+βTT,inc max (0, TTi − TTref )+βTT,dec max (0, TTref − TTi )+... (3.7)
where TTref gives the reference point for the travel time attribute, and
where βTT,inc and βTT,dec are the coefficients for increases and decreases
respectively.
Our first departure from the base model uses the current values for
travel time and fare as the reference points, which are identical to the
values used for the first alternative. This is followed by a model using
the respondent-stated acceptable values for the travel time and fare attributes, and a model making use of the respondent-stated ideal values
for travel time and fare. We acknowledge possible issues with endogeneity when using respondent reported reference points, but argue it should
be placed in the context of seeking to avoid bias caused by not accounting for asymmetrical preference formation around such points. Finally,
the LC model makes use of four different classes, incorporating the specification from the four separate models discussed above. In this model,
the coefficients used in the three asymmetric classes are generic, only
the definition of the reference point changes. No additional models were
estimated that allow for random taste heterogeneity.

3.4.3

Estimation results

The estimation results for the second case study are summarised in Table
3.2. The specification used for this dataset estimates constants for the
first two alternatives (δ1 and δ2 ), along with marginal utility coefficients
for travel time (TT), the logarithm of fare (L-FARE), the rate of delays
(trips out of 10), the expected delay (rate multiplied by average delay for
affected trips), the rate of having to stand (trips out of 10), and the provision of a charged or free delay SMS alert system (dummy coded for the
two levels). In addition, Table 3.2 reports estimates for the three parameters used in the class allocation model (γ2 , γ3 and γ4 ), along with the
resulting class allocation probabilities. In the base model, only the linear
time and log-fare coefficients are estimated, while only their asymmetri58

cal counterparts are estimated in the three reference dependent models.
Finally, both sets of coefficients are used in the LC model.
The estimation results show that all three asymmetrical specifications lead to modest but statistically significant gains in fit over the base
model, by 2.83, 20.20 and 27.21 units respectively, each at the cost of 2
additional parameters. The degree of asymmetry is small for travel time,
but is very noticeable for log-fare. Of the three specifications, the best
performance is obtained when making use of the ideal values as reference points, followed by the model making use of the acceptable values.
This finding alone already justifies the interest in looking at departures
from the typical approach of using current values as the reference points.
It should also be noted that the ideal reference point has the most extreme values in the data, and as such it is arguably not surprising that
the use of that reference point in the model gives the best performance,
possibly due to providing greater flexibility.
Moving from a hypothesised population-wide use of a single reference point to a LC model which probabilistically accommodates different
reference points offers very substantial gains in model fit. We note an
improvement over the MNL model by 295.93 units for 5 additional parameters, and improvements over the three reference dependent models by

293.10, 275.73 and 268.72 units respectively, each at the cost of 3 additional
parameters. The size of these gains is very significant when compared to
moving from symmetrical MNL to asymmetrical MNL with a common reference point. This suggests that it is important to allow for heterogeneity
in reference points across respondents, although part of the gains can be
explained by the use of a panel specification which recognises that while
the reference points vary across respondents, they stay constant across
choices for the same respondent. The model shows very high asymmetry
in the three asymmetric classes, especially for the log-fare coefficient.
As was the case in the three base models, losses are valued more negatively than gains are valued positively. While some of the remaining
coefficients retain scales similar to the four other models, an increased
sensitivity is noted for rate of delays, the rate of having to stand, and
the provision of a free delay information service. Finally, while for the
base models, the best fit was obtained with the ideal values for the refer-
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βrate of having to stand
βcharged SMS
βfree SMS
γ2
γ3
γ4
πsymm.
πref base
πref acc
πref ideal

βrate of delays
βexpected delay

βL-FARE,inc
βL-FARE,dec

βTT
βTT,inc
βTT,dec
βL-FARE

δ1
δ2

Observations
Log-likelihood
par.
adj. ρ2

-

-

-6.79
-6.42
-10.73
-1.14
6.67

-28.61

7.81
3.56
-13.18

t-rat.

100.00%
-

-0.1689
-0.0989
-0.2230
-0.0753
0.3315

-5.9654

est.
0.3887
0.1725
-0.0467

Symmetrical
3,680
-3,369.23
9
0.1644

-

-

-12.47
13.66
-6.74
-6.06
-10.57
-0.93
6.77

-6.47
6.50

3.51
3.56

t-rat.

100.00%
-

-7.2110
5.2163
-0.1679
-0.0940
-0.2203
-0.0611
0.3364

-0.0509
0.0452

est.
0.2680
0.1734

Ref base
3,680
-3,366.40
11
0.1646

-

-

-27.18
8.44
-6.89
-6.29
-10.73
-1.05
6.82

-10.91
5.55

6.47
3.62

t-rat.

100.00%
-

-6.7566
3.5876
-0.1721
-0.0972
-0.2242
-0.0694
0.3399

-0.0485
0.0451

est.
0.3350
0.1763

Ref acceptable
3,680
-3,349.03
11
0.1689

-

-

-28.72
3.13
-6.91
-6.32
-10.79
-1.20
6.51

-12.56
3.52

6.67
3.65

t-rat.

100.00%

-6.5516
1.8877
-0.1726
-0.0976
-0.2257
-0.0790
0.3247

-0.0498
0.0358

est.
0.3386
0.1780

Ref ideal
3,680
-3,342.02
11
0.1706

Table 3.2: Estimation results for second case study

est.
0.2261
0.2473
-0.0475
-0.1150
0.0321
-2.2608
-22.8580
2.5760
-0.2703
-0.0909
-0.2857
-0.0700
0.4405
-0.5156
-0.6920
-1.0424
40.81%
24.37%
20.43%
14.39%

3.48
4.51
-8.08
-11.31
2.20
-6.35
-16.99
3.46
-9.35
-5.23
-12.04
-0.94
7.56
-2.39
-2.51
-3.30
11.43
6.42
4.08
3.42

4.43
-0.17
-0.91
-2.52

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/4

LC
3,680
-3,073.30
16
0.2359

ence point, followed by the acceptable and current values, the opposite
ordering applies to the class allocation probabilities, while overall, a bigger combined weight is given to the three asymmetric classes than to the
base class (59.19% vs 40.81%). Here, it should be noted that none of the
weights of the three asymmetry classes is statistically different from 1/4.
Table 3.3 shows willingness-to-pay (WTP) measures for improvements
in services, as well as the cost reductions required to accept a lower quality of service (i.e. willingness-to-accept, WTA). All measures are computed for a journey costing £3. For the symmetrical model, the two types
of measures are clearly equivalent to one another. For the three simple
asymmetrical models, we compute WTP measures and WTA measures
separately, on the basis of the appropriate marginal coefficients. Finally,
for the LC model, we compute both types of measures on the basis of
the symmetrical as well as asymmetrical coefficients, and use the class
allocation weights to produce a weighted average1 .
We observe that, where separate measures are applicable, the cost
reductions required to accept a lower quality of service are higher than
the WTP for improved service. This is in line with the strong asymmetry
in the fare sensitivity. For the WTP measures, the results remain roughly
comparable across the three asymmetrical models, but are lower than in
the symmetrical model. For the WTA measures, we get higher values in
the asymmetrical models, especially the model making use of the ideal
values as reference points. In all four base models, we observe low measures for the WTP for travel time reductions, where these are however in
line with the low average journey cost in this dataset. What is somewhat
more surprising is the low valuation for changes in the rate of delay and
the rate of standing. Here, and also for the WTP for travel time reductions, higher and arguably more realistic values are obtained by the LC
model. The findings concerning the WTP measures could indicate that
commuters carry out trade-offs in a consistent manner across different
reference points when dealing with improved trip conditions in return for
a higher fare. However, an analysis of the WTA measures reveals great
variations depending on which reference point is used in the models. A
1



As an example, the willingness to pay for travel
time reductions is obtained as


βTT,dec
βTT
πsymm. βL-FARE
+ (πref base + πref acc + πref ideal ) βL-FARE,inc
· f are, where we use f are = £3.
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further notable fact is that the LC model points towards a possibly more
realistic (smaller) ratio between WTA and WTP than the model based on
the ideal reference point would imply.

3.5

Case study III: RUM & EBA

3.5.1

Behavioural process under investigation

Elimination By Aspects (EBA) is a paradigm originally proposed by Tversky (1972a,b). It represents choice as a process of eliminating alternatives successively, on the basis of their failure to possess certain attributes (or fulfill certain criteria), referred to as aspects, until a single
alternative remains. The key driver is the order in which the attributes
are considered. The ordering used by a given respondent is unobserved,
and the model thus selects attributes randomly, with probabilities proportional to weights, the most important attributes having larger weights,
thus giving the process its random character.
In particular, in the context of the example presented in this section,
we have five different aspects, with weights w1 , . . . , w5 . With five aspects,
we obtain 120 different orderings of attributes, where, as an example, the
probability of the first ordering h1, 2, 3, 4, 5i is given by

w1
p1,2,3,4,5 = P5

j=1 wj

w2
P5

j=2 wj

w3
P5

j=3 wj

w4
P5

j=4 wj

,

(3.8)

where wj > 0, j = 1, . . . , 5.
In any given choice scenario t for respondent n, we first remove any
alternative that does not possess aspect 1. If more than one alternative
remains, we move on to aspect 2, and so on, until just a single alternative
remains. The probability Pnt (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of the actual observed choice
under this given rule is equal to 1 if the remaining alternative is equal
to the chosen alternative, and 0 otherwise (if K > 1 alternatives remain,
their probabilities are

1
K

each). The probability of the actual sequence of

choices for respondent n under a given rule is equal to Pn (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) =

QT

t=1

Pnt (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and the unconditional probability is then given by a
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weighted average across the different possible orderings:

Pn =

5 X X X
X

X

pa,b,c,d,e

a=1 b6=a c6=a,b d6=a,b,c e6=a,b,c,d

T
Y

Pnt (a, b, c, d, e) .

(3.9)

t=1

The only parameters to be estimated for this model are the different
weight parameters, with an appropriate normalisation, e.g. setting one
weight parameter to a value of 1. The location of the product across
tasks inside the weighted summation means that the EBA model accommodates the panel structure of the data.
EBA represents a process fundamentally different from RUM. Nevertheless, Batley and Daly (2003) show that, by appropriate selection of
the weights, hierarchical EBA models can be made exactly equivalent to
GEV models of the tree form, in the context of models with dummy coefficients only (i.e. with no continuous attributes). Whatever form of EBA
and RUM models are compared with each other, it is clear that the coefficients of the RUM model and the weights of the EBA model are not
directly related. In the simple tree example given by Batley and Daly
(2003), RUM coefficients are equal to logarithms of EBA weights, but
this cannot be extended to more general model forms since no precise
equivalence exists. Weight ratios, or even ratios of logs of EBA weights
have no interpretation as values.

3.5.2

Data & model specification

For this case study, we make use of data from a survey looking at rail
travel behaviour, collected through an online panel in the United Kingdom in early 2010. In particular, we rely on a sample of 7, 968 observations collected from 996 respondents, each faced with 8 scenarios involving a choice between three alternatives, where the attributes were
pivoted around those of a reported trip (but without including a reference alternative). The alternatives were described on the basis of travel
time, fare, the guarantee of a reserved seat, the provision of free wifi,
and whether the ticket offered flexibility (in terms of rescheduling). The
last three were described in terms of presence/absence, making them
ideally suitable for the present analysis in an EBA framework.
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Two different RUM specifications were used as the compensatory
model. Firstly, a simple MNL structure was used, using a logarithmic
transform for fare, with alternative-specific constants for the first two
alternatives. Secondly, we used a MMNL model, with random taste heterogeneity in the travel time, seat, wifi and flexibility coefficients, using a Weibull distribution (with estimated parameters b and c, where
1

β = −b (− ln U ) c , where U is a uniform draw, with b ≥ 0 and c > 0).
No significant additional random heterogeneity was found for the cost
coefficient after making use of the log transform.
While the final three attributes are ideally suited for use in an EBA
framework, given their presence/absence nature, this is not the case for
the travel time and fare attributes, where a transformation is required to
determine whether an alternative is eliminated or not when that specific
attribute is used as a determinant. The practical use of EBA models
with mixed attributes in the context of different data sets remains an
intriguing field of exploration for future applications; here, we made use
of four different straightforward specifications:
EBA1 eliminates the worst (for the considered attribute) of any remaining alternatives at a given stage;
EBA2 eliminates all but the best (for the considered attribute), equating
to a dominance based approach;
EBA3 eliminates all options that are 10 minutes slower than the reference trip, or £0.50 more expensive when using fare (depending on
which attribute is used2 ); and
EBA4 eliminates an alternative if the time or fare is worse than that for
the reference trip (again depending on which attribute is used).
Independently of which of the four EBA approaches is used, it is not possible to estimate a stand-alone EBA model on this dataset, as there are
choices that cannot be explained by such an approach, leading to a notionally minus infinity contribution to the log-likelihood function. Rather,
2

As pointed out by an anonymous referee, an alternative way of specifying EBA3
would have been to work with percentage differences rather than absolute differences.
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the EBA model is only ever used in conjunction with an RUM model, using a two class specification. In the EBA part, weights are estimated for
the first four attributes, with the weight for flexibility being normalised
to a value of 1.

3.5.3

Estimation results

The estimation results for the fixed coefficient models are summarised
in Table 3.4. In addition to the alternative specific constants and the
five marginal utility coefficients, we report the constant used in the class
allocation model (γ2 ) and the weights used in the EBA classes. In addition, the first part of Table 3.6 reports the WTP measures calculated from
the coefficients estimated for the compensatory class only in the different models, with no obvious interpretion for the parameters of the EBA
class.
In the base model, we observe negative effects of increases in time
(βTT ) and log-fare (βL-FARE ), with positive utilities for the provision of a
reserved seat, free wifi, or ticket flexibility. There is also some evidence
of left-to-right reading effects.
We next look at the model combining a MNL structure with the first
of the EBA specifications. We observe an improvement in model fit by

122.80 units, which is highly significant at the cost of just five additional
parameters. We note that the MNL part of the model still accounts for
over ninety percent of the class probabilities, but nevertheless observe
quite substantial reductions in WTP for the three quality of service attributes in that class. In the EBA model, the biggest weight by far is
obtained by the seat reservation attribute.
The second LC model obtains even larger improvements in model fit
over the base model (521.60 units for 5 parameters), and a much greater
share (almost thirty percent) for the EBA class. We also note that the
coefficient for ticket flexibility is no longer significant in the trading
model, and that while the VTT and the WTP for wifi is reduced, that
for seat reservation increases by over 17% in comparison with the base
model. Relatively equal weights are obtained for travel time, fare, and
seat reservation in the EBA component, with lower weight for wifi and
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ticket flexibility.
Our third LC model obtains the smallest (albeit still significant) of the
four improvements over the base model (118.65 units for 5 parameters),
and gives a share of seven percent to the EBA component. The largest
weight in the EBA component is once again given to seat reservation,
with relatively equal weights for travel time, fare and wifi, followed by
ticket flexibility. While the VTT and the WTP for seat reservation are
almost identical to the overall MNL results, we see a major reduction in
the WTP for the provision of wifi and for ticket flexibility.
Our final LC model once again significantly outperforms the base
model (166.09 units for 5 parameters) and offers the second best performance of the four LC structures, along with the second highest share
for the EBA component of the model. The highest weights in the EBA
component are obtained for seat reservation and travel time, followed by
wifi, fare, and ticket flexibility. With this model, the biggest impact on
the MNL component is once again the decrease in the WTP for wifi and
ticket flexibility.
For the MNL & EBA specifications, the best performance is thus obtained by a model in which a dominance rule is used for time and fare
in the EBA model. As a next step, we look at the models incorporating
additional random taste heterogeneity, with results summarised in Table
3.5, and WTP measures for the compensatory part of the model shown in
the second half of Table 3.6. A first observation to be made is that with
the exception of the model using a dominance rule for time and fare, the
remaining MMNL & EBA models collapsed back to the MMNL model.
This would suggest that any heterogeneity in behaviour that would be
captured by mixing the two decision rules can be adequately modelled
in the MMNL model alone. Even for the MMNL & EBA2 model, we see
a drop in the EBA share from 28.72% to 11.94%. This thus suggests that
almost two thirds of the heterogeneity captured by making use of a MNL
& EBA mixture can be captured by the MMNL component alone in the
MMNL & EBA mixture.
The MMNL & EBA2 model gives us a highly significant improvement
in LL over the simple MMNL model by 96 units for 5 additional parameters. Similarly, the MMNL and MMNL & EBA2 models outperform their
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MNL and MNL & EBA2 counterparts, with improvements in LL by 835.02
and 409.42 units respectively, for four additional parameters. Moreover,
the MMNL model outperforms all of the MNL & EBA models, as it has
a better likelihood with fewer degrees of freedom. Two interesting differences arise between the MMNL & EBA2 model and its MNL & EBA2
counterpart. Firstly, while the ticket flexibility coefficient in the MNL &
EBA2 model was not statistically significant, both the mean and standard
deviation in the MMNL & EBA2 model are statistically significant. Secondly, while the MNL & EBA2 showed relatively similar weights for travel
time, fare, and seat reservation in the EBA component, this is no longer
the case in the MMNL & EBA2 model, where fare dominates, followed by
travel time.
Both models show significant heterogeneity in the four randomly distributed coefficients. However, some interesting differences arise, as
highlighted in the WTP findings in Table 3.6. Here, we can see that
when incorporating the mixing between MMNL and EBA2 , the degree of
heterogeneity in the compensatory part, expressed as the coefficient of
variation, is reduced for travel time and seat reservation, with a smaller
reduction for wifi provision, and a very small increase for ticket flexibility.
For wifi, the standard deviation of the WTP measure has a high associated standard error. The mean values for all four WTP measures are
increased in comparison with the simple MMNL model, by between five
and sixteen percent. This points to the ability of the EBA component of
the MMNL & EBA2 model to absorb a portion of the heterogeneity previously assigned to random taste variance in the simple MMNL model.
What is more, substantial increases in WTP are observed when comparing these results to their taste homogeneity counterparts (MNL and MNL
& EBA2 ).

3.6
3.6.1

Case study IV: RUM & random regret
Behavioural process under investigation

Regret is a negative emotion experienced when we imagine that a present
situation would have been better had we made a different decision (cf.
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Simonson, 1992). Early intuitions by economists argue that people base
decisions on a ‘minimax regret’ rule (cf. Savage, 1951), which holds that
the maximum of possible regret is calculated for each option, and the option that minimises potential regret is chosen. A formal theory of regret
was developed independently by Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden
(1982). The fundamental assumption in regret theory is that final utility
depends not merely on the realised outcome but also on what could have
been obtained by choosing a different course of action.
Chorus et al. (2008) define a Random Regret Minimisation (RRM)
model where regret is equal to the largest among the binary regrets
based on pairwise comparisons of the considered (i) and remaining alternatives (i 6= j ). While we concentrate on the binary comparisons for
the sake of simplicity, more recent developments of the RRM framework
(cf. Chorus, 2010) have looked at a calculation of regret with regard to
all available alternatives; such an extension within a RUM-RRM mixture
is straightforward.
What is estimated is really the weights that denote the performance
of each attribute k in the binary regret computation.

(
Ri = maxi6=j

)
X

max {0, βk (xjk − xik )}

(3.10)

k=1..K

Regret is computed only considering the best forgone alternative. The
choice probability for alternative i with iid type 1 extreme value errors
is written Pi =

Pexp(−Ri ) .
exp(−Rj )

There are only a few empirical applications of

the RRM framework, with Hensher et al. (ming) being one example. Concerning interpretations of attribute coefficients, whereas a RUM based
analysis derives the sensitivity to attributes, RRM estimates the potential contribution to regret feelings of each attribute. For this reason, the
comparison across model specifications is not straightforward.

3.6.2

Data & model specification

For the present analysis, we once again use the data from the commuter
survey described in the second case study. The presence of strong reference dependence in this data for at least two attributes (cf. Stathopoulos,
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2010) makes it well suited for an application of a RRM framework which
similarly entails comparisons of alternatives on individual attributes. For
the purpose of being able to use this dataset with a RRM model, the information service attribute was dropped from the model specification. This
only had a very small impact on the remaining model parameters.
We once again looked first at models without additional random taste
heterogeneity. Here, alongside the MNL model, we estimated a simple
RRM model, and two LC models. In the first LC model (MNL & RRM),
only the two alternative specific constants were specified to be class specific (i.e. using separate constants for MNL and RRM), while the coefficients in the MNL and RRM classes were specified to be equal to one
another. In the second of the LC models (MNL & RRMsep ), all parameters were class specific. Allowing for distinct attributes by class gives
recognition to the fact that coefficients have an entirely different interpretation across choice paradigms. We next estimated models allowing
for additional random taste heterogeneity. Here, significant variations
were only observed in the stand-alone RUM model (MMNL) and in the
RUM component of a combined model (MMNL & RRM), but not in the
stand-alone RRM model or the RRM component of the combined model.
The MMNL component of the joint model made use of a Weibull distribution for the four non-fare coefficients, with a fixed coefficient for fare but
maintaining the log transform.

3.6.3

Estimation results

The results for the four models without additional taste heterogeneity are
summarised in Table 3.7. We first note the better performance for the
MNL model compared to the RRM model, suggesting that overall, RUM
fits this dataset better than RRM. Additionally, we can observe a somewhat strong correspondence in the relative coefficient values in the two
base models. Moving to the model that accommodates the two types of
decision making but with equal coefficient values, we can observe significant gains in model fit over both base models (113.4 units and 188.54 units
respectively, each at the cost of 3 additional parameters), with a 80 − 20
split in the weight for the two types of decision making. Moving finally to
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the model that allows for class specific coefficients, we observe a further
improvement in model fit by 112.52 units at the cost of 7 additional parameters. We also observe an increase in the weight for the RRM class to
almost forty percent. Most interestingly, while the relative weight of the
cost component is reduced in the RUM class, the cost attribute now dominates in the RRM class, suggesting that this class captures respondents
with heightened cost sensitivity alongside those respondents for whom
a RRM framework is more suitable for explaining their choices. Such
findings imply that fare may be particularly relevant in guiding choices
away from situations where non-chosen alternatives offer lower fares.
The findings also confirm the results from the heterogeneous referencepoint model carried out on the same sample where deterioration from the
reference fare yields significant gain/loss asymmetry for a large portion
of respondents. Further tests of the RRM paradigm are needed to assess
the empirical links to other choice processes, including compensatory
RUM.
The results for the model incorporating additional heterogeneity in
the RUM component are shown in Table 3.8. Here, only two models were
used, a simple MMNL model, and a MMNL & RRM combination, making
use of model-specific parameters throughout (labelled MMNL & RRMsep ).
We observe a highly significant improvement in model fit by 180.95 units
when moving from MMNL to MMNL & RRMsep , at the cost of 8 additional
parameters. Similarly, we observe improvements over their MNL and
MNL & RRM counterparts by 162.44 and 117.47 units respectively, both
at the cost of 4 additional parameters.
The MMNL model outperforms the MNL & RRM model but is outperformed by the MNL & RRMsep model; the likelihoods of these models cannot be compared directly, as they are not generalisations of each other,
but calculation of the BIC index gives values of −3, 233.74, −3, 284.28 and

−3, 168.26 respectively, maintaining the large differences indicated by the
simple log-likelihood values. The share for the RRM component is reduced somewhat in comparison with the MNL & RRM model, dropping
from 38.96% to 32.43%, but remains large. Another interesting observation can however be made. In the MNL & RRMsep model, βL-FARE,RRM
dominated, suggesting that this class captured respondents who were
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strongly fare sensitive. However, in the MMNL & RRMsep model, a far
more balanced picture emerges, and βrate of delays,RRM is now also significant, while it was essentially zero in the MNL & RRMsep model. The
increase of the fare coefficient in the RUM section of the MMNL &
RRMsep model could imply that the taste homogeneity counterpart (MNL
& RRMsep ) may have assigned some of the un-modelled taste heterogeneity to the regret minimisation decision rule. This observation offers further evidence as to the complex distinction between taste and decision
paradigm heterogeneity.
Table 3.9 gives WTP measures for the compensatory model components at a journey cost of £3. In the MNL case, the incorporation of a
RRM class leads to major increases in the WTP measures, while, in the
MMNL context, changes in the mean values are only observed for two
of the WTP measures (rate of delays and expected delay), where these
changes are far less substantial than was the case for MNL. There is also
an increase in the heterogeneity for the WTP for reduced rate of delays.
Overall, these findings suggest that while in the MNL case, the RRM
class captures those respondents with high cost sensitivity, this is not
the case in the MMNL context. Here, the respondents captured by the
RRM class may simply be those whose behaviour can be better explained
by such a model.

3.7

Conclusions

This chapter has looked at the benefits of allowing the analyst to use
a mixture of different behavioural processes to explain the choices observed in a sample population. The approach uses a latent class structure, where the core distinction with the majority of latent class work lies
in the use of a different underlying model structure in different classes.
The resulting model is highly flexible and potentially able to accommodate very rich spectra of behavioural heterogeneity, including fundamentally different non-RUM decision protocols.
The chapter has presented evidence from four separate case studies, each showing significant improvements in model fit when allowing
for heterogeneity in the behavioural processes across respondents, while
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also offering further insights into actual decision making, and in several
instances improving the reasonableness of the willingness-to-pay measures. We acknowledge that part of the gains in fit obtained when comparing a simple MNL model to a mixture between two different models
(e.g. MNL and EBA) could be a result of the mixture model capturing
correlations between choices for the same respondent3 . However, aside
from it not being clear what those correlations are, if they are not to be
related to taste heterogeneity, and how they should be captured, a brief
analysis on the second case study (results available on request) showed
that while the inclusion of respondent-specific error components (distributed identically but independently across alternatives) led to further
gains in fit, there was only a very small impact on the results in terms
of the mixing of decision rules or indeed the gains resulting from that
approach.
As with any treatment of unobserved model components, we can of
course not say with certainty whether the processes that our models allow for actually exist in the data, or are present to the degree indicated
by our estimates. But the same clearly applies in models making use
of a standard approach for accommodating random taste heterogeneity.
Given the repeated evidence in the literature of departures from standard choice paradigms in some datasets, it is clearly conceivable that
differences in behavioural processes actually arise between individuals
within a single dataset. Accounting for a wider range of behavioural heterogeneity in choice modelling, may, as illustrated in our case studies,
also lead to important shifts in willingness-to-pay and accept measures.
Indeed, the welfare measures typically calculated from choice modelling
results may not apply in groups who are not using RUM consistent decision protocols or will be radically different in scope and interpretation.
The chapter has also highlighted the possible risk of confounding between ‘standard’ taste heterogeneity and heterogeneity in decision making paradigms, with potentially substantially different patterns of heterogeneity emerging. Indeed, the share of the non-RUM classes is reduced
when allowing for random heterogeneity in the RUM class. Conversely,
we however also see reductions in the degree of random heterogeneity
3

We would like to thank an anonymous referee for helpful comments on this point.
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in the RUM class compared to the simple (one class) MMNL models. This
leads to the tentative observation that some of the behaviour that is traditionally perceived as taste heterogeneity in applied research may well
be explained by alternative choice paradigms that appear to describe
behaviour of a sub-set of respondents particularly well. The conclusion
seems to be that it is crucial to account for both types of behaviour at
the same time, so as to avoid overstating the weight of the non-RUM
class, where, for interpretation reasons, explaining as much behaviour
as possible by the RUM component is preferable.
Much work remains to be done, including further investigation into
the confounding between taste and process heterogeneity. Additionally,
other behavioural processes should be considered, as should mixture
models incorporating more than two decision rules; this possibly requires
more flexible datasets than were available for this study. The role of experimental design and the degree to which it allows identification of different behavioural processes or even influences the use of certain rules
in the first place needs to be explored. To gain insight on these points
it would be desirable to extend the empirical work to a wider range of
designs and datasets, as we have only tested one dataset per paradigm.
Furthermore, the analysis of the results in terms of WTP measures has
in the present chapter focussed solely on compensatory classes; the interpretation of estimates from the non-compensatory classes (i.e. dominance, EBA, and RRM) remains an area for future work. Finally, the role
of mixture distributions in the RUM component of any model allowing for
random heterogeneity also needs further attention; different choices of
distributions are likely to lead to different shares for the RUM component.
A further issue that is to be resolved is how these models could be
used to deal with changes in the variables influencing choice, whether to
forecast the impact of transport policy or to calculate expected welfare
benefit. The specific difficulties that arise are not a function of the underlying latent class structure but apply to the specific paradigms used.
Indeed, a general point that applies to most of these paradigms is that
there are threshold values and non-linearities. The impact of a given
change will depend to a very large extent on how the population is dis-
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tributed relative to the threshold points, while a further problem is that
the forecast or welfare benefit will depend on the order in which changes
are made, i.e. there is path dependence. Nevertheless, an understanding
that the population may not only have diverse taste but also behave according to different decision rules should contribute towards formulating
more sophisticated transport policy.
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Ref base
est. t-rat.
1.13 6.08
0.07 6.05
2.35 5.26
0.09 8.19
0.14 6.13

Ref acceptable
est.
t-rat.
1.20
5.60
0.08
6.96
2.59
6.23
0.10
10.70
0.15
6.75

Ref ideal
est. t-rat.
0.98 3.55
0.08 7.00
2.68 6.29
0.10 10.87
0.15 6.45

travel time increase (£/hr)
one more train delayed out of 10 (£)
expected delay increase (£/hr)
standing in one more train out of 10 (£)
no delay information system (£)

Symmetrical
est. t-rat.
1.41 13.62
0.08 6.89
2.99 6.41
0.11 10.80
0.17 6.62

Ref base
est. t-rat.
1.76 5.93
0.10 6.35
3.24 5.92
0.13 9.07
0.19 6.09

Ref acceptable
est.
t-rat.
2.43
6.99
0.14
5.51
4.87
5.20
0.19
6.92
0.28
5.34

Ref ideal
est. t-rat.
4.74 3.09
0.27 2.89
9.30 2.85
0.36 3.04
0.52 2.86

Cost reductions required to accept lower quality of service (at base cost of £3)

travel time reduction (£/hr)
one fewer train delayed out of 10 (£)
expected delay reduction (£/hr)
standing in one fewer train out of 10 (£)
free delay information system (£)

Symmetrical
est. t-rat.
1.41 13.62
0.08 6.89
2.99 6.41
0.11 10.80
0.17 6.62

Willingness-to-pay for improved quality of service (at base cost of £3)

Table 3.3: Analysis of results for second case study

LC
est. t-rat.
6.30 4.41
0.33 5.17
6.72 3.94
0.35 5.47
0.54 4.72

LC
est. t-rat.
1.69 5.43
0.17 5.66
3.38 4.23
0.18 6.14
0.27 5.19
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βreserved seat
βwifi
βflexible ticket
γ2
wTT
wL-FARE
wreserved seat
wwifi
wflexible ticket
πMNL
πEBA

βTT
βL-FARE

δ1
δ2

Observations
Log-likelihood
par.
adj. ρ2

est.
0.1075
0.0017
-0.0207
-5.8199
0.9864
0.2679
0.2452
100.00%
0.00%
3.16
0.05
-29.46
-33.33
27.22
6.82
4.09
-

t-rat.

MNL
7,968
-6,288.87
7
0.2808

est.
0.0905
-0.0146
-0.0216
-6.0428
0.9222
0.2291
0.1876
-2.5495
0.5321
0.9722
5.2627
0.4932
1
92.75%
7.25%
2.54
-0.41
-29.32
-32.66
23.65
5.53
2.94
-16.99
2.97
3.45
3.27
2.88
91.98
7.19

42.40
-42.40

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & EBA1
7,968
-6,166.07
12
0.2942

est.
0.0834
-0.0536
-0.0168
-4.9725
0.9906
0.1682
0.0460
-0.9091
4.9818
5.6043
4.9675
0.6231
1
71.28%
28.72%
2.11
-1.33
-20.33
-23.84
22.51
3.66
0.65
-11.40
5.28
5.31
4.85
4.14
43.68
17.60

13.04
-13.04

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & EBA2
7,968
-5,767.27
12
0.3398

est.
0.0945
-0.0082
-0.0208
-5.9180
0.9800
0.2038
0.1659
-2.5770
1.6930
1.3631
5.7797
1.2130
1
92.94%
7.06%

2.65
-0.23
-27.50
-31.74
24.89
4.91
2.60
-15.47
2.75
2.84
2.80
2.65
84.96
6.46

39.25
-39.25

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & EBA3
7,968
-6,170.22
12
0.2938

2.83
-0.51
-26.71
-31.57
25.25
5.05
2.53
-16.17
3.03
2.53
2.91
2.98
79.96
7.44

36.26
-36.26

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & EBA4
7,968
-6,122.78
12
0.2992

est.
0.1019
-0.0184
-0.0203
-6.0089
0.9983
0.2118
0.1625
-2.3742
3.2625
1.3772
5.6305
1.7628
1
91.48%
8.52%

Table 3.4: Estimation results for third case study: models without additional random taste heterogeneity

Table 3.5: Estimation results for third case study: models with additional
random taste heterogeneity

Observations
Log-likelihood
par.
adj. ρ2

δ1
δ2
bTT
βL-FARE
breserved seat
bwifi
bflexible ticket
cTT
creserved seat
cwifi
cflexible ticket
γ2
wTT
wL-FARE
wreserved seat
wwifi
wflexible ticket
πMMNL
πEBA

MMNL
7,968
-5,453.85
11
0.3757

MMNL & EBA2
7,968
-5,357.85
16
0.3861

t-rat.

est.
0.1944
-0.0285
0.0507
-9.5498
1.6362
0.2938
0.4481
1.0513
0.8014
0.4880
0.5350

4.19
-0.62
20.22
-34.72
15.45
3.94
5.02
18.98
7.40
8.00
12.09

100.00%
0.00%

-
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est.
0.2104
-0.0115
0.0475
-8.0603
1.6863
0.2934
0.3929
1.1399
0.8837
0.4935
0.5318
-1.9980
9.0729
36.9050
3.3226
0.2774
1
88.06%
11.94%

asy. t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/4
4.33
-0.24
17.33
-28.52
14.48
2.45
4.34
16.36
10.01
3.83
10.63
-11.22
1.80
1.79
1.06
1.03
46.60 20.14
6.32
-20.14
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time (£/hr)
reserved seat (£)
wifi (£)
flexible ticket (£)

mean
12.50
7.76
2.58
3.34

time (£/hr)
reserved seat (£)
wifi (£)
flexible ticket (£)

MNL & EBA1
est. t-rat. vs MNL
8.60 37.56 0.56%
6.10 16.86 -9.96%
1.52 6.01 -17.63%
1.24 3.12 -26.34%

MNL & EBA2
est. t-rat. vs MNL
8.13 25.35 -4.90%
7.97 14.42 17.54%
1.35 3.94 -26.51%
0.37 0.66 -78.04%

MMNL
t-rat. std.dev. t-rat. c.v. t-rat. mean
11.08 11.89 32.16 0.95 13.99 13.50
6.72 9.76 2.85 1.26 4.86 8.90
6.22 5.96 3.87 2.31 2.78 2.98
7.99 6.80 8.08 2.04 5.15 3.50

MMNL & EBA2
t-rat. std.dev. t-rat.
7.95 11.87 28.21
7.08 10.09 4.17
4.73 6.80 1.72
6.87 7.20 7.66

c.v.
0.88
1.13
2.28
2.05

t-rat.
9.25
9.87
1.35
4.60

MNL & EBA3
est. t-rat. vs MNL
8.42 34.04 -1.46%
6.62 17.40 -2.30%
1.38 5.30 -25.20%
1.12 2.74 -33.48%

Models with additional random taste heterogeneity

MNL
est. t-rat.
8.55 37.78
6.78 18.52
1.84 7.55
1.69 4.44

Models without additional random taste heterogeneity

mean
8.05%
14.70%
15.79%
4.92%

change
std.dev.
-0.15%
3.40%
13.94%
5.78%

c.v.
-7.59%
-9.85%
-1.60%
0.82%

MNL & EBA4
est. t-rat. vs MNL
8.11 32.68 -5.16%
6.65 17.48 -1.97%
1.41 5.47 -23.42%
1.08 2.67 -35.82%

Table 3.6: WTP measures for trading component of model, at base fare of £40
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∗

t-rat.
8.62
3.58
-13.47
-28.34
-6.63
-6.49
-10.78

100%
0%

est.
0.3996
0.1730
-0.0474
-5.7719
-0.1628
-0.0994
-0.2221
-2.98
-3.68
-10.44
-25.11
-3.31
-3.62
-8.89

t-rat.

0%
100%

-0.1424
-0.1744
-0.0400
-5.4082
-0.1261
-0.0816
-0.1708

est.

RRM
3,680
-3,476.82
7
0.1383

-0.42
2.88
-13.31
-27.95
-5.45
-6.11
-9.34
-10.50
-2.02
-13.31∗
-27.95∗
-5.45∗
-6.11∗
-9.34∗
-6.29
22.68
5.71

8.48
-8.48

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & RRM
3,680
-3,288.28
10
0.1842

est.
-0.0327
0.1563
-0.0481
-5.8875
-0.1402
-0.1016
-0.1969
-1.9022
-0.4001
-0.0481∗
-5.8875∗
-0.1402∗
-0.1016∗
-0.1969∗
-1.3792
79.89%
20.11%

RRM parameters constrained to estimates from MNL class

βrate of having to stand,RUM
δ1,RRM
δ2,RRM
βTT,RRM
βL-FARE,RRM
βrate of delays,RRM
βexpected delay,RRM
βrate of having to stand,RRM
γ2
πRUM
πRRM

βrate of delays,RUM
βexpected delay,RUM

βL-FARE,RUM

δ1,RUM
δ2,RUM
βTT,RUM

Observations
Log-likelihood
par.
adj. ρ2

MNL
3,680
-3,401.68
7
0.1569

est.
0.6146
0.2310
-0.0551
-3.1119
-0.3182
-0.1106
-0.3137
-0.1335
-0.2444
-0.0654
-14.3150
0.0000
-0.0864
-0.1325
-0.4491
61.04%
38.96%

9.77
3.42
-10.73
-10.70
-8.29
-4.51
-10.39
-1.18
-2.09
-8.66
-12.62
0.00
-4.72
-3.00
-3.04
17.80
11.36

3.22
-3.22

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2

MNL & RRMsep
3,680
-3,175.76
15
0.2108

Table 3.7: Estimation results for fourth case study: models without additional random taste heterogeneity

Table 3.8: Estimation results for fourth case study: models with additional random taste heterogeneity

Observations
Log-likelihood
par.
adj. ρ2

δ1,RUM
δ2,RUM
bTT,RUM
βL-FARE,RUM
brate of delays,RUM
bexpected delay,RUM
brate of having to stand,RUM
cTT,RUM
crate of delays,RUM
cexpected delay,RUM
crate of having to stand,RUM
δ1,RRM
δ2,RRM
βTT,RRM
βL-FARE,RRM
βrate of delays,RRM
βexpected delay,RRM
βrate of having to stand,RRM
γ2
πRUM
πRRM

MMNL
3,680
-3,239.24
11
0.1961

est.
0.5502
0.2311
0.0626
-7.1929
0.0598
0.1355
0.2419
0.8852
0.3262
0.5920
0.4934

t-rat.
10.08
4.07
7.54
-27.55
1.61
3.49
4.66
7.39
5.64
5.98
6.89

100%
0%
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MMNL & RRMsep
3,680
-3,058.29
19
0.2388

est.
0.5210
0.0193
0.1315
-14.6240
0.0661
0.2302
0.4695
0.9378
0.2673
0.6014
0.4726
-0.6879
-0.5256
-0.0292
-1.3569
-0.2634
-0.0578
-0.1131
-0.7342
67.57%
32.43%

t-rat.
vs 0
vs 1/2
5.35
0.19
7.37
-16.25
1.22
3.48
3.82
7.07
5.57
7.47
8.34
-6.16
-5.47
-5.76
-25.11
-10.62
-2.34
-5.24
-5.22
26.80
13.47

6.66
-6.66
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mean
1.66
0.16
5.19
0.21
mean
1.67
0.22
4.25
0.21

travel time reduction (£/hr)
one fewer train delayed out of 10 (£)
expected delay reduction (£/hr)
standing in one fewer train out of 10 (£)

travel time reduction (£/hr)
one fewer train delayed out of 10 (£)
expected delay reduction (£/hr)
standing in one fewer train out of 10 (£)

travel time reduction (£/hr)
one fewer train delayed out of 10 (£)
expected delay reduction (£/hr)
standing in one fewer train out of 10 (£)

7.66 1.88 19.48
1.98 0.74
1.41
5.21 9.29
6.03
6.19 0.47
2.48
MMNL & RRMsep
t-rat std.dev. t-rat c.v.
5.53 1.78 12.66 1.07
1.42 1.56
0.47 7.03
5.23 7.45
6.47 1.75
4.99 0.52
2.08 2.42

t-rat std.dev. t-rat

c.v.
1.13
4.55
1.79
2.28

MNL & RRsep
est.
t-rat
3.18
8.06
0.31
6.32
6.40
4.27
0.30
7.69

MMNL

MNL
est. t-rat
1.48 13.90
0.08 6.68
3.10 6.48
0.12 10.86

8.46
0.39
5.03
2.06

t-rat

10.98
0.91
4.65
2.58

t-rat

Table 3.9: Willingness to pay measures for compensatory model components for fourth case study (at a travel cost
of £3)
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Chapter 4
Modelling latent survey
engagement

Chapter 4 SynopsisSurveys aimed at conducting choice modelling analyses routinely include questions about perceptions
and attitudes. While researchers have occasionally included
responses to such questions in their models in a deterministic
fashion, it is well known that this can lead to endogeneity
bias. This has led to a growing popularity for latent variable
approaches that jointly model the response to stated choice
tasks and attitudinal questions. Such hybrid frameworks have
proved a fruitful approach for explaining differences across
individual respondents in sensitivities. At the same time, a
separate stream of research has started to openly question
the nature of the taste heterogeneity retrieved in Mixed Logit
analyses, showing that at least part of the heterogeneity
retrieved in such models is in fact scale heterogeneity, i.e.
variation in absolute rather than relative sensitivities. In the
present paper, we combine these two approaches. Specifically,
we hypothesise that differences across respondents in survey
engagement, understanding or attention result in differences in
response quality, expressed as scale heterogeneity. We model
this through a random scale approach that interacts with a
latent variable model. Here, we find clear evidence of a link
between this latent variable, model scale, and the response
to various questions about survey realism and complexity.
The resulting model is able to better represent the observed
choices, while also leading to noticeable differences in the
retrieved heterogeneity patterns.
Keywords: latent variables; survey engagement; random scale;
stated choice; choice experiment
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4.1

Introduction

Although a growing majority of choice modelling studies are now based
on the use of stated preference (SP) data, concerns remain about response quality in hypothetical scenarios (see e.g. Carlsson and Martinsson, 2001, Hensher, 2010). In particular, critics question the assumption
that the behaviour observed in such surveys is consistent with that in
real world choice scenarios. An increasing reliance on data collected
through online surveys, where the analyst has little or no way to guarantee respondents pay adequate attention to the questionnaire, is likely to
further compound this issue. The question is whether respondents are
able and/or willing to engage carefully with each of the choice scenarios
they are faced with. In practice, low response quality would equate to
observed choices which are difficult to explain on the basis of the set of
attributes used to describe the choice tasks. This would manifest itself
through low model scale, i.e. a larger impact for the random component
of the choice models used to analyse the data. This could be the result
of respondents not understanding the tasks at hand, not being able to
relate to the scenarios faced, or not taking the experiment seriously.
A significant body of research has looked at the impact of the choice
environment on response quality. Such work builds on early applied research hypothesising a link between decision processes and task requirements. Johnson and Payne (1985) indicate that the cognitive decision
process that respondents will use in experiments are contingent upon
task conditions. A body of experimental research suggests that people
adapt decision strategies to the context, trading accuracy against effort
(Payne et al., 1992, 1993). People will dedicate effort both in view of task
requirements (evaluating the difficulty) and the actual benefit that can
be obtained by choosing well (relevance or realism). In line with these
insights, an important strand of recent literature looks at the impact of
complexity on choice behaviour (Arentze et al., 2003, Rose et al., 2009,
Caussade et al., 2005, Hensher, 2006, Swait and Adamowicz, 2001). An
essential feature of these surveys is the exogeneity of the treatment of
complexity effects; that is, complexity is assumed to depend on how information is presented in the choice sets. Results from this body of research
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show an impact of the number of alternatives, attributes and attribute
levels on response quality in the shape of model scale1 .
At odds with the focus on exogenous task-complexity in the above
mentioned studies, a different view focuses on personal features or abilities of respondents. Research has shown that what is commonly described as the capacity-difficulty gap matters more than any absolute
definition of complexity (cf. Heiner, 1983). From this point of view, complexity should arguably not be be defined by the analyst, as is typically
the case in applied research. The emphasis is thus not on the impact of
the task environment, but on the mental capacity of the respondent, and
his/her engagement with the survey.
In comparison with the above discussion, the literature in this area is
much more limited. An early model by Garbarino and Edell (1997) finds
that alternatives that are more difficult to evaluate cause respondents to
generate negative affect and decreases the choice probability compared
to ‘easier’ alternatives. The effect is particularly pronounced for respondents with lower (perceived) skills. DeShazo and Fermo (2004) formulate
a rationally-adaptive model, assuming that when faced with overwhelming complexity, individuals adjust their limited cognitive ability to asses
only a limited dimension of the task. Furthermore, the amount of effort
dedicated to solve real-life problems such as choosing among complex
pricing schemes may depend on subjective engagement.
Bonsall et al. (2007) hypothesise that survey engagement is linked to
increased effort to make more optimal choices. On the other hand, disengagement with a hypothetical task is associated with decreased effort
or the use of simplified choice rules. Huneke et al. (2004) find that motivation and experience with the decision context leads to increased effort
in a complex multi-attribute choice. Additionally, both externally defined
and subjective complexity is shown to increase the probability of selecting status quo alternatives, where these are typically viewed as easier to
assess and comprehend (see e.g. Meyerhoff and Liebe, 2009, Moon et al.,
2005).
1
If say an increase in complexity has a decreasing effect on the scale parameter, this
would equate to a greater influence of the error on choices (i.e. a less deterministic
choice process).
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In other work, Breffle and Morey (2000), Scarpa et al. (2003), and
Feit (2009) find, using different approaches, that experience with the
studied choice context can lead to higher scale. Lundhede et al. (2009)
explicitly compare subjective descriptions to externally defined proxies
for decision certainty leading to scale differences. Effort may also be
proxied by the time required to complete a task as discussed by Klein and
Yadav (1989). This is quite separate from discussions about the impact of
survey duration where the authors control for scale changes in responses
to a succession of tasks to control for fatigue. Here, Bradley and Daly
(1994a) find evidence for a drop in scale following the fifth task while
contrasting findings are given in an extensive recent study by Hess et al.
(2012) where fatigue does not appear across choice tasks.
Looking instead at the time a given respondent takes to complete the
survey is arguably a better indicator of engagement since it seizes an
individual-level effort that the respondent dedicates to the task. Here,
Rose and Black (2006) include interactions between response times and
random parameter estimates and find a link between response time and
the mean and variance of random parameters.
Measuring survey engagement is a difficult task facing analysts in
this context. Many surveys collect responses to questions about survey
complexity, realism, and understanding. These can give an indication of
how well a given respondent can understand the survey and relate to the
tasks faced with, and how seriously they may have taken the experiment
but are arguably not a measure of engagement but a function thereof.
Similarly, computer based surveys also typically collect data on the time
taken to complete the survey. This may once again give an indication of
engagement, although response time is arguably also not a measure of
survey engagement, but is itself a direct result of the degree of survey
engagement.
Directly including such indicators in model estimation, in the form of
responses to attitudinal questions, questions about experience, or data
on response time, has contributed towards establishing links between respondent features, attitudes, engagement and response behaviour. However, such a simple deterministic treatment is hazardous, given the likely
correlation between these indicators and other unobserved factors, pos-
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sibly leading to biased results. The situation is analogous to the more
general use of subjective attitudinal data as explanatories in discrete
choice models. Here, there has been growing interest of late in latent
attitude methods, with extensive discussions in Walker (2001) Ben-Akiva
et al. (1999), Ben-Akiva et al. (2002), Bolduc and Alvarez-Daziano (2010),
and Ashok et al. (2002), and applications for example in Johansson et al.
(2006), Fosgerau and Björner (2006), Hess and Beharry-Borg (2012) and
Yáñez et al. (2010). These models recognise the fact that an analyst does
not observe attitudes but only captures responses to attitudinal questions alongside the stated choice behaviour. In these models, a latent
variable is thus constructed that helps explain both the response to attitudinal questions and the behaviour in the stated choice component of
the survey. While there is a growing literature on the impact of latent
variables in mode, vehicle and route choice literature, the incorporated
variables concern attitudes and perceptions on behalf of individuals of
unmeasured attributes, i.e. quality, safety or environmental benefit of a
chosen alternative. Instead, as discussed above, when considering attitudes/perceptions toward the survey instrument and its overall content,
modellers typically rely on external and naive approaches.
In the present paper, we propose to treat respondents’ engagement
with a survey as a latent variable. This latent variable is used to model
the values of a number of indicators that are proxies for survey engagement. Moreover, the latent variable is used to explain variations across
respondents in model scale. This latent specification of the engagement
variable avoids the risk of endogeneity bias that would arise in a deterministic treatment. Additionally, the fact that the scale parameter in the
resulting model now has a random component links our paper to recent
work on random scale heterogeneity. This emerging body of work makes
the case for an alternative interpretation of the heterogeneity typically
retrieved in random coefficients models by showing that a sizeable part
of the variations may in fact be due to heterogeneity in absolute sensitivities rather than relative sensitivities (see e.g. Swait and Bernardino,
2000, Louviere et al., 2002). A number of modelling approaches have
been proposed to accommodate such random scale heterogeneity (cf. Breffle and Morey, 2000, Hess et al., 2009, Fiebig et al., 2010). However,
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while these models are able to capture scale heterogeneity caused by
differences in survey engagement, no attempts are made to make the
specific linkage with respondent-specific survey engagement. The model
used in the present paper attempts to explain such scale heterogeneity
on the basis of differential survey engagement, captured by a latent variable that also drives the values of the various deterministic indicators of
engagement.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The following
section outlines the methodology put forward in this paper. This is followed in Section 4.3 by a discussion of the survey work conducted for
this analysis. Section 4.4 presents the findings of the empirical analysis,
and Section 4.5 briefly summarises the key findings of the paper.

4.2

Modelling methodology

Let Uint be the utility of alternative i for respondent n in choice situation

t, made up of a modelled component Vint and a remaining random component εint , which follows a type I extreme value distribution with variance
π2
.
6µ2

We thus have:

Uint = Vint + εint ,

(4.1)

The modelled component Vint is a function of the estimated vector of
sensitivities β and the attributes of the alternative i, such that:

Vint = f (β, xint ) ,

(4.2)

where typically, a linear in parameters specification is used, i.e. f (β, xint ) =

β 0 xint .
It is well known that model scale is inversely proportional to the variance of the error term and that the scale µ and the vector of coefficients

β are not separately identifiable. In other words, we are actually estimating µβ , where an increase in scale of the model can be accommodate
either by an increase in µ or an increase in β , and where for identification
purposes we thus typically set µ = 1.
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In the present context however, we hypothesise that scale varies across
respondents as a function of survey engagement, and thus rewrite our
modelled utility function as:

Vint = µn β 0 xint

(4.3)

In work looking at a deterministic treatment of scale heterogeneity, we
would have that µn = g (γ 0 zn ), i.e. scale is a function of an individual specific vector of attributes zn and an estimated vector of parameters γ (cf.
Feit, 2009). Similarly, scale may be choice task rather than respondent
specific, i.e. µt = g (γ 0 zt ) where zt contains characteristics of the current
choice task (cf. Caussade et al., 2005).
It may similarly be tempting to include respondent reported measures
of survey engagement, or other proxies for survey engagement such as
survey completion time (cf. Rose and Black, 2006). This approach however not only ignores possible measurement error but also puts the analyst at risk of producing biased results due to correlation between these
indicators and the unobserved components of utility (cf. Ben-Akiva et al.,
2002). On the other hand, a purely random treatment of scale heterogeneity (cf. Breffle and Morey, 2000, Hess et al., 2009, Fiebig et al.,
2010), i.e. µn ∼ h (µn ) with appropriate normalisation, does not allow
us to make use of additional self reported information. This is the motivation for the approach set out below.
In the present work, we acknowledge that any responses to questions
relating to survey complexity or understanding are a function of survey
engagement rather than a direct measure of survey engagement. The
same applies to survey completion time. As a result, we treat respondent
engagement as a latent variable. In particular, we have that:

Vint = eτ αn β 0 xint ,

(4.4)

where we once again work on the basis of a linear interaction between

β and xint . In this model, the parameter τ measures the impact of the
latent variable αn on the scale of the model.
In itself, Equation 4.4 is no different from a random scale model if no
additional attempts are made to explain αn . As a first step, we now define
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αn as:
αn = l (zn , γ) + ηn ,

(4.5)

where l (zn , γ) represents the deterministic part of αn , with zn being a
vector of socio-demographic variables of respondent n, and γ being a
vector of estimated parameters. The term ηn is a random disturbance,
which we assume follows a Normal distribution across respondents, with
a mean of µα and a standard deviation of σα .
In order to make use of any additional information such as survey
completion time or responses to questions relating to survey complexity
or understanding, we now combine our choice model with a measurement model in an integrated choice and latent variable framework (cf.
Ben-Akiva et al., 1999, Ashok et al., 2002, Ben-Akiva et al., 2002, Bolduc
and Alvarez-Daziano, 2010). In a model looking at the impact of latent
variables, we make use of a number of indicators that serve as proxies
for these latent variables, typically in the form of responses to attitudinal
questions. The value of these indicators is then modelled jointly with the
actual choice processes, based on the assumption that both processes
are at least in part influenced by latent attitudes. This approach thus
integrates choice models with latent variable models resulting in an improvement in the understanding of preferences as well as explanatory
power. A main benefit of using a latent variable approach is to overcome
the bias inherent in direct incorporation of indicators of attitudes (or
other subjective measures) in the utility function. What is more, problems with measurement errors can be overcome by looking at a set of
factors that have their origin in a latent variable, rather than a simple
one-to-one correspondence.
The latent variable modelling framework is divided into two sets of
equations. The structural equations refer to cause-and-effect relations
between observed features of the choice and decision-maker which define latent variables. The measurement equations refers to regressions
from a set of indicator variables to dependent variables.
The latent variable equation (Equation 4.5) and the utility function
(Equation 4.4) give the structural equations. The final component of the
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model is given by the measurement equations for the indicator variables.
In particular, we have that the value for the k th indicator for respondent

n is modelled as:
Ikn = δIk + ζIk · αn + υkn ,

(4.6)

where δIk is a constant for the k th indicator, ζIk is the estimated effect of
the latent variable αn on this indicator, and υkn is a normally distributed
disturbance, with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of σIk .
As mentioned above, the indicators are typically responses to attitudinal questions, with a finite number of possible values (e.g. scale of 1 to

5). The use of a continuous specification despite the discrete nature of
the outcomes for the indicator variables is common practice, where the
use of an ordered model is an important area for future developments
(cf. Daly et al., 2012b).
To avoid the estimation of unnecessary parameters, the mean of each
indicator can be subtracted from the original indicator variables prior to
model estimation, thus meaning that all indicators are centred on zero,
obviating the need to estimate δIk ∀k . Finally, for identification reasons,
the standard deviation of the latent variable α needs to be fixed, i.e. we
set σα = 1.
The log-likelihood (LL) function for this model is composed of a number of different components. Firstly, let L (yn | β, τ, αn ) give the likelihood
of the observed sequence of choices for respondent n (yn ), conditional
on the vector of taste coefficients β , the interaction parameter τ , and
the latent variable αn , which itself is a function of γ . This likelihood will
thus be a product of discrete choice probabilities, with the specific form
depending on model assumptions.
Next, let L (In | ζI , σI , αn ) give the probability of observing the specific
responses given by respondent n to the various attitudinal questions, conditional on the parameter vector ζI , the vector of standard deviations σI
(grouping together σIk , k = 1, . . . K ), and the latent variable αn , which
itself is a function of γ . It can be seen that this probability is given by a
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product of Normal density functions, i.e.

L (In | ζI , σI , αn ) =

K
Y

φ (Ikn ) ,

(4.7)

k=1

where:
2

φ (Ikn ) =

1
√ ·e
σIk 2π

−

(Ikn −ζIk ·αn )
2σ 2
Ik

.

(4.8)

In combination, the LL function is thus given by:

LL (β, γ, τ, ζI , σI ) =

N
X

ˆ
L (yn | ·) L (In | ·) g (η) dη

ln

(4.9)

η

n=1

where this is integrated over the distribution of η , the random component
in the latent variable, and where n = 1, ..., N is the index over respondents. The dependencies of L (yn | ·) and L (In | ·) on the various parameters are not shown explicitly for ease of notation. In addition, it should
be noted that while the likelihood for a given respondent is given by the
product of the likelihood of the observed choices and the likelihood of the
observed responses to the indicators, the model clearly also incorporates
the structural equation of the latent variable, given that both L (yn | ·) and

L (In | ·) are a function of αn .
In addition to the parameters for the standard model, the use of this
model thus entails the estimation of the interaction parameter τ , the parameters of the measurement equations ζIk ∀k , the socio-demographic
interaction terms γ used in the structural equation for the latent variable, and the standard deviations of the normally distributed υkn terms
(having normalised the standard deviation of ηn , i.e. σα to 1). If we have
additional random heterogeneity in the β coefficients, additional layers
of integration need to be added, and we would have:

LL (Ω, γ, τ, ζI , σI ) =

N
X
n=1

ˆ ˆ
L (yn | ·) L (In | ·) g (η) m (β | Ω) dβdη,

ln
β

η

(4.10)
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where β ∼ m (β | Ω) with Ω being a vector of parameters to be identified.
An illustration of the proposed model structure is given in Figure 4.1
where observed components are shown in rectangles and unobserved
components are shown in ellipses. As shown in the graph, respondent
characteristics (socio-demographics) affect both the latent engagement
variable and the utility function. The utility is also a function of measured
attributes. The latent engagement variable drives the response to the
indicator questions, while it also affects the scale which enters the utility
function and thus affects the probabilities and hence the choice.

Indicators

Engagement
Respondent
characteristics

Scale

Utility

Attributes

Choice
Figure 4.1: Structure of latent engagement model

4.3
4.3.1

Survey work
Choice experiment

The data employed is drawn from a survey looking at commuting by rail
and bus, collected through an online panel in the United Kingdom in January 2010. A stated choice (SC) experiment presented respondents with
three work commuting options described by six attributes; travel time,
fare, rate of having to stand (out of 10 typical trips), frequency of delays
(out of 10 typical trips), average extent of delays, and the availability of
an information service alerting travellers of any delay by personal text
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message. The first of the three alternatives relates to a typical commute
trip as reported by the respondent, with attributes held invariant across
the 10 choice tasks, while the attributes for the remaining two alternatives are varied according to a D-efficient experimental design pivoted
around individual reference values (see Bliemer and Rose, 2006, for an
in-depth discussion of design techniques). The design was generated in
Ngene2 . A final sample of 368 respondents was obtained for the present
analysis, yielding 3, 680 observations.

4.3.2

Attitudinal questions and factor analysis

Given the context of the present study, the survey included several questions probing for subjective descriptions of the level of realism and understanding. In particular, three questions assessed different dimensions
of survey involvement. These questions were scored on five-point scales
from do not agree (1) to fully agree (5). Specifically, the three questions
used the following wording:

I1 : “The scenarios I was presented with were realistic"
I2 : “I was able to fully understand the tasks I was faced with"
I3 : “I was able to make choices as in a real world scenario"
The survey also collected responses to ten questions relating to attitudes
and perceptions.
Exploratory factor analysis was carried out on the above questions
as well as these attitudinal questions to assess potential correspondence
with the latent engagement factor αn . Along with I1 to I3 , the sole attitudinal indicator selected based on the factor loadings was the following:

I4 : “When evaluating a public transport service, I take into account all
service characteristics"
In the following we describe the procedure used to identify the set of
indicators that are observable manifestations of the latent variable αn .
2

www.choice-metrics.com
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Exploratory statistical analysis was employed to assess reliability and
internal associations of the indicators used to represent the latent variable. The three indicators, drawn from the survey questions regarding
involvement and understanding (I 1 , I 2 and I3 ), were taken as a point of
departure. A control concerning the internal consistency was carried out
using Cronbach’s alpha based on pairwise correlations between the indicators, I 1 , I 2 and I3 . The value for Cronbach’s alpha was very high
(0.914), indicating a large correspondence between the responses to the
three survey questions related to engagement and understanding, thus
confirming the reliability of using these as a common construct.
As a second step, exploratory factor analysis was carried out to assess
which of the three involvement and ten attitude statements collected in
the survey were possibly linked to the underlying αn factor. The prior
assumption of high correspondence between the involvement indicators
and a strong link to the αn was confirmed by factor analysis where models hypothesising 2-6 factors for the 13 indicators were compared based
on the χ2 statistic of overall fit. Factor analysis was carried out in R using
varimax rotation of the factors. The factor loadings for I 1 -I 3 were consistently between 0.82 to 0.96, indicating that these indicators accounted
for a very large proportion of variance in the latent variable and had a
high degree of communality. The remaining indicator with the consistently highest factor loading was the level of agreement with the statement that a respondent evaluated options based on all trip characteristics (I 4 ). Again, Cronbach’s alpha indicated a good degree of association
among the four indicators (α = 0.811).
A second round of confirmatory factor analysis was carried out in LISREL hypothesising the latent variable to be the underlying factor behind
the four indicators. The confirmatory factor analysis (cf. Jöreskog and
Sörbom, 1996) based on the suggested measurement model of the four
identified indicators showed that the null hypothesis of perfect model fit
for the population could not be rejected (χ2 = 1.71 with a p value of 0.425
and 2 df). All indicators had significant loadings on the latent variable
ranging from 0.17 (with a t-ratio of 4.14) for I 4 up to a loading of 1 (t-ratio
of 24) for I 3 . The four indicators accounted for 60% of the variance in αn .
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Aside from the four indicators, and drawing on prior studies concerning the links between survey duration and engagement, a further indicator is included among the measurement equations, namely individual
survey-time (measured in minutes). The final model specification also included several socio-demographic variables to control their influence on
the latent engagement variable.
A summary of the distribution of responses to these four questions is
shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Respondent replies to four indicator statements

4.4

Empirical analysis

This section presents the findings of our empirical analysis. We first look
at model specification and estimation before turning our attention to the
empirical results.

4.4.1

Model specification and estimation

Four different models were estimated in this analysis.

The first two

models had an underlying MNL structure, with the difference between
the models being the incorporation of the latent engagement variable
in the second model (MNL&LV). The third and fourth models are models that additionally allow for random taste heterogeneity in the indi96

vidual marginal utility coefficients, where once again, the fourth model
(MMNL&LV) additionally makes use of the latent engagement variable.
Specification of underlying utility function
The specification for the utility function of the two MNL models is shown
in Equation 4.11. Here, we estimate alternative specific constants (ASC)
for the first two alternatives (δ1 and δ2 ), with the ASC for the third alternative being normalised to zero. We estimate linear effect of increases
in travel time (µTT ), while strong evidence of non-linearity in fare sensitivity led us to use the natural logarithm of fare, with the associated
coefficient µL-FARE . Additional effects relate to increases in the rate of
having to stand (µCROWDING ), the rate of trains being delayed (µRELIABILITY ),
the expected delay (µEXP. DELAY ), with the attribute obtained by multiplying
the rate of delays with the average delays, and the provision of a delay
information service (µINFO ).

Vint = δi
+ µTT · xTT,i
+ µL-FARE · xL-FARE,i
+ µCROWDING · xCROWDING,i
+ µRELIABILITY · xRELIABILITY,i
+ µEXP. DELAY · xEXP. DELAY,i
+ µINFO · xINFO,i
+ ∆TT,female · xTT,i · zfemale,n
+ ∆CROWDING,age > 50 · xCROWDING,i · zage > 50,n
+ ∆TT, car available · xTT,i · zcar available,n
+ ∆LFARE,no car available · xL-FARE,i · zno car available,n
+ ∆INFO,no car available · xINFO,i · zno car available,n

(4.11)

Additionally, five socio-demographic interactions were found to be significant, with shifts in sensitivity to travel time for female respondents
and respondents with car availability (∆TT, female and ∆TT, car available respectively), shifts in sensitivity to crowding for respondents aged 50 or over
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(∆CROWDING, age > 50 ), and shifts in sensitivity to the log of fare and the provision of an information service for respondents who do not have a car
available to them (∆LFARE, no car available and ∆INFO, no car available respectively).
Efforts to include an income effect were not successful. In each case
the additional multiplier indicates whether a specific socio-demographic
condition applies, e.g. zfemale,n is 1 if and only if respondent n is female.
In the Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) models, we tested for random taste heterogeneity in all six marginal utility coefficients, but found
no additional heterogeneity in the cost coefficient after making use of
the log transform. A fixed cost coefficient was thus used, along with randomly distributed coefficients for travel time, crowding, the rate of delays, the expected delay, and the provision of a free information service.
For the sake of simplicity a multivariate Normal distribution was used for
these five coefficients. In particular, the utility function was rewritten as:

Vint = δi
+ µTT · xTT,i
+ µL-FARE · xL-FARE,i
+ µCROWDING · xCROWDING,i
+ µRELIABILITY · xRELIABILITY,i
+ µEXP. DELAY · xEXP. DELAY,i
+ µINFO · xINFO,i
+ ∆TT,female · xTT,i · zfemale,n
+ ∆CROWDING,age > 50 · xCROWDING,i · zage > 50,n
+ ∆TT,car available · xTT,i · zcar available,n
+ ∆LFARE,no car available · xL-FARE,i · zno car available,n
+ ∆INFO,no car available · xINFO,i · zno car available,n
+ s1,1 · ξ1 · xTT,i
+ (s2,1 · ξ1 + s2,2 · ξ2 ) · xCROWDING,i
+ (s3,1 · ξ1 + s3,2 · ξ2 + s3,3 · ξ3 ) · xRELIABILITY,i
+ (s4,1 · ξ1 + s4,2 · ξ2 + s4,3 · ξ3 + s4,4 · ξ4 ) · xEXP. DELAY,i
+ (s5,1 · ξ1 + s5,2 · ξ2 + s5,3 · ξ3 + s5,4 · ξ4 + s5,5 · ξ5 ) · xINFO,i ,
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(4.12)

where ξ1 , . . . , ξ5 are normally distributed random terms with a mean of
zero and a standard deviation of 1, and where the 15 additional parameters (sj,k ) are the diagonal and off-diagonal terms for the Cholesky matrix.
Specification of latent variable
For the specification of the latent engagement variable αn in Equation
4.5, we conducted an extensive specification search to look into possible significant socio-demographic interactions. In the final specification,
we included interactions with four socio-demographic variables, namely
whether a respondent is female, whether a respondent is aged between

35 and 503 , whether a respondent has a university degree, and whether
the respondent currently commutes by train. This thus gives us:

αn = γfemale · zfemale,n
+ γage 35-50 · z35≤age≤50,n
+ γgraduate · zgraduate,n
+ γtrain · ztrain,n
+ ηn ,

(4.13)

where ηn ∼ N (µα , σα ), with σα = 1.
Specification of measurement model
The measurement model employed five indicators as dependent variables. In addition to the respondent reported indicators I1 to I4 discussed
in Section 4.3, we made use of the time (RT ) that a respondent took to
complete the survey, given our expectation that this was strongly linked
to survey engagement. After normalising the mean of the five indicator
variables to zero, our specification for the measurement model in Equa3

Note this is different from the age interaction in the utility functions.
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tions 4.6 thus becomes:

I1 = ζI1 · αn + υ1n
I2 = ζI2 · αn + υ2n
I3 = ζI3 · αn + υ3n
I4 = ζI4 · αn + υ4n
RT = ζRT · αn + υ5n ,

(4.14)

where υ1n , . . . , υ5n are normally distributed random variables with a mean
of zero and estimated standard deviations (σI1 , σI2 , σI3 , σI4 , and σRT ).
Combined model specification and estimation
Using the utility specification from Equation 4.11, the log-likelihood function for the first MNL model (without the latent engagement variable) is
given by:

LL (β) =

N X
T
X

!

Vcnt

ln

e
PJ

j=1

n=1 t=1

eVjnt

,

(4.15)

where Vcnt refers to the modelled utility of the alternative (out of J ) chosen by respondent n (out of N ) in choice situation t (out of T ). Here, β
groups together the six main marginal utility coefficients, the five sociodemographic interaction terms, and the two ASCs.
Using the specification from Equation 4.14, we can then see (with the
help of Equation 4.7) that the likelihood of the observed values for the
five indicator variables is given by:

L (In | ζI , σI , αn ) =

5
Y

φ (Ikn ) ,

(4.16)

k=1

where ζI = hζI1 , ζI2 , ζI3 , ζI4 , ζRT i, σI = hσI1 , σI2 , σI3 , σI4 , σRT i, and where, for
convenience, we have used I5 to refer to RT .
In the model incorporating the latent engagement variable, the probability of observing the sequence of choices made by respondent n is now
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given by:

L (yn | β, τ, αn ) =

T
Y

!

eµn Vcnt
PJ

µn Vjnt
j=1 e

t=1

,

(4.17)

which is thus conditional on the values for the latent variable αn , given
that µn = eτ αn . In turn, with the help of Equation 4.9, we can see that the
function to maximise is now given by:

LL (β, γ, τ, ζI , σI )
ˆ
N
X
=
ln L (yn | β, τ, αn ) L (In | ζI , σI , αn ) g (η) dη,
n=1

(4.18)

η

where we use integration over the random component of the latent variable, i.e. η , and where this integration is carried out at the level of an
individual respondent rather than an individual choice, thus accommodating the panel nature of the data (Revelt and Train, 1998b).
In the simple MMNL specification without the latent engagement variable, we have that β is distributed according to m (β | Ω), allowing for
some fixed elements in β , namely the ASCs, the log-fare coefficient, and
the five socio-demographic interaction terms. The probability of observing the sequence of choices made by respondent n is now given by:

L (yn | Ω) =

ˆ Y
T
β t=1

!

eVcnt

m (β | Ω) dβ,

PJ

Vjnt
j=1 e

(4.19)

with modelled utilities Vjnt given by Equation 4.12, and the overall function to maximise is simply given by

PN

n=1

ln (L (yn | Ω)).

In the MMNL specification additionally incorporating the latent engagement variable, this now becomes conditional on αn , and we obtain:

L (yn | Ω, τ, αn ) =

ˆ Y
T
β t=1

eµn Vcnt
PJ

µn Vjnt
j=1 e
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!
m (β | Ω) dβ.

(4.20)

Table 4.1: Performance of different models
overall model
LL
par.
-3,343.20 13
-5,229.52 29
-3,181.32 28
-5,072.64 44

MNL
MNL&LV
MMNL
MMNL&LV

choice component measurement model
LL
par.
LL
par.
-3,343.20
13
-3,330.08
14
-1,899.44
15
-3,181.32
28
-3,168.88
29
-1,903.76
15

The combined function to maximise is now given by:

LL (Ω, γ, τ, ζI , σI )
ˆ ˆ
N
X
L (yn | Ω, τ, αn ) L (In | ζI , σI , αn ) g (η) m (β | Ω) dβdη,
=
ln
n=1

η

β

(4.21)
All models were coded in Ox (Doornik, 2001), where the simulation based
estimation made use of 500 MLHS draws (Hess et al., 2006) per individual
and per random component. The estimation of the choice model and
measurement model is carried out simultaneously (as shown in Equation
4.18 and Equation 4.21) for reasons of efficiency.

4.4.2

Results

Model fit
As a first comparison, Table 4.1 reports the model fit for the four model
structures. The models with latent variables are not directly comparable
to those without, given the joint maximisation of the choice model and
the measurement model.
As a result, we also show the portion of the log-likelihood that corresponds to the choice model component only, conditional on the final
parameter estimates. This corresponds to:

∗

∗

∗

LL (y1 , .., yN | Ω , γ , τ ) =

N
X
n=1

ˆ ˆ
L (yn | Ω∗ , τ ∗ , αn ) g (η) m (β | Ω∗ ) dβdη.

ln
η

β

(4.22)
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where Ω∗ , γ ∗ and τ ∗ give the final parameter estimates for Ω, γ and τ from
maximising Equation 4.21, and where the role of γ ∗ in computing αn is not
shown explicitly. Similarly, it is possible to compute the portion of the loglikelihood that corresponds to the measurement equations component
only, conditional on the final parameter estimates. This corresponds to:

LL (I1 , .., In | γ

∗

, ζI∗ , σI∗ )

=

N
X
n=1

ˆ
L (In | ζI∗ , σI∗ , αn ) g (η) dη,

ln

(4.23)

η

with ζI∗ and σI∗ giving the final estimates for ζI and σI from maximising
Equation 4.21. Here, it can be seen that, after integrating out η , the
two components are uncorrelated, such that the summation of Equation
4.22 and Equation 4.23 indeed yields the final estimate obtained from
maximising Equation 4.21. In other words, the combined log-likelihood
from the two components of sequential estimation at the final estimates
from simultaneous estimation yields the same LL value; the actual LL
obtained with sequential estimation would however be different.
Comparing the simple MNL model with the MNL model with the additional latent variable, we see an improvement in the LL relating to the
choice model component only by 13.12 units, which is highly significant
coming at the cost of just one additional parameter, τ . A very similar improvement in fit is obtained when moving from the simple MMNL model
to the MMNL model with the latent variable, with a gain by 12.44 units,
again for the estimation of one additional parameter.
The simple MMNL model offers an improvement over its MNL counterpart by 161.88 units, at the cost of 15 additional parameters, which
is significant beyond the 99% level. A similar improvement is obtained
when comparing the MMNL and MNL models with the additional latent
variable, with gains by 156.88 units in the overall model fit, and 161.20
units in the choice model component only, each time at the cost of 15
additional parameters, where these improvements are highly significant.
These results thus show that both the incorporation of random taste heterogeneity and the inclusion of scale variations as a function of the latent
engagement variable lead to important gains in model fit, where these
are rather stable whether the two types of heterogeneity are accommodated jointly or separately. It is also worth noting that the fit for the
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measurement component in the MMNL model with the latent variable is
slightly lower than in the MNL model with the latent variable. This could
be an indication that the weight of the measurement model in simultaneous estimation is reduced in the presence of additional random taste
heterogeneity.
Estimation results
The main estimation results for the four models are reported in three separate tables. Table 4.2 shows the estimation results for the choice model
component of the four models, Table 4.3 shows the results for the latent
variable model, and Table 4.4 shows the results for the measurement
model. For Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, results are only shown for the two
models which incorporate the additional latent variable. Throughout, the
notation from earlier sections is used.
Starting with the MNL model, we observe a significant propensity to
choose the status quo alternative, as well as some left-to-right reading
effects given the positive estimate for δ2 . All six main attribute effects
are highly significant and of the expected sign. We additionally observe
that female respondents have a higher sensitivity to travel time, that
respondents over the age of 50 are more sensitive to crowding (significant
at the 91% level), that respondents who have a car available tend to have
higher travel time sensitivity, while respondents with no car available
tend me more fare sensitive (likely correlation with income), and also
more sensitive (significant at the 94% level) to the provision of a delay
information service (which is not surprising as they are more likely to be
public transport users).
With 61% of respondents being female, 31.5% being aged over 50, and

49% usually having a car available, we can note that the average respondent has a sensitivity to expected delay that is just over twice as high
as the sensitivity to travel time, and that the sensitivity to an increase
in the rate of having to stand by 1 train out of 10 is 50% higher than the
sensitivity to an increase in the number of delayed trains by 1 out of 10.
For the MNL&LV model, we observe a positive and significant estimate for τ , which indicates that, with µn = eτ αn , an increase in the latent
variable αn leads to an increase in scale for respondent n. The results for
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Table 4.2: Estimation results: choice model component

δ1
δ2
µTT
µL-FARE
µCROWDING
µRELIABILITY
µEXP. DELAY
µINFO
∆TT,female
∆CROWDING,age > 50
∆TT,car available
∆LFARE,no car available
∆INFO,no car available
s1,1
s2,1
s2,2
s3,1
s3,2
s3,3
s4,1
s4,2
s4,3
s4,4
s5,1
s5,2
s5,3
s5,4
s5,5
τ

MNL
est.
t-rat.
0.4217 8.98
0.1815 3.72
-1.2307 -3.07
-5.1682 -19.21
-2.1533 -9.93
-1.6980 -6.78
-5.9846 -6.44
0.2697 4.30
-1.5384 -3.67
-1.2557 -1.68
-1.3318 -3.19
-1.6782 -4.56
0.1687 1.87
-

MNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
0.4122 8.92
0.1801 3.75
-1.4536 -3.52
-5.0882 -19.03
-2.1366 -9.90
-1.6946 -6.86
-5.9921 -6.60
0.2740 4.52
-1.3550 -3.23
-1.0839 -1.49
-1.1236 -2.71
-1.8572 -5.07
0.1891 2.14
0.2000 4.84

MMNL
est.
t-rat.
0.6060 9.93
0.2305 3.83
-2.0621 -3.23
-6.5171 -19.01
-2.9327 -7.81
-2.0456 -4.73
-10.9610 -5.84
0.3962 3.65
-1.8825 -2.86
-1.4162 -1.24
-1.4278 -2.17
-2.0778 -4.57
0.1607 1.06
3.3278 6.74
0.0358 0.05
4.3601 9.66
1.2946 1.55
2.1671 3.15
-4.1115 -5.95
-0.4608 -0.11
1.9652 0.75
7.6407 2.36
10.5600 4.79
0.3448 2.15
0.0186 0.15
0.3532 1.89
-0.5799 -2.73
0.6719 3.74
-

MMNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
0.5920 9.93
0.2184 3.77
-1.8357 -3.03
-6.3713 -19.02
-2.8901 -7.95
-1.9175 -4.67
-11.0970 -6.31
0.3927 3.68
-1.9196 -3.14
-1.2879 -1.22
-1.3964 -2.27
-2.2690 -4.94
0.1035 0.69
2.6859 5.39
-1.2086 -1.60
4.0346 8.07
1.2547 1.64
3.3982 5.50
-2.2446 -3.59
-3.2909 -1.46
-2.5455 -1.17
-0.7078 -0.41
-10.6930 -5.71
0.4621 2.61
0.1282 0.79
0.8099 4.74
0.0351 0.14
-0.2797 -0.63
0.2230 4.91

the choice model component of the MNL model are only in part affected
by the inclusion of the latent engagement variable. This is somewhat expected, given that this variable is interacted with a multiplicative scale
factor that affects all model parameters in the same manner. Nevertheless, we do observe an increase in the travel time coefficient (µTT ) by 18%
while the other main effects coefficients remain unaffected. Changes are
however also observed for all five socio-demographic interaction terms.
Here, we see reductions in ∆TT, female , ∆CROWDING, age > 50 , and ∆TT, car available ,
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Table 4.3: Estimation results: latent variable model
MNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
µα -0.2459 -2.10
γfemale 0.1443 1.33
γage 35-50 0.1767 1.57
γgraduate 0.2661 2.54
γtrain -0.0149 -0.14

MMNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
-0.3476 -3.66
0.2033 2.20
0.0956 0.91
0.2559 2.45
0.1674 1.62

Table 4.4: Estimation results: measurement equations
MNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
ζI1 0.8382 20.55
ζI2 0.9088 21.63
ζI3 0.9865 30.30
ζI4 0.1695 4.13
ζRT 0.0547 1.99
σI1 0.5701 22.40
σI2 0.5476 20.22
σI3 0.2599 5.73
σI4 0.7688 27.06
σRT 0.5176 27.11

MMNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
0.8829 20.65
0.9593 21.99
1.0102 26.44
0.1816 4.23
0.0591 2.05
0.5575 22.51
0.5287 20.28
0.3213 10.99
0.7678 27.04
0.5174 27.11

but increases in ∆LFARE, no car available and ∆INFO, no car available .
Looking next at the latent variable model in Table 4.3, we observe
a significant negative mean for αn . Of the four socio-demographic variables, only γgraduate is significant above the 95% level, showing that respondents with a university degree have a higher value for the latent
variable. The same applies to female respondents and respondents in
the 35 − 50 age group, with effects significant only at the 82% and 88%
level respectively. In the MNL&LV model, there is no significant difference in αn for train users and car users. Overall, these findings are in
line with the recognition by Ben-Akiva et al. (1999) that it can be difficult
to find good causal variables for the latent variables.
Table 4.4 however shows significant positive estimates for all five interaction parameters in the measurement equations model, i.e. ζI1 , ζI2 ,

ζI3 , ζI4 , and ζRT . These estimates indicate that an increase in the latent
variable also has a positive impact on the response to the four indica106

tor questions, as well as on survey completion time. This would suggest
that respondents who agree with the various indicator statements, thus
showing engagement with and understanding of the survey are also those
respondents who have higher scale, as is the case for respondents who
take longer to complete the survey, which is arguably a reflection of more
careful study of each choice scenario. This justifies the interpretation of
the variable as a latent engagement variable.
Directly comparing the four first indicator effects, we observe an especially strong impact of the latent variable on the statement that decisions in the choice experiment were close to real world choices, although
a similarly strong effect is also observed for realism and understanding.
Whether a respondent states that all attributes are considered (i.e. I4 )
has a weaker link to the latent variable. The estimate for the impact
on response time, i.e. ζRT , cannot be compared to ζI1 to ζI4 , given the
differences in meaning and scale of measurement.
Turning our attention next to the simple MMNL model, we still observe significant estimates for all five main effects. Similarly, a majority of the Cholesky terms are significant at usual confidence levels. Table 4.5 shows the resulting standard deviations, coefficients of variation,
and inter-coefficient correlations, with t-ratios calculated using the Delta
method. Here, it is important to note that these results do not incorporate the additional socio-demographic interactions but relate solely to
the random components of taste heterogeneity. We see that the standard
deviations for all five coefficients are statistically significant, and that
higher levels of heterogeneity arise for βRELIABILITY and βINFO . In terms
of correlations, we observe significant positive correlations between βTT
and βINFO , and between βCROWDING and βRELIABILITY , with both results being consistent with intuition. On the other hand, we surprisingly observe negative correlation between the sensitivity to the rate of delays
(βRELIABILITY ) and the expected extent of delays (βEXP. DELAY ).
For the MMNL model incorporating the latent variable αn , Table 4.5
shows the heterogeneity patterns after factoring out scale heterogeneity,
i.e. looking only at the β component in µn β . Here, we observe drops in
heterogeneity for all five random coefficients, with the biggest change
being for the travel time and expected delay coefficients.
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These de-

Table 4.5: Analysis of random coefficients in MMNL and MMNL&LV models, after factoring out scale heterogeneity

σTT
σCROWDING
σRELIABILITY
σEXP. DELAY
σINFO
cvTT
cvCROWDING
cvRELIABILITY
cvEXP. DELAY
cvINFO
corr.(βTT ,βCROWDING )
corr.(βTT ,βRELIABILITY )
corr.(βTT ,βEXP. DELAY )
corr.(βTT ,βINFO )
corr.(βCROWDING ,βRELIABILITY )
corr.(βCROWDING ,βEXP. DELAY )
corr.(βCROWDING ,βINFO )
corr.(βRELIABILITY ,βEXP. DELAY )
corr.(βRELIABILITY ,βINFO )
corr.(βEXP. DELAY ,βINFO )

MMNL
est.
t-rat.
3.3278
6.74
4.3601
9.64
4.8234
8.44
13.1897
4.43
1.0158
11.01
1.6138
3.08
1.4868
6.81
2.3585
4.39
1.2033
4.34
2.5635
3.51
0.0082
0.05
0.2674
1.55
-0.0350
-0.11
0.3396
2.19
0.4515
3.31
0.1487
0.74
0.0211
0.18
-0.4362
-2.58
-0.1973
-1.48
-0.2648
-1.32

MMNL&LV
est.
t-rat.
2.6859
5.39
4.2077
9.54
4.2601
7.88
11.4954
5.66
0.9824
10.18
1.4631
2.71
1.4573
7.05
2.2224
4.32
1.0359
5.25
2.5017
3.38
-0.2876
-1.60
0.2934
1.68
-0.2862
-1.52
0.4703
2.90
0.6796
5.74
-0.1298
-0.70
-0.0103
-0.08
-0.2282
-1.27
-0.1923
-1.39
-0.2475
-1.23

change
-9.33%
-1.98%
-5.77%
-13.91%
-2.41%
-0.30
0.03
-0.25
0.13
0.23
-0.28
-0.03
0.21
0.01
0.02

creases are consistent with the notion that a portion of the heterogeneity
in the simple MMNL model was in fact caused by scale heterogeneity,
where this is now captured by the interaction between τ and the latent
variable αn , in µn = eτ αn . We also note changes in the correlation structure, but these increases are not all negative as would maybe be the expectation (unaccounted scale heterogeneity in the simple MMNL model
would lead to more positive correlations). We now observe negative correlation between the travel time coefficient and the coefficient on crowding, suggesting that time sensitive respondents are less concerned about
comfort. We more surprisingly observe negative correlation between the
travel time and expected delay coefficients, while the increase in the positive correlation between the travel time sensitivity and the desire for a
delay information service is consistent with intuition. We also observe
increases in the positive correlation between the sensitivity to crowding
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and the rate of delays, both being attributes that are linked to convenience. Finally, the surprising negative correlation between βRELIABILITY
and βEXP. DELAY from the simple MMNL model is now reduced by half, with
an accompanying drop in significance.
The estimate for τ in the MMNL&LV model is essentially the same
as in the MNL&LV model, again showing that increases in the latent
variable lead to increases in scale. However, looking at Table 4.3, the
MMNL&LV model is relatively more successful in explaining part of the
latent variable model through socio-demographic interactions. Here, we
note clear evidence that female respondents have a higher value for the
latent engagement variable, and thus also higher scale. The estimate
for γage 35-50 drops in value and significance compared to MNL&LV, but
there is now some evidence that train users show higher engagement
(γtrain being positive and significant at the 90% level). In terms of the
measurement equations estimates (cf. Table 4.4), we see a small increase
in the intercept terms for the first four indicators (ζI1 , ζI2 , ζI3 , ζI4 ), with
no other notable changes.
Sample level WTP distributions
In this subsection, we incorporate the socio-demographic interactions
in a study of the sample level WTP distributions.

For the MNL and

MNL&LV models, this consists of calculating point values for each of the
six taste coefficients, taking into account the socio-demographic interactions. The non-linear treatment of the fare sensitivity also means that
the fare coefficient for each respondent needs to be divided by the fare
for the chosen alternative in each observation, giving different values
across the 10 choices for each respondent, and hence 3, 680 point values. From these point values, we then calculate respondent specific WTP
measures. For the MMNL and MMNL&LV models, we additionally take
into account the random variation in five of the six coefficients (noting
again that no random heterogeneity was included for βL-FARE ). We thus
obtain multiple draws from the coefficient (and hence WTP) distributions
for each respondent, and the overall distributions are computed across
all draws. The random scale component introduced by the eτ αn multiplier in the MNL&LV and MMNL&LV models has no impact on the WTP
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patterns given that all coefficients are affected in the same way. As a
result, any differences between MNL and MNL&LV, and between MMNL
and MMNL&LV, are purely the result of any impacts that the inclusion of
this additional variable has on the remaining model parameters, and in
particular differential impacts on individual marginal utility coefficients.
The actual results of these calculations are summarised in Table 4.6,
showing the mean WTP across respondents, along with the standard deviation and resulting coefficient of variation. It should first be noted that
the WTP measures coming out of this analysis are relatively low. This is
however in line with the low average journey cost reported by respondents and the frequency of journeys, as well as the comparatively small
time savings that are available in the design. The ratio between the
WTP to reduce expected delay and reduce travel time is of the order of
around 2 in the MNL and MNL&LV models, and higher in the MMNL and
MMNL&LV models, consistent with previous stated preference results
(cf. Hollander, 2005).
As expected, the degree of heterogeneity is significantly larger in the
MMNL and MMNL&LV models than in the MNL and MNL&LV models,
where in the latter, any heterogeneity is accommodated solely through
socio-demographic interactions. The increase in the heterogeneity through
the incorporation of random variations is lowest for the value of travel
time, and highest for the sensitivity to the rate of delays and the desire
for the provision of a delay information service. Additionally, we observe
modest increases in the mean values for the valuation of travel time, the
WTP to reduce crowding, and the WTP for a delay information service.
There is a small reduction in the WTP for reductions in the rate of delays,
but a major increase in the WTP for reductions in expected delays. As
previously indicated in the discussion of the main estimation results, the
WTP results for the two MNL models are very similar. What is more interesting are the differences between the MMNL and MMNL&LV models.
Here, we observe a small reduction in the mean WTP values (except for
average delay). More importantly however, the reduction in the standard
deviations is larger than that in the means for the WTP for travel time,
rate of delays and expected delays, leading to reductions in the degree
of WTP heterogeneity. The heterogeneity in the WTP for reduced rates
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cv
1.43
1.52
1.45
1.45
1.34

cv
1.43
1.52
1.46
1.46
1.34

cv
2.02
2.68
4.38
2.52
4.11

cv
1.88
2.68
4.15
2.32
4.22

MNL
s.d.
1.9293
0.1804
0.1148
4.0457
0.2114
MNL&LV
s.d.
1.9345
0.1759
0.1157
4.0928
0.2190
MMNL
s.d.
2.9678
0.3358
0.3297
10.2892
0.6925

mean
1.3447
0.1189
0.0792
2.7918
0.1579

mean
1.3505
0.1161
0.0793
2.8051
0.1637

mean
1.4671
0.1252
0.0753
4.0789
0.1683
MMNL&LV
mean
s.d.
1.4018
2.6365
0.1233
0.3305
0.0718
0.2977
4.1143
9.5498
0.1612
0.6799

time (£/hr)
crowding (£/10%)
delays (£/10%)
delay duration (£/hr)
info system (£)

time (£/hr)
crowding (£/10%)
delays (£/10%)
delay duration (£/hr)
info system (£)

time (£/hr)
crowding (£/10%)
delays (£/10%)
delay duration (£/hr)
info system (£)

time (£/hr)
crowding (£/10%)
delays (£/10%)
delay duration (£/hr)
info system (£)

MMNL&LV vs MNL&LV
mean
s.d.
cv
3.79%
36.29%
31.31%
6.27%
87.89%
76.81%
-9.45% 157.23% 184.10%
46.67% 133.33%
59.09%
-1.52% 210.48% 215.26%

MMNL vs MNL
mean
s.d.
cv
9.10%
53.83%
40.99%
5.24%
86.14%
76.87%
-4.92% 187.27% 202.12%
46.10% 154.33%
74.07%
6.64%
227.62% 207.23%

MNL&LV vs MNL
mean
s.d.
cv
0.43%
0.27%
-0.16%
-2.41%
-2.50%
-0.09%
0.15%
0.84%
0.68%
0.48%
1.16%
0.68%
3.69%
3.61%
-0.07%

Table 4.6: Sample level WTP distributions

MMNL&LV vs MMNL
mean
s.d.
cv
-4.46% -11.16% -7.02%
-1.46%
-1.58%
-0.13%
-4.63%
-9.71%
-5.32%
0.87%
-7.19%
-7.98%
-4.24%
-1.81%
2.54%

of crowding stays stable, while there is a modest increase in the heterogeneity in the WTP for the delay information service - this is a result of
the reduced estimate for ∆INFO, no car available , and the resulting lower sample level mean value for the desire for a delay information service (where
the decrease in the standard deviation is smaller). Overall, and in conjunction with the correlation patterns in Table 4.5, these results show
that the inclusion of a random scale effect linked to survey engagement
can lead to differences not just in the heterogeneity patterns for individual coefficients but also the WTP distributions, even though such a
multiplicative scale factors affects all coefficients in the same way.

4.5

Conclusions

There is growing evidence indicating that the evaluation of goods and
services is influenced by factors beyond the attributes of the offered alternatives. A series of overlooked features in choice modelling include
acknowledging how the choice is approached and perceived by the respondent and the level of engagement in replying to survey questions.
An assumption is typically made that all respondents are equally certain
about their own preferences. A case can clearly be made for variation
across respondents in the quality of their response as a result of decision
uncertainty, possibly linked to complexity, or as a result of reduced engagement with the survey. Such respondent-based sources of analytical
uncertainty are generally not considered and controlled for in random
utility choice modelling.
Another hotly debated issue concerns the characterisation of respondent heterogeneity. Discrete choice models by their nature confound
different sources of heterogeneity. This may lead an analyst to attribute
heterogeneity to conventional taste variation when it is in reality due to
different choice processing or heterogeneity in scale.
The present work looks particularly at how variations across respondents in the degree to which they engage with a survey will lead to scale
heterogeneity. Here, we propose a joint latent variable random scale
heterogeneity approach to explore the impact of survey engagement on
response variability. Past studies looking at the relationship between re112

spondent engagement and model scale have generally relied on direct
approaches, e.g. using respondent stated measures of difficulty and linking these to scale heterogeneity. Aside from the subjective nature of such
measures, there is a clear risk of bias caused by endogeneity given the
likely correlation between such responses and other unobserved factors.
To overcome some of the problems associated with the use of direct
modelling approaches this chapter proposes the use of a latent variable model in which a latent engagement variable helps drive the response both to attitudinal questions relating to survey engagement and
the stated choice component of the survey. While in the majority of latent
variable work to date, the latent variables have been used to accommodate heterogeneity in relative sensitivities, in this chapter, we make the
link between the latent variable and scale heterogeneity. The proposed
model overcomes the biases inherent in incorporating attitudes or engagement indicators directly in a utility modelling framework.
The results from our model indicate that increases in the latent engagement variable lead to stronger agreement with statements relating
to whether scenarios were realistic, whether they were fully understood,
and whether choices could be made as in real life. A higher value for the
latent variable also increases the likelihood of respondents saying that
they generally take into account all service characteristics when evaluating a public transport alternative. Finally, increases in the latent engagement variable are also correlated with longer survey response times. At
the choice modelling end, increases in the latent variable have a significant and positive impact on model scale, thus supporting our interpretation of the latent variable as a measure of respondent engagement. Additionally, we found a link between various socio-demographic factors and
the latent engagement variable, with more positive values for female respondents and respondents with a university degree. When working with
models that allow for additional conventional heterogeneity, we find that
the incorporation of the latent variable leads to substantially different
patterns of heterogeneity, with reductions in heterogeneity for all random coefficients, and resulting reductions in heterogeneity in the WTP
distributions, as well as more plausible correlation patterns.
The model presented in this chapter provides us with a tool allowing
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for variations in scale linked to differences in survey engagement, making use of additional data collected from respondents to act as proxies for
engagement, but crucially without using such data in a direct, potentially
bias-causing way. Future research needs to test the model framework in
a wider variety of choice settings and data structures, and another area
for additional work concerns the impact of using different mixture distributions for the version of the model that incorporates heterogeneity in
the underlying utility coefficients.
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Chapter 5
Modelling joint preferences

Chapter 5 Synopsis There is growing evidence indicating
that there can be significant differences between choices made
by single individuals and those made by the same individuals
when choosing collectively. This study investigates the dissimilarities between individual and joint decision-making in the
context of residential location choice. It is widely recognized
that household location choices involve several members of
a household with heterogeneous preferences and influence.
Nonetheless, little is known about group decision-making
processes in practice. In particular, there is only scant evidence
on how preferences differ among family members and to what
extent individual preferences can be aggregated to achieve an
approximation of joint choices. The chapter addresses the issue
of heterogeneity in single members’ preferences, compares
ex ante single preferences and ex post joint choice outcomes,
and quantifies the implicit bias generated by relying on the
representative member approach. A set of hypotheses is tested
via a two-stage conjoint choice experiment administered to a
sample of 78 Italian families. The main novelty of this work
relates to the extension of the dyadic interaction approach to
consider the role of adolescents in household decision-making.
Keywords: unitary household, stated choice experiments, residential location, agent interaction
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5.1

Introduction

Residential mobility modelling is an integral part of urban planning where
household locations determine demand for community facilities and services – including transportation systems. Agent interaction within families has, with few exceptions, been considered irrelevant when studying
group decisions. Study assumptions have often used the representative
member hypothesis to operationalize theoretical models. Along these
lines empirical studies, employing stated preference (SP) techniques to
analyse group behaviour, have generally ignored potentially important issues inherent to multi-person choices. Not considering the “appropriate”
unit of analysis generates biased welfare estimates and erroneous policy
decisions especially when adopting the representative member hypothesis that implies gathering information from a single individual (Adamowicz et al., 2005, Molin et al., 1999). Recent studies have questioned the
practice of treating group preferences as coincident with those of single
members: this should be tested rather than assumed. There is clear evidence of both preference differences between family members and dissimilarities between choices made individually and jointly (Bateman and
Munro, 2005, Beharry-Borg et al., 2009, Dosman and Adamowicz, 2006,
O’Neill et al., 2012). This chapter investigates the differences between
distinct household member-types (i.e. Adolescent, Wife, Husband), and
their joint choices (Family) of residential location by formulating three
hypotheses.
First, we investigate preference heterogeneity among family membertypes by testing the null that they all have the same preference-structure
for each attribute. Second, we check the representative member hypothesis by testing the null that joint household decisions can be correctly
represented by the average family preferences (pooled model). Third,
we verify the representative member hypothesis by testing the null that
any single member-type can be used to represent the preferences of the
family. We use scale-free WTP/WTA measures both to test the hypotheses reported above as well as to quantify the bias implied by choosing
the “wrong” survey subjects.
A two-stage conjoint SP experiment is administered to elicit prefer-
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ences. Each member is first interviewed singularly and, subsequently,
all members are interviewed jointly. A novel extension of dyadic (i.e.
Wife-Husband) interaction is provided by explicitly considering the role
adolescents play in household residential choice.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the literature
on household decisions. Data and sample description are reported in
section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the base model of group choices and
enunciates the hypotheses tested. Econometric results are presented in
section 5.5 and section 5.6 concludes.

5.2

Literature review

5.2.1

Questionnaire administration for household analysis

It is possible to classify several sampling and questionnaire administration strategies for household surveys with ensuing implications for the
estimates derived thereby. Generally, empirical research adopts one of
the following procedures:
1. randomly interview a single member assuming that his/her choice is
sufficiently similar to that of the family or, alternatively, that he/she
is able to impose his/her choice on the household;
2. interview a targeted member following a specific procedure to select the most suitable respondent (e.g.

the member paying the

bills);
3. interview a member who is asked to represent the preferences of
the whole group;
4. interview all household members jointly assuming only collective
group-based choices matter;
5. interview both single members and households to test for differences in agent-type preferences and select the most appropriate
unit of analysis.
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The rationale of the first procedure is that any member-type is adequately qualified to represent the preference structure of the family
under the assumption that either differences among members are negligible or they cancel out in the aggregate (Adamowicz et al., 2005). Alternatively, one studies the preferences of any member assuming the household chooses based on a single utility function (Browning and Chiappori,
1998).
The second procedure identifies the most influential member using
a proxy (e.g. paying the bills - (Jin et al., 2006)) and assuming that,
notwithstanding heterogeneous preferences among members, a careful choice of the respondent can ensure an unbiased representation of
household preferences (Blood and Wolfe, 1960). Experimental evidence,
however, demonstrates that relevant decisions such as residential location are taken jointly (Davis and Rigaux, 1974) and that standard proxies, like relative income, are poor predictors of influence (Dosman and
Adamowicz, 2006).
Empirical findings, as for the third approach, show that any group
member has a poor ability to correctly assess the preferences of other
members (Menon et al., 1995). Corfman (1989) demonstrates that there
is a lack of agreement concerning who influences joint choices the most.
Moreover, Dellaert et al. (1998) show how each component of a household detains a limited ability to predict own and others influence over
joint choices.
Following Molin et al. (1999) one could sample the whole group with
the aim of obtaining more accurate estimates. Applications of this fourth
approach include Galilea and Ortùzar (2005), Perez et al. (2003), Ortúzar
and RodrÌguez (2002). This procedure, however, produces no information on member specific preferences, hampers the comparative analysis
of influence within the family and fails to shed light on disagreements
and concession mechanisms.
This work explicitly investigates the gap between individual and joint
preferences adopting the fifth approach in line with a small but consistent stream of literature (Bateman and Munro, 2009, Beharry-Borg et al.,
2009, Carlsson et al., 2010, de Palma et al., 2011). Furthermore, empirical findings show that individual choice data are not sufficient to produce
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representative and robust estimates of joint family decisions (Arora and
Allenby, 1999, Dosman and Adamowicz, 2006, Molin et al., 1997, 1999).

5.2.2

Multi-person residential choices

Early examples of models considering multi-person residential choices
are (Timmermans et al., 1992) and (Borgers and Timmermans, 1993).
The Authors evaluate the influence of transport facilities on household
residential choice in a two-stage experimental design. They first examine individual choices and, subsequently, combine husband and wife utilities to express household utility. This work, however, is more in line
with the work by (Molin et al., 1999, 2002). Specifically, (Molin et al.,
2001) capture preference heterogeneity among household members by
individually interviewing each member of the 147 households participating in the study. Molin et al. (1999) compare interactive group responses
to conventional (single agent) conjoint choices to investigate the differences between individual and group preferences showing that groupbased models predict household choices better than traditional ones. The
Authors also propose a method to measure the relative influence of each
member on household decision outcomes.

5.2.3

From dyads to triads

Research on household decision-making, explicitly considering interaction effects, has, almost exclusively, focused on dyads alone Arora and
Allenby (1999), Beharry-Borg et al. (2009). Understanding the influence
of a third party -- adolescent or other family members-- is necessary to
gain a broader view of the household decision-making process. The relevant literature provides no precise indication on the role adolescents play
in this specific choice situation; we believe, instead, that it is worthwhile
testing the potential role of adolescents rather than making any given assumption. The main motivations for interviewing triads rather than dyads
are, in order of decreasing importance, the following: 1) location choice
impacts on all family members’ utility and, as such, requires a certain degree of consensus among individuals living together; 2) children above
12 years of age usually play an active role in durable goods consumption
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choices such as residential location choice; 3) household choices have
a substantial impact on overall family budget allocation with important
implications on other leisure expenditures and, as such, on adolescents’
welfare Davis (1976).
Previous evidence indicates that decision-making is influenced by the
mere presence of children Filiatrault and Ritchie (1980) who also have
an impact on the use of persuasive techniques in the couple Spiro (1983).
There is also empirical evidence against the unitary household model in
location choice among childless dyadic households even if parent income
pooling cannot be rejected in the presence of children Mok (2007). It is
difficult to analyse children’s influence over family decision-making since
parents tend to underestimate it while children have a higher awareness
Flurry and Burns (2005).

5.2.4

Relative influence analysis

A large proportion of relevant household decisions are taken jointly by
two or more members Davis and Rigaux (1974). Various researchers have
analyzed decision-making in households composed of individuals with
non-identical preferences. The influence exerted by a member is measured by comparing his/her initial preferences to those of the group. The
degree of similarity between the first and the latter is considered a proxy
of his/her influence Corfman (1989), Corfman and Lehmann (1987).
Recent empirical research provides useful modelling approaches for
studying choices among goods and services with bundled characteristics. This is essential when trying to measure individual influence at the
attribute level in group decision-making Aribarg et al. (2002), Arora and
Allenby (1999), Dosman and Adamowicz (2006). The question of how
to obtain accurate information on relative influence in family decisionmaking is still highly debated and remains, mostly, unresolved.
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5.3
5.3.1

Survey work
Development of the stated choice experiment

Description of survey instrument
A SP experiment was administered to measure individual and household
preferences for residential location based on a pivoted design presenting two unlabelled housing bundles and the status quo alternative. The
former are anchored around the respondent-specific status quo. Levels
are expressed as percentage variations around the revealed preference
values for time and rent and, as discrete variations for the environmental
attributes. The status quo is based on single respondent’s stated levels
to increase the realism and to avoid artificially boosting the part-worth
utilities of other alternatives in the experiment. This procedure guarantees comparability between responses (i.e. pivoted percentage changes)
even if it introduces a potential bias due to different absolute level variations. The alternative would entail adopting equal absolute level variations implying different percentage ones. Neither of the two methods
have a clear-cut a priori advantage. In our case study, due to the substantial variations of the status quo levels among respondents, the equal
percentage variation option was chosen.
Attributes and levels
Attributes and levels used in the experiment are drawn from recent literature on residential choice. Four attributes are employed to study accessibility and environment trade-offs when choosing a housing location:
rent, air pollution, noise and accessibility to work/school. Table 5.1 lists
them along with their levels.
The experimental design was developed using CBC v6.0 by Sawtooth
Software (www.sawtoothsoftware.com). A full profile, fractional factorial
design was used to combine the attributes and levels, with three alternatives described by four attributes with three to five levels each. The
number of combinations is 5×3×42=240. Using CBC we extracted 15
different questionnaire blocks (16 tasks each) out of all possible choice
profiles. In particular CBC ensures, adopting the complete enumeration
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Table 5.1: Attributes and levels
Attribute (Index) Level Description
Rent (RENT)
1
20% lower than current
2
10% lower than current
3
Same as current
4
10% higher than current
5
20% higher than current
Accessibility (ACC) 1
50% less time to reach work/school
2
Same time as currently
3
50% more time to reach work/school
Air pollution (AIR)
1
Very low level of emissions
2
Acceptable level of emissions
3
Quite high emissions
4
Very high emissions
Noise (NOI)
1
Quiet house
2
Low level of noise
3
Quite noisy
4
Very noisy
option, the estimation of main effects via “the most nearly orthogonal
design for each respondent” Sawtooth Software (2008). The same design was administered to all respondents within the family to eliminate
potential biases deriving from design differences.

5.3.2

Sequential survey administration

A two-step methodology was used to collect the interviews according to
the following 3 phases:
• 1 (pre-interview / individual task): the interviewees answered questions on individual and family socio-demographic characteristics,
attitudes and current housing conditions; each member was interviewed alone to avoid external influence;
• 2 (choice experiments / individual task): the choice tasks were administered to each agent-type individually; respondents were asked
to choose on the basis of their own preferences only, and were told:
“In this part of the study we are interested in your opinion. We
would like you to choose the housing alternative that you prefer the
most.”;
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• 3 (choice experiments / group task): all household members were
brought together and discussion was encouraged to reach a joint
decision on each choice task; the members were instructed to jointly
select an alternative and were told: “We would like you to choose
the housing alternative that you all can agree on among the following.”
The procedure used produced four different data sets. Three for each
original member-type (Wife, Husband and Adolescent) and one for a synthetic joint member-type (Family). Ten adequately instructed university
students interviewed the 78 households in their own homes using a faceto-face CAPI system; they were trained in interview administration and
instructed to find families with, at least, one adolescent living at home.
This sampling procedure is not ideal from a statistical standpoint but necessary given the nature of the interviews and is in line with the procedure
employed by (Hensher et al., 2008).

5.3.3

Description of sample

We interviewed 78 Italian households (312 interviews and 4 membertypes) mainly located in the city of Rome and in the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia
region, including three (53%) or four (38%) members. When interviewing
families with more than 3 members, only 1 adolescent was interviewed
adopting a “representative adolescent” hypothesis which is a reasonable
trade-off between accuracy and complexity Kato and Matsumoto (2009).
Females represent 47% of the sample, 51% of the interviewees are employees and 23% are students.

5.4
5.4.1

Model and hypotheses
Base model of group choices

A multinomial model (MNL) is estimated to compare individual and joint
preferences. The utility function used is:
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Vj,k,n = β1 SQj,k,n + β2 RENTj,k,n
+ β3 ACCj,k,n + β4 AIRj,k,n + β5 NOIj,k,n + j,k,n

(5.1)

Uj,k,n is the overall utility of the nth respondent for the residential
alternative j described by the k attributes in the choice experiment proposed to each member-type (Wife [W], Husband [H], Adolescent [A]) and
to the family [F]. β1 is the coefficient of the constant term capturing the
intrinsic preference of the nth respondent for alternative j along with the
overall influence of omitted variables Train (2003) and β2 - β5 are coefficients. The disturbances, , are independent and identically distributed
(IID) extreme value type I (Gumbel).
The coefficients specified in the utility function are: SQ (dummy coded
= 1 when the current housing is chosen), RENT (expressed in euro), ACC
(access time in minutes), AIR (level of air pollution) and NOI (level of
noise).
MNL is not capable of treating non-systematic variations of preferences Hensher et al. (2005), Train (2003). In a MNL all member-types
are assumed to exhibit no random preference heterogeneity: the β 0 s are
fixed parameters across respondents. Furthermore, MNL assumes that
individuals’ unobserved utility is uncorrelated across alternatives and
over repeated choices. In other words, unobserved utility is assumed
perfectly random.
Mixed logit (MMNL) represents a major breakthrough in discrete
choice Hensher and Greene (2003a), Train (1998). A basic MNL is brought
to accommodate heterogeneity by iteratively taking draws of the estimated coefficients from a predefined underlying (mixing) distribution
(e.g. normal, lognormal, triangular, etc.). This procedure is repeated
numerous times and the outcomes averaged to produce the desired results. In our case, after testing various distributions for the random taste
coefficients, we define a best model according to its explanatory power
and apply it to estimate the preferences of all member-types.
Subsequently, following Scarpa et al. (2005), we account for systematic variation in the stochastic component of utility attributable to the
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hypothetical bias associated with the unlabelled designed alternatives as
opposed to the status quo in a repeated choice context.
We finally include socio-economic variables, to systematically account
for random taste variation.

5.4.2

Hypotheses testing: individuals and triads

There are three possible tests for a specification estimated by maximum
likelihood, namely: Lagrange, Wald and Log-likelihood ratio. In our case
we use the latter to obtain the necessary p-values for the estimated parameters. When comparing results from MMNL models with normally
distributed coefficients we can either impose that both means and standard deviations of the coefficients need to be equal (more restrictive) or
that only means need to be equal (less restrictive – the method we adopt).
Random parameters’ means cannot be adequately compared since potential scale differences are not clearly identified and accounted for. To circumvent scale issues and compare different member-type preferences,
WTP measures are used. WTP standard errors are calculated adopting
the delta method as outlined in (Daly et al., 2012a). Individual specific
WTP estimates are used to plot kernel distributions and detect significant differences in substitution patterns among attributes and agents.
Binary comparisons of member-type responses allow testing for preference heterogeneity. More formally, we test the nulls H01a , H01b , H01c that is
whether the coefficients are not pair-wise statistically different for each
member-type at the attribute-level. The nulls are the following:

H01a : βkH = βkW
H01b : βkW = βkA
H01c : βkH = βkA

(5.2)

Second, we verify the representative member hypothesis by testing
the null that joint household decisions can be represented by a pooled
model averaging member preferences:
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H02a : βkF = βkP ooled

(5.3)

Lastly we test the representative member hypothesis by assessing
which single agent-type better represents the joint post-discussion household choices as stated by the nulls:
This test helps identifying the most suitable respondent to interview,
which is also the member detaining the highest relative influence. The
nulls are the following:

H03a : βkF = βkA
H03b : βkF = βkW
H03c : βkF = βkH

(5.4)

Based on these tests we calculate the WTP bias implied by each null.

5.5
5.5.1

Econometric results
MNL specification

A MNL was estimated as a reference; results, reported in Table 5.2, were
obtained using Nlogit 4.0 Greene (2007). The first column lists the coefficients estimated. A separate model for each member-type and for the
joint household choice was estimated. A fifth pooled convenience model
is also estimated pooling the observations from the three single interviews. Coefficients (βSQ , βACC , βREN T , βAIR , βN OI ) are all statistically
significant and with the expected sign. MNL is estimated using absolute values for time and rent (Table 2). The coefficients of air pollution
and noise are estimated assuming a linear effect on the utility function
switching from one level to the next and should be interpreted as the
sensitivity in moving from the lowest to the highest level.

βSQ expresses the desire to remain in the current housing situation
along with the general influence of omitted variables Train (2003). The
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Adolescent
est.
t-rat
βREN T
-0.007
-10.03
βACC
-0.037
-4.78
βAIR
-0.633
-9.63
βN OI
-0.398
-5.79
βSQ
1.161
-12.69
obs.
936
respondents
78
par.
5
LL(const.)
-792.15
LL(est.)
-586.47
adj. ρ2
0.25
AIC
1182.95
Vuong
Tests:
F vs. A, W,
3.794F vs.A
H
A vs. W
−2.567Avs.W
A vs. H
−1.119Avs.H
W vs. H
1.615W vs.H

0.818F vs.W

Wife
est.
-0.008
-0.055
-0.938
-0.463
1.126
936
78
5
-792.05
-509.27
0.35
1028.53
-11.02
-5.99
-12.22
-6.87
-11.43

t-rat

2.734F vs.H

Husband
est.
t-rat
-0.006
-8.76
-0.042
-6.52
-0.916
-13.07
-0.346
-5.31
1.082
-11.71
936
78
5
-799.37
-554.12
0.30
948.84

Family
est.
t-rat
-0.008 -11.15
-0.058
-6.14
-0.959 -12.13
-0.472
-6.61
1.314
-12.88
936
78
5
-766.71
-486.88
0.36
983.76

Pooled
est.
t-rat
-0.007
-17.09
-0.042
-8.84
-0.813
-20.15
-0.4
-10.42
1.12
-20.84
2808
234
5
-2383.71
-1661.09
0.3
3332.19

Note: t-ratios are in brackets. Reported Vuong test statistic compares non-nested models, reported values are t-ratios where large
positive values (>+1.96) favours first model and large negative values (<-1.96) favours the second.

Parameters

Table 5.2: MNL model results

results are not directly comparable due to potential scale differences and
hypothesis testing is carried out via WTP estimates that, by definition,
are not influenced by scale. Furthermore, we compare the pooled model
to each individual model and to the household one.
The adolescent has a strong propensity to choose the SQ. Along with
(Molin et al., 2001) we explain this SQ sensitivity by the strong links
the adolescent has with friends living in the neighbourhood. Wives have
intermediate preferences for all attributes except for their low sensibility
to the status quo. Husbands are extremely sensitive to accessibility and
air pollution while also interested in the status quo. The accessibility
sensitivity is relatively higher when household members choose jointly.
Sensitivity for noise is very similar for all members and the family alike
showing a substantial agreement on this attribute.

5.5.2

MMNL specification

The MMNL was estimated with random (normally distributed) parameters for accessibility and air pollution with no constraints imposed on the
distributions to avoid artificially suppressing heterogeneity Train (1998).
Additionally we included an error component specification accounting
for potential bias due to the recursive presence of the status quo alternative in the choice set Scarpa et al. (2005). The standard deviation
of the noise and status quo parameters was not statistically significant
in any of the estimated models. The rent coefficient was kept fixed for
WTP/WTA identification purposes1 . Results (Table 5.4) indicate that allowing for random parameters substantially improves the statistical fit
for all agent-type models with the husband being the only exception.
All parameters have the expected signs and are statistically significant at the 5% level signalling heterogeneity within and among membertypes regarding travel time and air pollution. This suggests the absence
of an underlying unitary preference structure in our sample.
The relative WTP/WTA measures for the MMNL specification are re1

There is a risk when using this approach that potential cost heterogeneity will be
captured in remaining coefficients. However in the current analysis this leads us to apply a more cautious approach where we run a smaller risk of overstating the differences
across members thereby unduly rejecting the ’representative member’ hypothesis.
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ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

Wife
est
t-rat
7.02
-5.56
119.69
-9.5
59.06
-6.27
-143.66 -8.87

Husband
est
t-rat
7.36
-5.91
160.37 -7.93
60.57
-4.73
-189.46 -7.77

Family
est
t-rat
6.86
-6.31
113.45 -9.42
55.86
-6.28
-155.57 -9.91

Pooled
est
t-rat
6.37
-8.61
122.10 -14.66
60.06
-9.46
-168.15 -14.72

Notes: t-ratios are in brackets. WTP confidence intervals are calculated with the Delta method. Krinsky and Robb intervals were also
simulated in Nlogit but all ratios remained significant, differing only marginally

WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

Adolescent
est
t-rat
5.62
-4.78
94.96
-7.69
59.76
-5.37
-174.31 -8.69

Table 5.3: WTP model results
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obs.
resp.
par.
LL(const.)
LL(est.)
adj. ρ2
AIC
Vuong Tests:
F vs. A, W, H
A vs. W
A vs. H
W vs. H

βREN T
βACC
βAIR
βN OI
βSQ
σN OS Q
σACC
σAIR

Parameters

5.572F vsA
−3.407AvsW
−1.033AvsH
2.676W vsH

Adolescent
est.
t-rat
-0.01
-7.46
-0.135
-6.76
-1.392
-7.55
-0.72
-5.62
1.292
-6.36
1.276
-6.32
0.082
-5.22
0.920
-7.53
936
78
8
-792.15
-501.78
0.36
1019.56

1.694F vsW

Wife
est.
-0.012
-0.116
-1.786
-0.92
1.380
1.896
0.084
0.963
936
78
8
-792.05
-451.47
0.43
918.94

t-rat
-8.06
-5.18
-9.28
-6.99
-4.64
-3.97
-2.97
-4.45

4.926F vsH

Husband
est.
t-rat
-0.009
-6.18
-0.108
-5.07
-1.635
-9.39
-0.599
-5.45
1.255
-5.89
1.345
-7.23
0.060
-3.97
0.821
-5.65
936
78
8
-799.37
-494.69
0.38
1005.38

Table 5.4: MMNL model results
Family
est.
t-rat
-0.014
-8.5
-0.146 -6.47
-2.07
-9.2
-0.831 -7.54
1.588
-6.43
1.540
-8.03
0.069
-5.76
0.983
-5.77
936
78
8
-766.71
-423.75
0.45
863.49

Pooled
est.
t-rat
-0.01
-12.23
-0.118
-10.89
-1.603
-14.73
-0.726
-10.34
1.318
-9.16
1.515
-9.09
0.068
-7.38
0.925
-11.06
2808
234
8
-2383.71
-1457.12
0.39
2930.24

ported in table 5.5. The explanatory power of the model substantially increases along with WTP measures in fact for all the models the increase
in the log-likelihood is highly significant at the cost of only three additional parameters. An important observation concerns the consistency of
the agent-type displaying the best fit to the data. In fact, the model for
the wife has the highest explanatory power measured both in terms of
Vuong tests Vuong (1989) as well as adjusted rho squared. Comparisons
between the family and other member-types, measured by the Vuong test
show that the wife is the sole member-type who is as good a predictor
as the family. Among the most evident differences in comparison to the
MNL specification one observes a doubling of the WTP for accessibility
by the adolescent and husband while the wife shows only a marginal increase.
Furthermore, the previous model was also estimated employing socioeconomic variables to explain systematic variances of the means of the
random parameters. The enriched model provides some interesting insights and underscores that different member-types are impacted by different socio-economic characteristics (Table 5.6).
In particular: 1) employed adolescent are more sensitive to accessibility travel time compared to adolescents with a student status; 2) wives
are characterised by sensitivity to air pollution that increases with age
and decreases with higher income; 3) husbands are more sensitive to
travel time accessibility when their income rises. In the pooled model
some effects emerge which were not previously present in any of the
agent-type models; for example, employee status leads to significantly
lower air pollution sensitivity. These results suggest caution when pooling individual observations to estimate household choices.
Member and individual specific WTP/WTA
Figure 5.1 reports the kernel distributions for accessibility and air pollution derived from the MMNL specification. Adolescents and husbands
have similar and relatively high, compared to wives, mean values for accessibility. Husbands’ posterior means distributions are more compact
around the mean with respect to adolescents. Household evaluation of
this attribute seems to be a mean of wives and husbands and is also less
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WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

Adolescent
est.
t-rat
12.95
5.91
133.38 7.32
69.03
5.59
-123.85 -6.18

Wife
est.
t-rat
9.29
6.04
143.43 6.94
73.93
6.84
-110.86 -4.78

Husband
est.
t-rat
12.55
6.08
189.27 6.15
69.34
4.78
-145.29 -5.53

Family
est.
t-rat
10.26
-8.41
145.14 -9.12
58.24
-6.90
-111.33 -6.91

Table 5.5: WTP/WTA from MMNL model results

Pooled
est.
t-rat
11.40
11.60
154.73 11.84
70.11
-9.69
-127.21 -9.38

Table 5.6: MMNL specification with socio-demographic interactions

Adolescent
est.
t-rat
-0.010 -7.43
-0.240 -3.38
-2.599 -3.68
-0.727 -5.78
1.261 6.18
1.259 6.50
0.061 2.70
0.897 7.79

Wife
est.
t-rat
-0.012
-8.86
-0.195
-1.79
-2.408
-2.81
-0.930
-7.19
1.361
5.00
1.841
5.43
0.073
3.41
0.809
5.84

Husband
est.
t-rat
-0.008 -6.30
-0.286 -2.66
-1.811 -1.18
-0.595 -5.50
1.249 5.56
1.374 7.05
0.039 3.39
0.757 4.83

Pooled
est.
t-rat
-0.010 -12.23
-0.198 -5.41
-2.373 -5.68
-0.734 -10.54
1.272
9.67
1.467 11.31
0.058
5.56
0.861 11.41

Interactionterms
ACC×age
0.003 1.05
ACC×income -0.054 -1.13
ACC×employ.-0.068 -2.39
ACC×student 0.048 2.64
AIR×age
0.039 1.53
AIR×income 0.812 1.41
AIR×employ. -0.307 -0.88
AIR×student -0.154 -0.80
obs.
936
resp.
78
par.
16
LL(const.)
-792.15
LL(est.)
-494.49
2
adj. ρ
0.37
AIC
1020.98

< 0.001 -0.09
-0.066
-1.17
0.006
0.14
0.057
2.32
-0.024
-2.24
2.244
3.47
0.343
0.92
-0.211
-0.88
936
78
16
-792.05
-443.16
0.44
918.31

0.003 2.09
-0.125 -2.30
-0.027 -1.06
0.057 3.78
-0.024 -0.88
1.001 1.51
0.475 1.55
0.125 0.60
936
78
16
-799.37
-483.87
0.39
999.73

0.001
1.83
-0.077 -2.59
-0.028 -1.52
0.055
4.92
-0.016 -3.24
1.347
3.94
0.356
2.15
0.010
0.09
2808
234
16
-2383.71
-1432.37
0.34
2896.74

βREN T
βACC
βAIR
βN OI
βSQ
σN O S Q
σACC
σAIR
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dispersed. Concerning air pollution husbands have a distinctly different distribution of attribute coefficients both when compared to other
members as well as when confronted with the household. Wives have a
distribution that almost perfectly coincides with that of the family thus
making them the most representative member of the family for this specific attribute.
Despite the lack of a commonly accepted formal interpretation, kernel
distributions analysis contributes to the discussion and identification of
the representative member hypothesis measured in terms of WTP measures. It also needs to be noted that the ratio between conditional means
is not identical to the mean of the ratios obtained from the conditional
distributions (cf. Daly et al., 2012a). In particular, the variance of the
ratio of conditional means will tend to be smaller than the variance of
the unconditional WTP ratios. Therefore the remaining analysis of the
bias inherent in representative agent procedures will rely on the unconditional means.

5.5.3

Hypothesis testing

In this paragraph we summarise the results obtained with each model
specification to formally test the hypothesis stated in paragraph 5.4.2.
The first hypothesis tested relates to the dyadic similarity of the different
agent-types. The second, checks if pooling the observations is a good
strategy to represent joint family preferences. Finally, the third studies
and measures the differences between each single member-type and the
family. This last comparison can also provide some suggestions concerning the relative influence of each member-type on the final household
decision.
Table 5.7 reports statistically significant WTP measures and the differences between the household and each member-type’s WTP measures
are reported in Figure 5.2.
MNL specification
In Table 7, with reference to the MNL specification, we test hypothesis n°1 by performing a Wald test to verify if the WTP measures can be
assumed different for each member-type dyad considered. In this case,
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Table 5.7: Overview of hypothesis tests

MNL
members tested
WTP ACC
WTP AIR
WTP NOI
WTA SQ

H1

H2

H3

W vs. H
1.439
4.017

Pool vs. Fam

A vs. Fam
1.517

A vs. W
WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

MMNL
members tested
WTP ACC
WTP AIR
WTP NOI
WTA SQ
WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

WTP
WTP
WTP
WTA

ACC
AIR
NOI
SQ

W vs. Fam

1.983
1.69
A vs. H

H vs. Fam

2.478

2.909

2.257

1.691

H1

H2

H3

W vs. H
1.806
1.782

Pool vs. Fam

A vs. Fam
1.581

1.516
1.392
A vs. W
1.963

W vs. Fam

1.63
A vs. H
-2.281

H vs. Fam
1.394
1.89
1.603

Notes. Values in table refer to significance of Wald statistic comparing the WTP estimates of dyadic estimates, only values indicating a significance over the 20% level
(t=1.28) are included. A=Adolescent, W=Wife, H=Husband, Pool=Pooled, Fam=Family
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6 out of 12 WTP results are significantly distinct. Differences in WTP for
air pollution are more frequent indicating a high degree of heterogeneity
among member-types. In this case an incorrect sampling strategy would
induce relevant errors in evaluating the preferences of different household members for air pollution mitigation.
Concerning hypothesis n°2 we cannot reject the hypothesis that the
pooled model is similar to the family one indicating that, in this case, this
sampling procedure could be a satisfactory substitute for the innovative
method we propose in this section.
Testing hypothesis n° 3 we discover husbands to have a statistically
different WTP for air and status quo compared to the family. Both for
wives and adolescents we cannot reject, for any attribute, the hypothesis
that they differ from the family at a 10% level, while, adolescents’ WTP
for air is different from that of the family at a 20% level.
MMNL specification
Testing for hypothesis n°1 indicates that accessibility is evaluated differently by 2 dyads out of 3 (W_H and A_W) and similarly for air (W_H
and A_H). The status quo is, at a 20% level of confidence, evaluated differently only by the W_H dyad.
For hypothesis n°2 noise is the only attribute that receives, with a
20% level of confidence, a different evaluation in the pooled versus the
family model. For all remaining attributes we cannot conclude that the
WTP estimates for the two models are statistically different.
Testing hypothesis n°3 via the MMNL specification largely confirms
the results obtained with the MNL one. In particular, the husbands are
characterised by different WTP with respect to the family, except for
noise. Both wives and adolescents have statistically indistinguishable
WTP for 3 out of 4 attributes with respect to family preferences. For some
hypotheses results are dependent on model specification which could be
guided either by model fit or by the analyst’s a priori on which model can
best describe behaviour in the given context.
Comparing the two model specifications reveals, not surprisingly, that
MMNL allows to reject a greater number of hypotheses tests which are,
in general, overlapping with those of the MNL specification.
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5.5.4

Quantifying the bias of the representative member hypotheses

In this section we estimate the bias inherent in adopting the representative member hypothesis, by comparing individual and pooled models to
the family one, used as a benchmark. This provides indications for policy
evaluation regarding the consequences of the uncritical adoption of the
representative member hypothesis. The test is based on comparisons of
WTP/WTA values drawn from the MMNL specification (see Figure 5.2).
The figure depicts the deviations of each member-type and the pooled
model compared to the family baseline (i.e. representing the zero line).
Many interesting observations can be drawn from Figure 2. Randomly
selected household member-types, as implied by the three-member pooled
sample, would induce a downward bias for accessibility (2.29 €) and a
large overestimation of the WTA for changing the current housing status
quo choice (everything else being equal). Comparing the estimates of
single member-types to those of the household provides us with an indication of the bias introduced by adopting a targeted sampling strategy
(e.g. interviewing a specific member-type). In the case of accessibility, interviewing either husbands or adolescents would overestimate the
WTP for accessibility by approximately 5 € per hour. Targeting wives
would lead to a smaller bias since the WTP is underestimated by 2 € per
hour. Comparing single member’s representativeness, it emerges that
estimates for husbands are furthest from the joint household choices. On
the other hand adolescents, if sampled, would generate a sizable bias for
all attributes. Lastly, wives are the member–type most in line with the
preferences of the household, in fact they are the best agent-type predictor for three out of four attributes and second best for the remaining
(i.e. noise). The resulting differences in preferences may also be used
to study relative influence in joint decisions. By observing the bias related to each agent-type we infer the degree of influence exerted in the
negotiation phase producing the joint choice. In fact, similarity in choice
outcomes between individual and joint choices implies that the respondent has been able to align the family with his/her original preferences.
This implies either imposing his/her preferences or, at least, refraining
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from changing his/her preferences during the negotiation phase. Unfortunately, in our case, tertium datur. In fact, the choice outcome, which is
the only event we have evidence of, could also, potentially, be determined
by chance. For example, the adolescent ends up with preferences similar
to the family, while, in reality, the choice is the result of a compromise between wife’s and husband’s preferences. The analysis of the preference
pattern of the family appears to indicate a tendency to average out the
more extreme preferences held individually. The agent-type that seams
more capable of affirming her position is the wife, that for each attribute,
except noise, makes the smallest concession among the members.

5.6

Summary, conclusions and future research

The representative member hypothesis has, since long, been the cornerstone of household analysis. Its validity has only recently been questioned. Analysts have generally treated the household as if it were a
single economic unit. Theory building and policy making generally assumes households to have unitary preferences. When this is true, studying the preferences of any single individual would be sufficient to model
family ones. This approach produces unbiased results if either the representative member adequately describes other members’ preferences or
if he/she influences a certain decision; either way identifying the member responsible for a given type of decision remains difficult Davis and
Rigaux (1974). Recent research findings cast doubts over this assumption and evidence demonstrates that families make long term decisions
jointly Beharry-Borg et al. (2009), Molin et al. (1999). What is more,
studies reveal respondents have a weak ability to assess other members’
preferences and to predict own influence over joint choice Dellaert et al.
(1998). This chapter analyses and compares individual and joint preferences in the context of household decision-making regarding residential location. Three sets of hypotheses on the preference homogeneity
among three agent-types are tested. In particular, we verify homogeneity between: 1) single agent-types; 2) a generic pooled agent and the
household; and, 3) each agent and household joint preferences.
We reject the null of preference homogeneity between each member138

type dyad for at least one attribute, for both MNL and MMNL model
specifications. The greatest number of attribute-specific preference disparities are found in the husband and wife dyad.
SP studies typically interview single members to gather representative information on household preferences. The shortcomings of this approach are revealed in two ways. The null that pooled choices correctly
reveal the joint preference structure is rejected in the MMNL specification. This implies that randomly selecting wives, husbands and adolescents would generate biased estimates of household utility for noise
alone, once preference heterogeneity is allowed. Lastly, the third set
of hypothesis tests whether any single member-type adequately characterises family preferences. If the representative member hypothesis cannot be rejected then interviewing a single member-type would cause no
significant distortion. In this case interviewing all member-types would
be resource inefficient. The null of the third set of hypotheses is rejected
for at least one attribute when heterogeneity is accounted for. In a MNL
setting wives can be regarded as an adequate representative for family
responses. On the whole, the data reveals that husbands are the worst
predictors of household preferences for housing attributes, at odds with
the common research practice of selecting them as household representatives.
We also quantify, both for specific and average member-type hypotheses, attribute-specific WTP/WTA biases ascribable to the uncritical adoption of the representative member hypothesis. Comparing member-specific
and pooled coefficients to those of the family reveals the magnitude and
sign of the bias. Research findings indicate the husband to be the farthest
from household preferences. Adolescents, typically found in an intermediate position between the parents, are more sensitive to accessibility,
noise and loss of the status quo condition, while being less sensitive to
air-pollution in comparison to the household. Wives in the sample are
most aligned with the household and only for noise display a significantly
higher WTP.
On the basis of our findings we conclude that further investigation of
the sampling approach proposed here is justified. In particular, no clearcut support for the unitary model emerges. This conclusion depends
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on both the MMNL model specification (e.g. choice of random parameter distribution) and the relatively small sample considered composed of
families living in two different parts of Italy distant from each other.
Critical issues in need of further research relate to the dynamics of
decision-making in group-contexts, in particular with reference to groups
with more than two members. A particular difficulty pertains to the study
of relative influence in a triadic context. In the present experiment information is shared and negotiation takes place only during the phase
of the joint choice. It would, however, be interesting to control the effects of information sharing prior to the joint household choice regarding preferences of other members. Moreover, the current approach does
not allow disentangling the impact of possible concessions and revisions
in the joint choice. With triadic choices there is a need to test for the
possibility of sequential coalition formation at a dyadic level. This entails that to acquire the data needed to test this hypothesis, all possible dyadic couples would also need to be interviewed. Another valuable
contribution suggested by an anonymous Referee concerns the identification of individual- and task-specific models to discover the change in
decision-making influence over a sequence of tasks. An ulterior relevant
aspect concerns the identification of relative influence in three-member
households. Literature typically assumes that relative power can be measured by similarity in preferences between single members and groups.
Whereas in a dyadic context relative influence is easily revealed, in a
triadic choice situation identification and interpretation is more complex. This is due to potentially random similarity in part-worths that
might mask a compromise between, for example husband’s and wife’s,
distinctly different preferences that might average out near the intermediate preferences of the adolescent. In future research we intend
to develop more cost-efficient and empirically robust SP administration
strategies to pursue the above-mentioned objectives.
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Figure 5.1: Kernels: Conditional distributions of marginal WTP’s
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Choice experiments are gaining ground in many fields as a reliable method
to study decision-making. In parallel there is a growing recognition that
non-trading choice behaviour - meaning that respondents are not compensating lower levels in one attribute against higher ones in another is commonly observed in these experiments. Similarly, a parallel stream
of literature puts into question the assumption that group behaviour can
be represented through a one-consumer utility function. The prevalence
of different decision processes and interactive preferences may have important impacts for the application of results from choice experiments in
practice, prompting researchers to define a strategy to identify and deal
with such choices.
This thesis proposes several methodological approaches aimed at acknowledging empirical insights that are essentially at odds with standard
modelling assumptions. In particular the work carried out in this thesis
derives from two key streams of empirically based findings; the fact that
people often rely on different decision protocols when solving a decision
problem and the fact that social interaction effects play an important role
in deciding between alternatives. The underlying motivation for this effort is the desire to understand how individuals and households may react
to policies that aim to nudge transportation behaviour towards more sustainable patterns. The accumulated knowledge in the field indicates that
behaviour and reactions to policy changes cannot be understood fully if
incomplete attribute compensation and social effects are ignored in our
models.
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Evidence from four empirical studies are presented.

A first case-

study looks at the role of reference dependence, focussing on multiple
attributes and multiple reference points in a commuting context. This
allows in depth study of the usual assumption of reference-free, linear
and symmetrical sensitivities. The second chapter looks at a modelling
structure that can account for different decision-rules, besides utilitymaximisation, that can be used to model different processes such as
lexicography, reference asymmetry, elimination-by-aspects and regretminimisation. This approach offers a way to relax the assumption that all
respondents use utility maximising decision protocols. A third section describes a model structure where the level of engagement of respondents
is studied using a latent variable structure to see how involvement can be
studied from attitudinal questions and other behavioural variables. This
is a way to assess the impact of lower involvement in a survey leading to
higher error variance in responses rather than assuming all respondents
to be equally engaged in experimental tasks. A fourth chapter overlooks
a framework of individual versus joint preference formation in a household to understand the potential shortcomings of the representative respondent hypothesis.
The results show how different behavioural model assumptions can
be tested within a discrete choice framework. Each empirical case shows
that modelling can be improved upon by allowing people to differ in referencing, behavioural rules, survey engagement and in a joint choice
context. Taken together, the approaches put forth in this thesis help us
bridge the gap between observed behavioural complexity and the use of
formal models of decision-making.
Finally, it is crucial to weigh the additional complexity of the approaches described and tested in this thesis against their contribution
in terms of explanatory and predictive power. Moreover, the findings
need to be put into the context of stated preference data used for the
empirical applications. In this vein, additional work is desirable to further develop the modelling advancements, to enhance internal validity
on additional sources and types of data and to explore external validity
to grasp the degree of applicability for description and prediction of real
behaviour in the transportation setting and beyond.
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